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PETITION TO DENY OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, TO DEFER PROCESSING

Council Tree Investors, Inc. ("Council Tree") and Bethel Native Corporation ("BNC")

(collectively, "Petitioners"), by their attorneys, hereby petition to deny or, in the alternative, to

defer processing of, the above-captioned applications by which AT&T Inc. ("AT&T") seeks

Commission consent to the transfer of control of various licenses, spectrum leasing

arrangements, and international authorizations ultimately owned and controlled by Deutsche

Telekom AG, parent ofT-Mobile, USA ("T-Mobile"). In support whereof, the following is

shown. l

1 This petition is timely filed. See Public Notice, DA 11-799, released Apr. 28, 2011 in WT
Docket No. 11-65. Council Tree and BNC have standing to file this Petition. Council Tree is an
investment company organized to identify and develop investment opportunities in the
communications industry, focused on building competitive new wireless businesses through the
Commission's designated entity (DE) program, including businesses owned by members of
minority groups and women. BNC is an Alaskan Native Village Corporation which seeks,
through the DE program, to participate in the development and improvement of
telecommunications in rural and remote areas ofAlaska, including the city of Bethel (with a
population of 6,000). Petitioners have a direct interest in, and would be harmed by approval of,
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I. Introduction.

By the captioned applications, AT&T, currently the second largest wireless carrier in the

United States, seeks Commission consent to acquire the spectrum now licensed to T-Mobile,

currently this country's fourth-largest wireless carrier. Approval of these various assignment and

transfer of control applications (collectively the "Application") would enable AT&T to supplant

Verizon Wireless ("Verizon") as America's largest wireless carrier. With the disappearance of

T-Mobile from the competitive wireless landscape, AT&T and Verizon would together control

nearly 80 percent of the United States wireless market.2 Petitioners ask the Commission to deny

this proposed egregious consolidation. Before it can even begin to consider the Application,

however, the Commission must first remedy the competitive imbalances created by its own

unlawful conduct ofthe last major spectrum auction, the so-called 700 MHz auction, or

Auction 73. That remedy would take the form of Commission grant of Petitioners' recently

supplemented December 7, 2007 petition for reconsideration ("Reconsideration Petition") ofthe

Commission's November 2007 Order which selectively waived for Auction 73 the "50 Percent

Retail Rule," as defined infra note 6 and accompanying text. Order, 22 FCC Rcd 20354 (2007)

("Order")? As explained below, the Reconsideration Petition presents an ideal vehicle for

the proposed consolidation of AT&T and T-Mobile. As explained herein, spectrum that is at the
very heart of the proposed transaction was acquired through two unlawfully conducted major
spectrum auctions, one of which remains under direct legal challenge by Petitioners. As further
explained herein, redress of Petitioners' injuries must be provided before the Commission may
even begin to consider the inextricably linked, above-captioned transaction. This Petition is
supported by the attached declaration of George T. Laub, Managing Director of Council Tree.
See 47 C.F.R. § 1.939(d).

2 Editorial, Looks Like a Duopoly, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 28, 2011, cited in Attachment 2 hereto.

3 Copies of Petitioners' May 18, 2011 Supplement to the Reconsideration Petition
("Supplement"), together with two companion pleadings filed the same day, a "Motion for Leave
to File Supplement to Petition for Reconsideration" and a "Request for Expedited Processing and
Decision," comprise Attachment 1 hereto.
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addressing and resolving vitally important public interest issues that are inextricably linked with

the Application.

II. Background.

Section 3090) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (the "Act"), directs the

Commission to desigu spectrum auctions so as both to promote the participation therein of small

businesses, known in FCC parlance as desiguated entities or "DEs," and to avoid the excessive

concentration of licenses. See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(3)(B), (4)(D).4 This statutory scheme is

premised on Congress' fundamental recognition that auctions present the best opportunity to

introduce competition into spectrum-dependent businesses such as the wireless industry.5 Prior

to 2006, the Commission had utilized various measures to implement Section 309(j)'s directives,

such as conducting spectrum auctions that were "closed" to all but DEs, and allowing DEs to use

installment plans to pay for spectrum won at auction. By 2006, however, DE participation in

spectrum auctions was facilitated by only a single mechanism - the award to qualified DEs of

"bidding credits" of varying percentages, dependent on a particular DE's attributable gross

revenues, that reduce the amount a winning DE bidder must pay at an auction's conclusion.

In April 2006, on the very threshold of Advanced Wireless Services Auction 66, a major

auction of90 MHz of prime spectrum that had been many years in the planning, the FCC

abruptly and unlawfully adopted draconian new rules and made them applicable to all DE

bidders in Auction 66 and all subsequent auctions. The two most prominent and harmful of

those rules were (i) the impermissible relationship or "50 Percent Retail Rule" which effectively

denied bidding credit benefits to DEs that leased or resold (including through wholesaling) more

4 The Commission is also tasked to identifY and eliminate regulatory barriers facing small
businesses in the ownership of telecommunications facilities and provision of services.
47 U.S.c. § 257.

5 See Supplement, 7 and nn.16 and 17.
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than 50 percent of their aggregate spectrum capacity to third parties;6 and (ii) the unjust

enrichment or "I O-Year Hold Rule" which doubled the period of time, from five to ten years,

during which a DE must hold a spectrum license or face repayment of all or a portion of the

bidding credit (plus interest) utilized by that DE at auction.7 The FCC adopted the Unlawful

Rules in a vacuum, without the benefit of the notice and opportunity to comment required by the

Administrative Procedure Act. s By foreclosing DEs' utilization ofpro-competitive, "100-

percent-wholesaling" business models and lengthening DE investors' exit horizon to ten years,

the FCC, in direct contravention of the primary purposes of Section 309(j) of the Act (i.e., to

promote competition and avoid excessive license concentration), effectively ensured that no DE

could raise the substantial investment funds necessary to launch a nationwide, new entrant

challenge to any of the largest wireless carriers. Council Tree had labored long to structure such

a new entrant DE, but its efforts were scuttled at the eleventh hour by the Unlawful Rules. See

Supplement, Attachment 5.9 Petitioners brought an immediate court challenge, but Auction 66

proceeded with the Unlawful Rules firmly in place.

6 47 C.F.R. § 1.211O(3)(b)(iv)(A) (2006) (now vacated).

7 47 C.F.R. § 1.211 I(d)(2) (2006) (now vacated). The 50 Percent Retail Rule and IO-Year Hold
Rule are referred to collectively herein as the "Unlawful Rules."

8 See Council Tree Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 619 FJd 235 (3d Cir. 2010), cert. denied sub
nom. Council Tree Investors, Inc. v. FCC, 2011 U.S. LEXIS 2468 (U.S. Mar. 28, 2011)
("Council Tree").

9 The damage done by the Unlawful Rules was in no way limited to the ruin of potential
nationwide new entrant DEs. Those rules also, for example, vitiated BNC's plans to bring
broadband service to geographically isolated, economically depressed, and unserved
communities in Alaska. See Further Supplement to Motion for Expedited Stay, WT Docket
No. 05-211, Declaration of Anastasia C. Hoffman, President and CEO ofBNC. Cf Inquiry
Concerning the Deployment ofAdvanced Telecommunications Capability to All American in a
Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such Deployment Pursuant to
Section 706 ofthe Telecommunications Act of1996, as Amended by the Broadband Data
Improvement Act, FCC 11-78, released May 20, 20 II ("Seventh Report") (more than 26 million
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Auction 66 proved disastrous for DEs and the pro-competitive purposes of Section 309.

DEs won just 4 percent of the total dollar value of the some $13.7 billion in spectrum sold by the

FCC in Auction 66, a precipitous drop from the DE average of approximately 70 percent in

major spectrum auctions conducted before adoption of the Unlawful Rules. Council Tree,

619 F.3d at 248. By contrast, T-Mobile alone won 31% ofthe total value of these Auction 66

licenses (costing $4,182,312,000), and T-Mobile, Verizon, AT&T, and a consortium composed

of Sprint Nextel Corp. ("Sprint") and several large cable companies won an aggregate 78% of

that total value. See Public Notice, DA 06-1882, released Sept. 20, 2006. These results

exploded any pretense that DEs could overcome the roadblocks to funding posed by the

Unlawful Rules and participate in any meaningful way in spectrum auctions; conferred a

windfall on the large incumbents by suppressing the ability of DEs to make competitive bids;

and confirmed that the Unlawful Rules ultimately deprived consumers ofthe manifold benefits,

in the form of technical innovation, more competitive pricing and expanded customer service

offerings that would otherwise have been provided by robust competition from DEs.

The results of Auction 66 were so starkly illustrative of the debilitating effects of the

Unlawful Rules on DEs that a sister federal entity to the Commission, the Office of Advocacy of

the United States Small Business Administration ("Office of Advocacy"), was moved to take the

unusual step of asking the FCC to suspend the application of the Unlawful Rules to Auction 73,

the next major auction of 52 MHz of choice, versatile spectrum, then scheduled to commence in

early 2008. 10 The Commission ignored the Office of Advocacy's entreaty and plunged ahead

Americans, mostly in rural communities, are denied access to the jobs and economic opportunity
made possible by broadband).

10 See Service Rules/or the 698-746, 747-762 and 777-792 MHz Bands, Second Report and
Order, 22 FCC Rcd 15289,15472 n.1083 (2007).
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with Auction 73, Unlawful Rules in place, with the single exception of the Order, which

implemented a highly unorthodox, last-minute change of course.

In the free-standing Order, the FCC elected on its own motion, outside the confines of

any FCC rulemaking or other docketed proceeding, a mere three weeks before Auction 73

applications were due, to waive application of the 50 Percent Retail Rule to DE bidders for the

so-called D Block of spectrum. The D Block, a nationwide 10 MHz license, was being made

available to those private companies interested in partnering with public safety entities to create a

nationwide wireless network that would provide seamless priority to first responders while also

serving commercial users on a secondary basis. The Order expressly reaffirmed the continued

application to Auction 73 of all DE rules in all other respects, including the 50 Percent Retail

Rule and the 10-Year Hold Rule. Order~~ 7,8,10. See Supplement, n.5. Petitioners timely

filed the Reconsideration Petition, making clear that, rather than suspend just the 50 Percent

Retail Rule for just one block of spectrum, the FCC needed to suspend all of the harmful and

unlawful DE rules adopted in 2006 for all spectrum offered in Auction 73. Petition, iv, 3, n.10, 8

& 11. See also Supplement, 2-3. The FCC did not even place the Reconsideration Petition on

public notice, and rushed ahead with Auction 73.

Auction 73 generated predictably calamitous results for DEs and spectacular spectrum

gains for the two largest incumbents. DEs' share of the approximately $19 billion total dollar

value oflicenses won in Auction 73 shrunk even more sharply than in Auction 66, to a negligible

2.6%. In bold contrast, Verizon (49%) ($9,363,160,000) and AT&T (35%) ($6,636,658,000)

completely dominated the auction, capturing a staggering and unprecedented aggregate 84% of

the total dollar value oflicenses won. See Public Notice, DA 08-595, released Mar. 20,2008.

Moreover, the Order failed to prompt the minimum bid for the D Block, not even from Frontline
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Wireless LLC ("Frontline"), the company prominently associated with former FCC Chairman

Reed Hundt that was not only the sole DE potentially in position to benefit from the release of

the Order so close to the start of Auction 73, but the company that had lobbied intensely for

relieffrom the 50 Percent Retail Rule in advance of the Order's issuance. I I With Petitioners'

ongoing legal challenge to the Unlawful Rules, the on-the-record objections of a sister federal

agency, and the dismal DE results of Auction 66 as backdrop, the FCC could feign no surprise

that its "design" of Auction 73 again produced results exactly the opposite of those envisioned

by Section 309(j) - meaningful DE participation was "avoided" while an excessive concentration

of licenses was "promoted."

Last summer, the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit confirmed in

Council Tree what Petitioners had pointed out virtually from the moment of the Unlawful Rules'

adoption in 2006. The Unlawful Rules were promulgated in "serious" violation of the APA.

Council Tree, 619 F.3d at 258. They could not, and did not, survive judicial review and were

vacated in their entirety. [d. at 258-59. The Court's decision included penetrating substantive

criticisms of the Unlawful Rules. 12 On purely equitable grounds on the record then before it, the

Court declined to overturn the results of either Auction 66 or 73, leaving for another day the

questions of whether an order relating exclusively to Auction 73 was necessary to confer

jurisdiction on the Court to reach Auction 73 (619 F.3d at 257 n.12) and whether the mandatory

language of Section 706 of the APA ("shall ... set aside") affords a reviewing court discretion to

decline to set aside unlawful agency action (id. at 258 n.l3).

II Over the course of less than a month and a half in the autumn of 2007, Frontline filed no
fewer than 22 letters memorializing ex parte contacts with decisionmaking FCC personnel on,
inter alia, the issue ofthe need for relieffrom the 50 Percent Retail Rule. See Frontline Ex Parte
Letters (10105-11116107), on file with the Commission in WT Docket Nos. 06-150 et al.

12 See Supplement, 4-5.
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III. Argument.

Petitioners anticipate that this Petition will be part of a chorus of opposition to FCC

approval of the Application. 13 Petitioners further expect many to argue that AT&T's proposed

acquisition ofT-Mobile is the anti-competitive "domino" that must not be aIlowed to faIl, given

its potential to create a de facto wireless duopoly in this country consisting of AT&T and

Verizon, with Sprint's fate inevitably sealed as an ineffectual remnant of the current group of

four largest carriers. Approval of the Application would push Sprint, faced with two competitors

controIling nearly 80 percent of the wireless market, to the edge of the competitive gangplank, its

value reduced essentiaIly to that of an acquisition target. However characterized, Sprint's days

as a competitor would be numbered.

This Petition underscores in bold lettering that the American wireless industry has been

brought to this perilous competitive crossroads by the Commission's unlawful conduct of

Auctions 66 and 73, to the detriment of Petitioners, DEs, competition, and the American

consumer in general, and to the windfaIl benefit of the largest wireless incumbents, including

both parties to the Application, AT&T and T- Mobile. The Commission's unlawful past actions

have set the stage for the further competitive harms threatened by the Application. To be sure,

under no circumstances should the FCC compound the damage caused by Auctions 66 and 73 by

aIlowing the combination into a behemoth of two oftoday's four largest wireless incumbents,

both of which reaped windfaIls in those auctions. 14 But, at a minimum, before any of those

13 Numerous companies, various elected officials, and many groups have already announced
their concerns with or opposition to grant of the Application, and multiple editorials, articles, and
commentaries have addressed the important public interest considerations that favor denial of the
Application. See Attachment 2 hereto for a partial summary thereof.

14 The Clayton Act empowers the FCC to block anti-competitive mergers. 15 U.S.C. § 21(a). In
deciding whether to exercise that authority, the FCC foIlows guidelines similar to those
articulated in the FTC/DOJ's Horizontal Merger Guidelines. Jonathan B. Baker, Sector-Specific
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questions posed by the Application can be properly addressed, the Commission must first resolve

the Reconsideration Petition, which has already been languishing in the Commission's

processing queue for three and a half years.

After all, the Court in Council Tree has now vacated the Unlawful Rules, eliminating all

doubt that Petitioners correctly challenged their validity in advance of the conduct ofboth

Auction 66 and Auction 73. Furthermore, at the present time, the application of the Unlawful

Rules to Auction 73 remains under direct legal challenge, in the form of the Reconsideration

Petition. That challenge poses the following fundamental questions that demand answers before

the Commission can even begin to assess whether to allow this proposed further consolidation:

(l) whether an auction, conducted pursuant to unlawful rules that directly and profoundly limit

the composition of the bidder pool, can itself survive; and, if the Commission denies the

Reconsideration Petition, (2) whether a reviewing court possesses the discretion to decline to set

aside unlawful agency action, namely the conduct of Auction 73 pursuant to the Unlawful Rules,

given the mandatory language of Section 706 of the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706. See Supplement,

n.20. Petitioners strongly urge the Commission to find that unlawfully conducted auctions

Competition Enforcement at the FCC, NYU ANNuAL SURVEY OF AMERlCAN LAW (2010) ("the
FCC often looks to the Horizontal Merger Guidelines promulgated by DOJ and FTC for
guidance in analyzing horizontal mergers.") One key factor in the Merger Guidelines is whether
the merger will significantly increase concentration in the market. Here, the proposed merger
should be denied, as the combination ofT-Mobile's valuable spectrum with AT&T's already
substantial spectrum holdings will further cement AT&T's super carrier status and eliminate a
competitor in a market with extremely high barriers to entry, a market that Commissioner
Michael Copps is concerned is already too concentrated. Ian Shapira and Jia Lynn Yang, AT&T,
T-Mobile Merger Blasted, WASH. POST, March 21, 2011, at All (quoting Commissioner Copps)
("Specifically, the [14th Mobile Competition] Report confirms something I have been warning
about for years - that competition has been dramatically eroded and is seriously endangered by
continuing consolidation and concentration in our wireless markets."). In the end, consumers
stand to suffer most from approval of the Application, as the loss of the competitive pricing
associated with T-Mobile offerings would allow the remaining carriers to further raise their
prices, and new entrants would find it that much more difficult to bring their competitive benefits
to the market.
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cannot survive and that, to restore competitive balance, the spectrum at stake in Auction 73 must

be reauctioned without the Unlawful Rules in place. Because the Application is being

prosecuted by a party (AT&T) whose spectrum holdings are directly tied to Auction 73, there is

simply no way for the Commission to assess the Application and the competitive landscape into

which it fits without first resolving the Reconsideration Petition and implementing the necessary

and appropriate remedy. 15 The need to resolve badly backlogged agency work that so clearly

implicates the public interest (the Reconsideration Petition) must be given sequencing priority

over processing work that relates primarily to the private interests ofthe parties to the

Application.

IV. Conclusion.

Accordingly, for all the reasons set forth herein and in the Reconsideration Petition, the

FCC should deny the Application or, in the alternative, defer its processing until such time as the

Reconsideration Petition has been adequately resolved.

Respectfully submitted,

COUNCIL TREE INVESTORS, INC. AND
BETHEL NATIVE CORPORATION

By:J~ 1?c,.wt--
S. Jenell Trigg
Dennis P. Corbett

Lerman Senter PLLC
2000 K Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20006-1809
Tel. 202-416-1090

May 31,2011 Their Attorneys

15 Prompt grant of the Reconsideration Petition would also be consonant with the FCC's
recently acknowledge statutory obligation to "take immediate action to accelerate deployment of
[broadband] capability by removing barriers to infrastructure investment and by promoting
competition in the telecommunications market." Seventh Report, ~ 5 (citing 47 U.S.C.
§ 1302(b».
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, DC 20554

In the Matter of
Waiver ofSection 1.211 0(b)(3)(iv)(A) of the
Commission's Rules for the Upper 700 MHz
Band D Block License

To: The Commission

)
)
)
)
)

FILED/ACCEPTED

HAY -/8 7011
FederaJ Com1l1lJllJcaUO/lS Commisslon

0ftJce of lttB Secretary

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE SUPPLEMENT
TO PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Council Tree Investors, Inc. 1 ("Council Tree") and Bethel Native Corporation

(collectively, "Petitioners"), by their attorneys, hereby seek leave to file the supplement

("Supplement''), submitted contemporaneously herewith, to their pending December 7, 2007

petition for reconsideration ("Petition") in the above-captioned matter.
.',

'. 0 Section 1.l06(t) of the Commission's Rules (47 C.F.R § 1.l06(t) provides that

supplements to pending reconsideration petitions submitted more than 30 days after FCC public

notice of the action with respect to which reconsideration has been sought will be accepted only

upon the submission of a motion for leave to file the supplement demonstrating adequate

grounds therefor. Case law makes clear such grounds exist when a petitioner could not

1 The company's name (previously Council Tree Communications, Inc.) was changed to
Council Tree Investors, Inc., effective October 13,2009.
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reasonably have brought the developments addressed in a supplement to the Commission's

attention at the time of the original filing. 2 Here, that test is easily met.

The Supplement focuses primarily on the impact on the Petition of the decision of the

United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Council Tree Communications, Inc. v.

FCC, 619 FJd 235 (3d Cir. 2010) cert denied sub nom. Council Tree Investors, Inc. v. FCC,

2011 U.S. LEXIS 2468 (U.S. Mar. 28, 2011). The recent Third Circuit decision, by definition,

could not have been incorporated in the Petition in 2007, when the Petition was due. In addition,

the Supplement addresses other matters, such as the results ofAuction 73, FCC decisions

subsequent to the Petition's filing, and the recent application ofAT&T to acquire the assets ofT-

Mobile USA, that could not have been addressed within thirty days of release of the FCC Order,

22 FCC Rcd 20354 (2007), which is the subject of the Petition. All of these events and

developments are appropriately and efficiently addressed in consolidated fashion in the

Supplement filed today. Petitioners note that the public is not prejudiced in any way by the

timing of the Supplement's filing, particularly where the Commission has not yet sought public

input on the Petition, nearly three and a half years after its filing. Furthermore, the public

interest will be served by acceptance and consideration of the Supplement, because the

developments addressed and issues raised therein are ofparamount importance to bedrock

principles of competition, diversity, and agency compliance with law.

2 See Schroeder Manatee Ranch, IS FCC Rcd 10060, n.1 (Wrreless Bur. 2000) ("Because the
Supplemental Filing addresses events occurring after (or very shortly before) the Petition was
filed, we will grant [the] request and accept the Supplemental Filing."); Amendment of
Section 73.202(b), Table ofAllotments, FM Broadcast Stations (Columbus and Monona,
Wisconsin), 21 FCC Rcd 10012, n.2 (Media Bur. 2006) (''The Petitioner's Motion to
Supplement, which was filed on April 11,2006, seeks to update the record in this proceeding by
providing information on facts that have changed since the Commission released its R&O. We
will grant the Motion to Supplement because ifwiII facilitate resolution of this case.") (citation
omitted).
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For the reasons set forth above, ample grounds support summary grant of this motion and

prompt consideration of the Petition, as supplemented.3

Respectfully submitted,

COUNCIL TREE INVESTORS, INC. AND
BETHEL NATIVE CORPORAnON

By: L 1?c;.W:.--....
S. Jenell Trigg
Dennis P. Corbett

Lerman Senter PLLC
2000 K Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20006-1809
Tel. 202-416-1090

May 18, 2011 Their Attorneys

3 Petitioners are also this day filing a "Request for Expedited Processing and Decision" in this
matter.
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General Counsel
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Senior Vice President and
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In the Matter of
Waiver ofSection 1.2110(b)(3)(iv)(A) of the
Commission's Rules for the Upper 700 MHz
Band D Block License

To: The Commission

)
)
)
)
)

MAY 1B?nl1

Federal Communications Commission
Offlce of lila S~retary

SUPPLEMENT TO PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Council Tree Investors, Inc.1 ("Council Tree") and Bethel Native Corporation

(collectively, "Petitioners"), by their attorneys, hereby supplement their pending December 7,

2007 Petition for Reconsideration (''Petition'') of the Federal Communications Commission's

Order, 22 FCC Rcd 20354 (2007) ("Order") in the above-captioned matter.2

I. Background.

In the Order, the agency took two primary actions. First, on the doorstep ofAuction 73

(also known as the 700 MHz auction), the Order, with respect to the so-called "D Block" of

Auction 73 spectrum being made available to those private companies interested in partnering

with public safety entities, waived application ofthe impermissible relationship rule to small

I The company's name (previously Council Tree Communications, Inc.) was changed to
Council Tree Investors, Inc., effective October 13, 2009.

2 A date-stamped copy ofthe Petition, as timely filed with the Commission, comprises
Attachment 1 hereto. The Minority Media and Telecommunications Council, a co-petitioner in
2007, is no longer a party to the Petition. Petitioners are submitting contemporaneously
herewith, as a companion to this Supplement, a "Motion for Leave to File Supplement to Petition
for Reconsideration."
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businesses known as designated entities ("DEs'').) Second, the Order explicitly reaffinned the

continued application to Auction 73 of all DE rules in all other respects, including the 50 Percent

Retail Rule and the unjust enrichment rule.4 The Commission, for example, made clear in the

Order that any waiver of the 50 Percent Retail Rule utilized by a winning DE bidder for the

D Block in Auction 73 would not apply to any other spectrum won by that same DE in

Auction 73.s

The Petition challenged the Order on multiple grounds. First, Petitioners reasserted their

prior objections, then pending in the Third Circuit, that the 50 Percent Retail Rule and the 10-

Year Hold Rule were substantively and procedurally unlawful. Petition at 4 n.5 ("Like

Auction 66, the 700 MHz Auction is proceeding under unlawfully adopted, fundamentally

) Bidding credits ofvarying percentages, dependent on a particular DE's attributable gross
revenues, were available to qualified DEs in Auction 73. The impennissible relationship rule in
effect at the time the Order was issued, 47 C.F.R. § 12110(3)(b)(iv)(A) (2006) (now vacated),
referred to in the Petition and herein as the "50 Percent Retail Rule," effectively denied bidding
credit benefits to DEs that leased or resold (including through wholesaling) in the aggregate
more than 50 percent of their spectrum capacity to third parties.

4 The unjust enrichment rule in effect at the time the Order was issued, 47 c.P.R. § 1.21 I I(dX2)
(2006) (now vacated), referred to in the Petition and herein as the "10-Year Hold Rule," had
doubled the period oftime, from five to ten years, during which a DE must hold a spectrum
license or face repayment ofall or a portion of the bidding credit utilized by that DE at auction.

5 Order '117 ("We stress that this waiver applies only to arrangements for spectrum capacity on
the D Block. . .. Also, because we are not waiving the rule with respect to arrangements for use
of the spectrum capacity of licenses other than the D Block license, if an applicant or licensee
has an impermissible material relationship with respect to the spectrum capacity of any other
license(s), the normal operation of the current rules will continue to render it ineligible for
designated entity benefits for the D Block license") (emphasis in original). See also Order18
("If a D Block applicant or licensee utilizes this waiver, it will remain subject to our other
designated entity eligibility rules, including our controlling interest, unjust enrichment,
attributable material relationship, audit, eligibility event and annual reporting rules"); '1110
("[C]ontinued application ofthe controlling interest rule, attributable material relationship rule,
and the unjust enrichment rule, as well as all other designated entity eligibility rules, will ensure
that only bona fide small businesses, exercising control over the D Block license in accordance
with our rules, will benefit from bidding credits applicable to that license") (emphasis added;
footnote omitted).
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flawed DE rules."); id. at 7-8 ("Substantively, the Order amounts to nothing less than an explicit

concession that the LeaselResale Restriction is itself an irrational and debilitating obstacle" to

accomplishment of the statute's objectives). Second, Petitioners argued that by exempting DEs

from just one of those rules for just the auction of the D Block, without providing any prior

notice or opportunity for comment, the Order was procedurally unlawful, id. at 3-7, while also

being substantively arbitrary and capricious and contrary to law, id. at 7_12.6

Petitioners made clear that, rather than suspend just the 50 Percent Retail Rule for just

one block of spectrum, the FCC needed to suspend all of the harmful and unlawful DE rules

adopted in 2006 for all spectrum offered in Auction 73. Petition at iv, 3, n.IO, 8, & 11. In

support, Petitioners cited, inter alia, their then-pending challenge to the lawfulness of the new

DE rules in the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, id. at 1-2, 3, 8; the dismal

results in the real world laboratory of Auction 66 mustered by small businesses shackled by the

various DE rules adopted in Apri12006 (the "New DE Rules''), id. at iii;7 and the position taken

on the record at the FCC by the Office ofAdvocacy ofthe U.S. Small Business Administration

("SBA Office ofAdvocacy") with respect to Auction 73, that application ofall of the New DE

6 On December 3,2007, Verizon Wireless timely filed its own petition for reconsideration ofthe
Order, in which Verizon Wireless stated (p.7 n.8): "[T]he Commission has made clear that the
waiver does not extend to other 700 MHz spectrum blocks. Therefore, if anything, the Waiver
Order creates inequity and unfairness among service providers because a D-Block DE licensee
will hold a far broader power to sell wholesale services than other 700 MHz and AWS DE
licensees." An FCC date-stamped copy of the Verizon Wireless petition comprises Attachment 2
hereto.

7 DEs won only four percent ofthe total dollar value of the spectrum offered in Auction 66, as
compared with an averaged percentage of approximately 70 percent in major spectrum auctions
conducted before adoption of the unlawful New DE Rules in 2006. Council Tree
Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 619 F.3d 235, 248 (3d Cir. 2010), cert. denied sub nom, Council
Tree Investors, Inc. v. FCC, 2011 U.S. LEXIS 2468 (U.S., Mar. 28, 2011) ("Council Tree"). A
copy of the Council Tree opinion comprises Attachment 3 hereto.
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Rules to Auction 73 should be stayed. Petition at 7. The Commission completely ignored the

Petition and plunged ahead with Auction 73.

II. This Supplement Updates the Legal and Factual Record and Refashions tbe
Requested Relief.

In the nearly three and one-half years since the Petition's filing, much has happened to

warrant this supplement. First, both the 50 Percent Retail Rule which was the subject of the

targeted "D Block" waiver effectuated by the Order, and the 10-Year Hold Rule, were vacated

last year in their entirety by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. 8 The Court

concluded that the 50 Percent Retail Rule and I0-Year Hold Rule were adopted in "serious"

violation of the APA's notice and comment requirements. Council Tree, 619 F.3d at 258. The

Court found that the "contrast could not be more stark between the transparent discussion of [the

issues in a prior rulemaking] and the run up to the rules promulgated in 2006 ...." !d. at 254.

The Further Notice ofProposed Rulemaking issued by the agency in advance ofthe New DE

Rules' adoption "had not so much as hinted that" the Commission was contemplating anything

like the 50 Percent Retail Rule. !d. at 253. Similarly, the Court found that the FCC had failed to

provide even "inferential notice" of the 10-Year Hold Rule, observing that "[i]ndeed, no

commenter manifested an understanding that the FCC was considering changing the existing

repayment schedule." [d. at 256.

The Court also found substantive problems with both Rules, noting "that the FCC does

not appear to have thoroughly considered the impact of the extended repayment schedule on

DEs' ability to retain financing." !d. at 257 n.lO. It further found that the Conunission was

"confused" about "the maximum period for which investors are willing to lock up their capital

(before being able to liquidate the spectrum license, in the event the DE proves

8 Council Tree, 619 F.3d at 258-59.
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unprofitable) ... ." Id. Likewise, the Court criticized the agency's "inattention to the nature of

the wireless wholesaling business," in which a DE would "build and operate" new, wireless

transmission facilities and then sell that new capacity to other existing companies, thereby

promoting competition. See id. at 255 n.8.9

The Third Circuit's decision confirmed that the Petition at issue here had it exactly right.

The 50 Percent Retail Rule and 10-Year Hold Rule were unlawful and should never had been

applied to DEs seeking to bid on any of the spectrum available in Auction 73. 10 The FCC's

election to barrel blindly ahead with Auction 73 in the face of the timely-filed Petition

constitutes unlawful action that the agency now bears responsibility for remedying in the first

instance.1I

9 On purely equitable grounds, the Court declined to overturn the results of either Auction 66 or
73, leaving for another day the question ofwhether the mandatory language of Section 706 of the
APA ("shall ... set aside") affords a reviewing court discretion to decline to set aside unlawful
agency action. See Council Tree, 619 F.3d at 258, n.I 3 ("Petitioners argue that we are required
to vacate any rules we find in violation of the APA, pointing out that the APA requires us to
'hold unlawful and set aside' any such agency action. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (emphasis added)....
Because we find remand without vacatur to be inappropriate on the facts of this case, we express
no view as to whether we are authorized to order this [remand without vacatur) remedy.").

10 The FCC itself recently confirmed the arbitrariness of the 50 Percent Retail Rule by
concluding that a wholesale-only model for provision ofterrestrial mobile broadband services on
a nationwide basis, the kind of business model Council Tree was precluded from implementing
by the 50 Percent Retail Rule (see Attachment 5 hereto, described infra at note 13), would
affirmatively "enhance competition among current mobile wireless providers" and potentially
"be a catalyst for market changing developments in the use and sale ofinnovative new mass
market consumer devices," and that these and other benefits "arising from the wholesale
provision of facilities-based 40 broadband services ... significantly outweigh any potential
harms" related to the specific proposal before it. SkyTerra Communications, Inc. and Harbinger
Capital Partners Funds, 25 FCC Red 3059, 3087 en 62-63) (IB/OETIWTB 2010).

II It is something ofa tautology, but one that Petitioners nonetheless articulate here out of an
abundance ofcaution, that the FCC's conduct ofAuction 73 pursuant to unlawful rules was itself
unlawful agency action. Rules pursuant to which auctions are conducted and the auctions
themselves are, in this sense, agency actions that are inextricably intertwined - an auction
conducted pursuant to unlawful rules is an agency action that cannot itselfsurvive. Furthermore,
given the seriousness of the agency's APA violations, the arbitrary and capricious nature of the
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The FCC's conduct of Auction 73 with the 50 Percent Retail Rule (for all but the

D Block) and the 10-Year Hold Rule in place generated predictably disastrous results. 12 With

DEs' ability to raise funds and participate in that auction effectively nullified by the New DE

Rules, their share of the total dollar value ofspectrum purchased in Auction 73 fell even more

precipitously than in Auction 66, to 2.6 percent. 13 Equally alarming, the two largest incumbent

wireless companies in the United States, Verizon Wireless and AT&T, acquired an astonishing

aggregated 84 percent of the total dollar value ofall spectrum sold in Auction 73. 14 These

Auction 73 results were the exact opposite of those that the congressional mandates embedded in

Section 3090) of the Communications Act direct the FCC to facilitate - to use auctions as a

50 Percent Retail Rule and the 10-Year Hold Rule, and the extensive hann caused by those rules
to DEs' ability to participate in Auction 73, the agency's unlawful action here was neither de
minimis nor non-prejudicial.

12 See Attachment 4 hereto for an analysis of the results ofboth Auction 66 and Auction 73.

13 Council Tree, 619 F.3d at 248. Attachment 5 hereto consists of the Declaration of George T.
Laub, Managing Director ofCouncil Tree, explaining that the 50 Percent Retail Rule and 10
Year Hold Rule prevented Council Tree from participating in Auction 73.

14 See Matthew Lasar, Verizon, AT&TRule 700MHz Auction; Block D Fate Unsettled, ARS
Technica, 2008, available at http://arstechnicacom/old/content/2008/03/verizon-att-rule
70Omhz-auction-block-d-fate-unsettled.ars. The two most prominent headlines to emerge from
Auction 73 were the FCC's failure to sell the D Block despite the Order (reliefthat proved to be
too little, too late), a failure which continues to bedevil first responders and the public safety
community to this day, and the auction's solidifying the dominant competitive positions of
AT&T and Verizon rather than introducing any meaningful new competition to those largest of
incumbents. See id.; W. David Gardner, 700 MHz Auction Keeps U.S. Public Safety Network In
Limbo, Information Week, Apr. 16, 2008, available at
http://www.informationweek.com/newslmobilitylbusiness/207400019; Brad Reed; 700-MHz
Auction Draws Mixed Reaction, NetworkWorld, Mar. 21, 2008, available at
http://www.pcworld.com/article/143705/700rnhz_auction_drawsJnixed_reaction.htrnl.
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means both to promote new entrant'small business participation and competition in spectrum-

based businesses and to avoid excessive concentration of licenses. IS

When Congress granted the FCC authority to auction spectrum in 1997,16 it incorporated

safeguards designed to prevent this system for awarding licenses, so dependent on bidders'

wealth, from becoming the privileged feeding ground of the largest and most prosperous,

consolidation-prone incumbents. 17 The demonstrable benefits to consumers (e.g., better service,

lower pricing, and innovation) that flow from ensuring that spectrum, the essential public

resource for any company desiring to compete in the wireless industry, be widely dispersed

among multiple owners, were simply too important to leave to chance. Over the years, the

safeguards mandated by Section 3090) had been given various tangible forms by the FCC (e.g.,

closed DE auctions, installment payment plans) that, by the time ofAuction 66, had devolved

into a single small business benefit - bidding credits. As Auction 73 approached, the FCC knew

full well from its Auction 66 experience that the New DE Rules it had adopted in startling and

stark violation of the Administrative Procedure Act had essentially destroyed the value of those

bidding credits for DEs, to the direct, "windfall" benefit of the largest incumbent companies.

And, yet, the FCC pushed on with Auction 73.

Given the developments outlined above, the Petition, as supplemented herein, now

presents a question of first impression for the agency. The FCC, on the record in the Order, at

the threshold ofAuction 73, treated its New DE Rules as lawful, even in the face of, among other

IS 47 U.S.C. §§ 309(j)(3)(B), (4)(D); see also 47 U.S.c. §§ 157(a) and 332(c)(l)(C), cited in the
Petition at 11-12.

16 Section 3002 of the Balanced Budget Act ofl997, Pub 1. No. 105-33 (codified at 47 U.S.C.
§ 309(j». Congress was very concerned with the ability ofsmall businesses and new entrants to
"effectively compete" in the bidding process. H.R. Rep. No.1 05-217, at 572 (1997).

17 See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. §§ 309(j)(3) and (4).
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things: Petitioners' legal challenge; the dismal DE results in Auction 66; and the clearly

expressed views of the SBA Office ofAdvocacy that the New DE Rules should be stayed for

Auction 73. Now, the two most critical of those rules have been set aside by a reviewing court

as unlawful, and the Petition remains pending. IB That Petition timely challenged the Order,

which not only relates exclusively to Auction 73, but explicitly applied all of the New DE Rules

(with the sole exception ofthe 50 Percent Retail Rule as to the D Block) to all ofthe spectrum

being sold in Auction 73. 19 The Third Circuit has now conclusively established that the

50 Percent Retail Rule and 10-Year Hold Rule were unlawful. The Commission did not seek

further review of the Third Circuit decision, nor has it attempted to reinstate the rules.

Petitioners timely challenged the Commission's plans to apply those unlawful rules to

Auction 73 in their pending Petition. Accordingly, even setting aside Petitioners' objections to

the special treatment afforded some D& in the Order, they are independently entitled to relief

based on their claim that the Order unlawfully refused to exempt all DEs from the invalid New

IB 47 U.S.C. § 405(a) requires the FCC to take action, either grant or denial, with respect to all
timely-filed petitions for reconsideration of agency orders.

19 In Council Tree, both the FCC and intervenors supporting the agency argued that the Court
lacked jurisdiction to reach Auction 73 in the absence ofan agency order on review that related
exclusively to Auction 73. See, e.g., Supp. Br. for Respondents (Sept. 15,2008) 3d. Cir. Case
No. 08-2036, at 28 (citing Fed. R. App. P. 15(aX2XC). The Court never ruled on whether it
held jurisdiction over Auction 73 in light ofits equity-based conclusions premised on the record
then before it (Council Tree, 619 F.3d at 257, n.12), but in any event, no similar jurisdictional
objections could be made to ajudicial appeal of this Order. Indeed, Intervenor Cellco
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless singled out this Order as precisely the type of agency action
that would confer jurisdiction over Auction 73 on a reviewing court. Br. ofIntervenor Cellco
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless in Support ofRespondent (Sept. 15,2008) 3d. Cir. Case No.
08-2036, at 6-7. Because the FCC clearly elected, on its own motion in an order issued outside
the confines of any rulemaking proceeding, to reopen the issue of the application of the New DE
Rules to Auction 73, the jurisdictional concerns cited by the D.C. Circuit in non-precedential
Council Tree Communications, Inc. v. FCC, Case No. 07-1454 (Mar. 26, 2009) (unpublished)
are irrelevant here, and the freestanding Order is necessarily subject to judicial review pursuant
to 47 U.S.C. § 402(a).
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DE Rules. Accordingly, the FCC must vacate the results of Auction 73.20 Should the FCC

decline for any reason to provide that relief, the FCC should fashion immediate remedies (e.g.,

bid vouchers, etc.) that redress to the greatest extent possible the problems the FCC has created.21

.. .. ..
Time is of the essence, and Petitioners are filing contemporaneously herewith a Request

for Expedited Processing and Decision with respect to the Petition. The Petition has languished

for nearly three and one-halfyears and the need for expeditious resolution ofthe issues it raises,

as supplemented herein, is thrown into particularly sharp and immediate focus by the recent

announcement by AT&T, America's second largest wireless company, that it has reached an

agreement, subject to FCC approval, to acquire for $39 billion the assets ofT-Mobile USA, the

country's fourth largest wireless company, the consummation of which would leave just two

dominant wireless companies in the U.S.22 The FCC cannot even begin to consider approving

20 The plain language ofSection 706(2) of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)
is mandatory ("shall" not "may") and leaves a reviewing court no equitable discretion to decline
to impose such a remedy. That is, a reviewing court "shall ... set aside agency action ... found
to be ... not in accordance with law ... [or] without observance of procedure required by law."
See, e.g., Forest Guardians v. Babbitt, 174 F.3d 1178, 1191 (10th Cir. 1999)(Section 706
requires that "once a [reviewing] court deems agency delay unreasonable, it must compel agency
action"). Against this background, the FCC should set aside Auction 73 at the earliest possible
time to minimize the harm that continues to flow from the unlawful conduct of that auction by
the agency.

2\ Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 163 (1803) ("The government of the United States has been
emphatically termed a government of laws, and not of men. It will certainly cease to deserve this
high appellation, if the laws furnish no remedy for the violation of a vested legal right.");
Qualcomm, Inc. v. FCC, 181 F.3d 1370 (D.C. Cir. 1999) and QUALCOMM, Inc., 16 F.C.C.R.
4042 (2000) (Discount Auction Voucher provided as an alternative to remedy for FCC's
unlawful failure to award a pioneer's preference). See also Freeman Eng 'g Assocs. v. FCC,
103 F.3d 169 (D.C. Cir. 1997).

22 AT&T to Acquire T-Mobile USAfrom Deutsche Telekom, AT&T News Release, March 20,
2011; see also Marguerite Reardon, Is AT&TA Wireless Spectrum Hog?, CNET News, April 29,
2011, available at http://news.cnet.com/8301-30686_3-20058494-266.htmJ. A copy of the latter
article is submitted as Attachment 6 hereto. These concerns are highlighted here because
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suchfurther consolidation ofthe wireless industry until itfirst resolves the Petition by deciding

how to redress the damage it caused by its decision in the Order, some three and a half years

ago, to conduct Auction 73 with the unlawful 50 Percent Retail Rule and 10-Year Hold Rule

essentially in place. 23

III. Conclusion.

For the reasons set forth above and in the Petition, the Order should be reconsidered,

with all necessary and appropriate relief relating to the FCC's unlawful conduct ofAuction 73

provided forthwith.

Respectfully submitted,

COUNCIL TREE INVESTORS, INC. AND,
BETHEL NATIVE CORPORATION

By:~ 1!Ue.tr--
S. Jenell Trigg
Dennis P. Corbett

Lerman Senter PLLC
2000 K Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20006-1809
Tel. 202-416-1090

May 18,2011 Their Attorneys

approval of the proposed transaction would allow AT&T to expand the massive amount of
spectrum it already holds, including the spectrum it obtained by way of its Auction 73 windfall,
by adding the spectrum T-Mobile USA obtained as its own windfall in Auction 66, where DE
participation was also devastated by the New DE Rules.

23 By failing to implement the design for Auction 73 that Congress mandated in Section 309(j)
(i.e., one promoting new entrants and avoiding excessive concentration), the Commission denied
the public the manifest competitive benefits promised by auctions, and instead allowed AT&T to
feast at the Auction 73 "table" unencumbered by any significant competition from DEs, setting
the stage for AT&T's conspicuous consumption ofT-Mobile USA. In other words, "today's"
prospective harms of an AT&T/T-Mobile USA merger are greatly exacerbated by "yesterday's"
unlawful conduct ofAuction 73.
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SUMMARY

Over the courso of many months leading up to the imminent 700 MHz Auction, the FCC

steadfastly refused to rescind two new rules, unlawfully adopted on the eve ofAuction 66. which

have made it dramatically more difficult for Designated Entities to participate in spectrum

auctions conducted by the FCC. Petitioners are seeking the rescission of those two rules in a

pending caso in the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the Third Circuit Particularly given the "real

world laboratory" result ofdisastrously low DE participation in Auction 66, the agency's

continuing refusal to abandon these new rules has already tainted a second auction - the 700

MHz Auction. By the instant reconsideration petition, Petitioners find it necessary to challenge

the FCC's recently released Order, FCC 07-197, relating to the 700 MHz Auction. The Order

echoes the ill-advised, last minute actions taken in advance of Auction 66, and creates new

problems of its own.

The Order has waived, only for D Block DE bidders in the 700 MHz Auction, the

restriction by which a DE forfeits its auction bidding credit if it leases, resells, or wholesales to

third parties more than 50 percent of tho commercial spectrum capacity it won at auction. With

the waiver, a DE which wins the D Block will not have to provide any retail commercial wireless

service directly to tho public. All other DEs bidding on non-D Block spectrum in the 700 MHz

auction remain subject to the 50 Percent Retail Rule.

No party sought on the public record the waiver granted by the Order, no particularized

public comment process was followed with respect to the proposed merits of such a waiver, and

the Order was adopted outside any docketed proceeding a scant two business days before the

Form 175 application window opened for the 700 MHz auction, only 11 business days before

that window's close. Given the massive $1.4 billion minimwn bid established by the FCC for
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the 10 MHz nationwide D Block, this extremely tight timing eliminated all DEs but an

advantaged few from a realistic opportunity to utilize this change in forming a business plan to

bid on the 0 Block. Because the Order fundamentally alters an essential bidding rule, one

governing DE eligibility, the last minute nature of its adoption, without proper notice, violates

not only basic principles of the Administrative Procedure Act but the bedrock requirements of47

U.S.C. § 309(j)(3)(E) -- namely, the obligations that: (i) the FCC seek public comment before

adopting bidding rules, and (ii) the FCC provide adequate time for DEs to make business plans

after bidding rules are adopted

Furthermore, the condusory justifications offered by the FCC in support of the Order do

not come close to satisfying the FCC's obligation to explain why the benefits ofeliminating the

misguided 50 Percent Retail Rule do not extend to all DEs participating in all aspects of the 700

MHz Auction. The Order, after all, relates to the commercial uses of excess spectrum in the D

Block and the Public Safety Spectrum Block, not the public safety uses of that spectrum, and

under the Communications Act, the Commission must promote a robust overall DE program that

brings all of the benefits ofnew entrant competition to the highly concentrated wireless industry.

By pursuing the last minute waiver pathway, rather than simply rescinding the 50 Percent Retail

Rule for all DEs, the agency continues its transparent effort to avoid judicial review ofits

adoption of the new DE restrictions just before Auction 66. It is apparent that rescission of the

50 Percent Retail Rule would be viewed as a partial grant ofPetitioners , still pending Petition for

Reconsideration of the two new DE Rules, and would indisputably vest the Third Circuit with

jurisdiction to rule immediately on the merits of the pending Court case.

The Order was adopted in violation ofstatute and precedent, and is arbitrary and

capricious. It cannot survive.



Before the
FEDERAL COMMUMCATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, DC 20554

In the Matter of
Waiver ofSection 1.211O(b)(3)(iv)(A) of the
Commission's Rules for the Upper 700 MHz
Band D Block License

)
)
)
)
)

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Council Tree Communications, Inc. ("Council Tree"), Bethel Native Corporation, and the

Minority Media and Telecommunications Council (collectively, "Petitioners''), by their attorneys

and pursuantto 47 U.S.C. § 405 and 47 C.F.R § 1.106, hereby petition for reconsideration of the

Federal Communications Commission's Order, FCC 07-197, released November 15, 2007

("Order') in the above captioned matter.

. L Background.

On November 15,2007, on the doorstep of the 700 MHz Auction, I the Commission on its

own motion adopted and released the Order, which waived, only for purposes of the 700 MHz

Auction, one ofthe key new restrictions on Designated Entity ("DE'') bidder eligibility that

Petitioners are currently challenging before the United States Court ofAppeals for the Third

Circuit in Docket No. 06-2943 (the "Third Circuit Case'') (Auction 66) and that Council Tree is

currently challenging before the Court ofAppeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Docket

I Throughout, "700 MHz Auction" refers to FCC spectrum Auctions 73 and 76. Auction 73 is
currently scheduled to commence on January 24, 2008. Auction 76 is the contingent auction the
FCC has already announced it will conduct if reserve prices for 700 MHz spectrum are not met
in Auction 73. Petitioners understand from Commission Staff that the Order will not be
published in the Federal Register. This petition is therefore timely tiled.
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No. 07-1432 (700 MHz Auction).2 Namely, the Order waived the 50 Percent Retail Rule for one

large and important swath of spectrum, the so-called "D Block."} With this waiver, a DE which

wins the D Block license will be able to lease, resell, or wholesale 100 percent of the spectrum

not utilized by the public safety community (with no more than 25 percent of that spectrum

leased or resold to anyone entity) without providing the "retail" service directly to the public

that other DEs must provide under the unlawfully adopted rules being challenged in the Third

Circuit Case. Indeed, the 50 Percent Retail Rule remains in place for all other present and future

2 In the Third Circuit Case, Petitioners have challenged the FCC's adoption, immediately before
commencement of Auction 66, of two new restrictive rules related to DE participation in FCC
conducted spectrum auctions. See generally Implementation of the Commercial Spectrum
Enhancement Act and Modernization of the Commission's Competitive Bidding Rules and
Procedures, WT Docket No. 05-211, Second Report and Order and Second Further Notice of
Proposed Rule Making, 21 FCC Rcd 4753 (2006) ("AWS Second Report and Order");
Implementation ofthe Commercial Spectrum Enhancement Act and Modernization of the
Commission's Competitive Bidding Rules and Procedures, WT Docket No. 05-211, Order on
Reconsideration ofthe Second Report and Order, 21 FCC Red 6703 (2006). The first new rule
doubles the period of time, from five to ten years, during which a DE must hold a spectrum
license or face repayment of all Dr a portion of the bidding credit utilized by that DE at auction
(the "10-Year Hold Rule''). 47 C.F.R § I.2111(d)(2). The second new rule restricts the
flexibility ofDE business plans that call for the lease, resale, or wholesale to third parties of
spectrum won at auction (the "LeaseJResale Restriction''). 47 C.F.R. § 1.2110(3)(b)(iv). The
Order explicitly relates to one component of the LeaselResale Restriction. Namely, ifa DE
leases Dr resells (or wholesales) more than 50 percent of its spectrum capacity to third parties in
the aggregate, the bidding credit is forfeited (the "50 Percent Retail Rule"). 47 C.F.R
§ 1.211O(3)(b)(iv)(A). Under this restriction, with respect to 50 percent of its spectrum capacity,
a new entrant DE must compete directly with entrenched wireless incumbents in the retail,
direct-to-the-consumer market.

}The D Block is nationwide in scope and consists of 10 MHz ofprime spectrum, adjacent to
another 10 MHz nationwide block ofspectrum that has been set aside for a national public safety
licensee (the "Public Safety Spectrum Block''). The ultimate D Block licensee must participate
in a PubliC/Private Partnership that will give priority to the needs of an interoperable system of
communications to be used by the public safety community, including police and firefighters.
Excess D Block capacity and excess Public Safety Spectrum Block capacity not needed by the
PubliclPrivate Partnership, however, which is expected to be substantial in amount, can be used
by the D Block licensee for commercial, for-profit purposes. The Order relates to the for-profit
uses, not the public safety uses, of the D Block and Public Safety Spectrum Block.
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purposes, meaning that DEs bidding on all other spectrum available in this auction and on all

spectrum in future auctions remain subject to it. The 10-Year Hold Rule and Lease/Resale

Restriction are otherwise unchanged for the 700 MHz Auction and for future auctions.

Petitioners emphasize their support for what ultimately must be a robust bidding process

in the 700 MHz Auction and its D Block license, given its importance to public safety, and their

support for complete elimination of the I0-Year Hold Rule and the Lease/Resale Restriction, as

they have made clear in their pleadings and argument in the Third Circuit Case. But that support

in no way obscures how important it is, in tum, for the Commission to adopt with fair and

adequate advance notice even handed bidding rules to govern D Block bidding and, indeed, to

govern bidding on all public spectrum, an obligation the Commission has failed to fulfill in

advance ofhoth Auction 66 and the 700 MHz Auction. The substantial problems addressed in

the Third Circuit Case and herein are of the Commission's, not Petitioners', making.

II. The Commission Adopted The Order In V1olatioD Of47 U.s.C. § 309(j)(3)(E).

As was the case with the I0-Year Hold Rule and the Lease/Resale Restriction adopted

immediately prior to Auction 66, the Order comes at the last minute before the 700 MHz

Auction. The Order was not issued in response to any publicly disclosed waiver request, was

issued outside any docketed proceeding and was issued without benefit ofpublic notice and

comment on its particulars. After twice announcing that the I0-Year Hold Rule and

Lease/Resale Restriction would apply to all DE bidding activity in the 700 MHz Auction, once

on April 27, 2007 and again on August 10, 2007,4 the FCC has now, many months later, abruptly

4 See Report and Order and Further Notice ofProposed RuIemaking in WT Docket No. 06- I50,
et aI., FCC 07-72, 22 FCC Red 8064, 8167 , 287 (2007) ("In tho event that we offered bidding
preferences with respect to such an 'E Block' license [which ultimately became the D Block], the
existing rule plainly would preclude any licensee that is required to operate only as a wholesale
provider from receiving designated entity benefits.''); Second Report and Order in WT Docket



changed its mind, "on its own motion," in the absence of any waiver "process" at all, much less

any public participation.5 This action came a mere two business days before the FCC Form 175

"short form" window was to open and eleven business days before that window's December 3,

2007 close. Given the extremely tight timetable for participation in the 700 MHz Auction and

given the $/.4 billion minimum bid for the D Block license, this last minute course reversal

occurred far too late in the process to be ofany benefit to the overall class ofDE bidders

contemplating participation in the D Block auction.6 As in the case ofAuction 66, in the 700

MHz Auction, the FCC has unlawfully scrambled the "DE rules ofthe road~ at the very last

No. 06-150 elal., FCC 07-132, 22 FCC Red 15289, 1547611545 (2007) ("700 MHz Second
R&O") ("[W]e decline to restrict the 0 Block licensee to operating exclusively on a 'wholesale'
or 'open access' basis. Instead, we provide the D Block licensee with flexibility to provide
wholesale or retail services or other types of access to its network that comply with our rules
[e.g., IO-Year Hold Rule and LeaseIResale Restriction] and the [network sharing
agreemenl]"Xemphasis added)..

5 It must be emphasized that the FCC's fateful decisions in April 2007 and August 2007 not to
rescind or stay the 10-Year Hold Rule and LeaselResaie Restriction for the 700 MHz Auction
cast a cloud over the entire 700 MHz Auction. Like Auction 66, the 700 MHz Auction is
proceeding under unlawfully adopted, fundamentally flawed DE rules.

6 One DE, Frontline Wireless, Inc. ("Frontline''), a company headed by formor FCC Chairman
Reed Hundt and former Administrator ofthe National Telecommunications Information
Administration Janice Obuchowski, has been prominently reported as being in position to benefit
from the Order. See "FCC Makes Frontline-Friendly Change to Auction Rules,~ John Eggerton,
Broadcasting and Cable, November 16, 2007. In a recent report, the Government Accountability
Office raised concerns about unequal access to nonpublic information by certain stakeholders
and the advantage that such access may provide in the rulemaking process. See "FCC Should
Take Steps to Ensure Equal Access to Rulemaking Information," U.s. Government
Accountability Office, GAO-07-1046, Sept. 2007. In addition, the U. S. House of
Representatives Energy and Commerce Subconunittee on Oversight and Investigations has just
this week announced an investigation ofFCC rulemaking processes, including the lack of
adequate public participation therein. See "FCC Under Investigation by House Subcommittee,"
John Eggerton, Broadcasting & Cable.com, Dec. 3, 2007. The U.S. Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation has scheduled an FCC oversight hearing on December
13,2007 to address similar ruJemaking process issues. http://cornmerce.senate.gov/publicl
index.cfin?FuseAction=Hearings.Hearing&Hearing_ID=1920.
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minute. Perhaps more importantly, by waiting until the last minute to act, the FCC has skewed

auction opportunities in favor of a very limited pool ofbidders and deprived the public ofa

fundamental benetit ofa federal spectrum auction - fair, open, and robust competition.

[n issuing a last minute waiver, the FCC seeks comfort in the provisions of47 C.F.R.

§ 1.925, which permit the FCC to waive its own rules on its own motion, with or without public

comment. But those FCC rules cannot override or diminish the agency's statutory obligations.

Here, no matter how the FCC tries to "spin" it or characterize it, the "waiver" alters an essential

bidding rule for DEs in the 700 MHz Auction D Block, indeed a fundamental bidding eligibility

rule. The process by which that waiver was adopted is, however, flatly contrary to 47 U.S.C.

§ 309(j)(3)(E). That specific statutory provision controls the generalized regulatory provisions

on which the Commission relies. In particular, 47 U.S.C. §§ 309(j)(3)(E)(i)-(ii) demand that

before bidding rules are adopted, the FCC must ensure that it solicits and receives public notice

and comment, and that after bidding rules are adopted, adequate notice ofthose bidding rules be

given to allow for proper business planning.7 Here, the auction-specific waiver was generated by

the FCC outside ofany public process after an intense lobbying campaign by one entity.s Even

7 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(3)(E)(i)-(ii) requires the FCC to

ensure that, in the scheduling of any competitive bidding under this Subsection, an
adequate period is allowed -

(i) before issuance ofbidding rules, to permit notice and comment on
proposed auction procedures; and

(li) after issuance ofbidding rules, to ensure that interested parties have a
sufficient time to develop business plans, assess market conditions, and evaluate
the availability ofequipment for the relevant services.

S The FCC's penchant for ignoring APA-mandated procedures to timely seek informed public
comment, a failing which is at the heart ofthe Third Circuit Case, has become an increasing
source ofcontention even among the FCC Commissioners themselves. For example, in
criticizing the lack ofproper process attending the FCC's very recent adoption ofnew FCC
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more to the point, the so-called "waiver" dramatically changed an essential bidding rule tor all

DEs a mere two business days before the short-form window opened.9 The manner and timing

ofthe waiver's adoption left no realistic chance for DEs as a class to make business plans to bid

on a block ofspectrum that carries a huge $1.4 billion mandatory opening bid.

There is simply no scenario under which II business days can be considered "adequate"

time to make a viable business plan to bid on a 10 MHz spectrum block valued by the

government itselfat a minimum of$l.4 billion. DEs as a class have not been afforded a

meaningful opportunity to devise and implement a business plan allowing then to bid on such

spectrum. At two critical junctures in time, in April and August of this year, when meaningful

reliefon the 10-Year Hold Rule and LeaselResale Restriction might have been provided, the

FCC dismissively announced to the DE community that both rules would remain in place for the

policies affecting low power FM stations (FCC 07-204 MB Docket No. 99-25, adopted
November 27, 2007), Commissioners McDowell and Tate dissented in part. Commissioner
McDowell remarked: "(W]e should not make rules through waiver policies or processing
policies. Rather, we should abide by our duties under the Administrative Procedure Act to seek
and consider public comment before crafting and implementing rules." Commissioner Tate
staled: "[TJhe further notice...is a more appropriate place for the majority ofthe action we take
in this item today. 1 believe that we need to have more input and further comment before taking
some of these broad and expansive actions regarding the status and protections of both LPFM
and primary or licensed full-power stations...." Similarly, Commissioner Adelstein pointedly
criticized the FCC's lack ofproper process in an ongoing Commission proceeding involving the
cable television industry, (MB Docket No. 06-189): "1 came here to be part of the expert agency
- to follow the facts wherever they lead. We cannot cook the books to pursue a political agenda
without dismantling our very institution. We simply must act like the expert agency Congress
intended, and not squander our precious legacy."

9 There can be no more fundamental bidding rule than one that establishes eligibility for a
bidding credit The language of47 U.S.C. §§ 3090)(3) and (4) makes clear that those two
provisions must be read together (i.e., subsection (4) is introduced by the phrase: "In prescribing
regulations pursuant to paragraph (3), the Commission shall-") and that the sweep of the statute
with respect to "bidding rules" is quite broad, encompassing such diverse aress as build out
requirements, unjust enrichment, bidding preferences, and bidder eligibility. See 47 U.S.C. §§
309(j)(4)(A)-(F). Previous efforts by the FCC to narrow the scope of the meaning of "bidding
rules" in Section 309(j)(3) are entirely inconsistent with the plain meaning of the statute.
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700 MHz auction. These missteps made it impossible as a practical matter for the Commission

to alter the rules of the game in mid-November, 2007 in accordance with statutory dictates. 10

The last minute pirouette is even more confounding in light of the Commission's curt

dismissal of a previous proposal to suspend the harmful new DE rules for the 700 MHz Auction.

When the Small Business Administration's Office ofAdvocacy made a timely request in May

2007 to suspend the 10-Year Hold Rule and LeaseiRessle Restriction for the 700 MHz Auction,

the FCC simply rejected the proposal without discussion. "In connection with Frontline's

material relationship arguments, we note the Office ofAdvocacy of the Small Business

Administration's comments urging the Commission to stay the effect ofrevisions made in 2006

to the Commission's designated entity rules for the 700 MHz auction. SBA 700 MHz Further

Notice Comments at 2. We find nothing persuasive in the Office ofAdvocacy's pleading as to

why the Commission's current rules should not apply to the auction of700 MHz licenses.» 700

MHz Second R&O, supra, 22 FCC Rcd at 15472 n.1083.

These infinnities necessarily invalidate the Order.

IlL The Order Is Inconsistent With Precedent, Violative of Statute, And Arbitrary and
Capricious.

Substantively, the Order amounts to nothing less than an explicit concession that the

Lease/Resale Restriction is itselfan irrational and debilitating obstacle to DEs trying to establish

10 As Verizon Wireless has pointed out in a Petition for Reconsideration of the Order filed with
the Commission on December 3, 2007 (the "Verizon Petition"), the Order was issued in
violation of the public notice and comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act.
Id. at 5-6 ("the Commission did not support its Waiver Order with substantial record evidence
because the Commission never opened a record in this proceeding.") (footnote omitted). In the
record which the FCC had adduced in advance of the 700 MHz Auction, a record which is not
even mentioned in the Order, Council Tree made clear its opposition to the grant ofunique relief
to any DE, including Frontline, to the extent such relief was there being advocated. See May 23,
2007 Council Tree Comments in WT Docket No. 06-150 at 8-12 and June 4, 2007 Council Tree
Reply Comments in WT Docket No. 06-150 at 7-11.
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themselves as viable competitors in a fiercely competitive wireless marketplace, dominated by

powerful, entrenched incumbents. But rather than follow through on this obvious conclusion and

rescind the rule, the Commission has opted for a selective waiver approach.

The Order predicates the waiver of the 50 Percent Retail Rule for DEs bidding on tne D

Block license on grounds that the unique nature of the D Block license eliminates the concems

which led to adoption of the rule. Order at ~~ 1 & 10. In particular, the FCC cites the oversight

it will exercise over the D Block licensee and the Public/Private Partnership ofwhich that D

Block licensee will be a part. !d. at ~ 10. The Commission also relies on the more accelerated

build out requirements the D Block licensee must satisfy. [d. at ~ 9. Most importantly, the FCC

ultimately finds that by constructing and operating a '''state of the art' broadband technology

platform," even without providing any retail wireless service directly to the public, a D Block

DE licensee will, "consistent with the Congressional goals underlying [the FCC's] impermissible

material relationship rule, ... be required to participate in the provision offacilities-based services

for the benefit of the public." [d. at ~ 9. But, as noted above, the FCC never solicited public

comment on these rationales or even on the very idea ofgranting a particularized waiver of the

50 Percent Retail Rule. I I That lack ofpublic process both taints the Order and forces the parties

II In fact, the initial rationales for the 50 Percent Retail Rule, the I0-Year Hold Rule, and the
LeaseIResale Restriction were also adopted without public notice and comment and on the eve of
Auction 66. Petitioners have made an extensive showing in the Third Circuit Case that the 10
Year Hold Rule and LeaselResale Restriction were both adopted without proper notice to
stakeholders and without informed comment and both have had profoundly deleterious effects on
DEs and their business plans. This is therefore the second consecutive major auction for
advanced wireless services in which DEs as a class have been disadvantaged and harmed by
improper FCC processes.
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like Petitioners to bring the flaws in the FCC approach to the Commission's attention in a

petition tor reconsideration rather than comments. 12

The factor of the "uniqueness" of the D Block and the regulations which govern it, cited

repeatedly in the Order as ifit were a mantra, relates entirely to the public safety aspects of the

PublicIPrivate Partnership. The D Block licensee will have to enter a network sharing agreement

("NSA") with the public safety licensee and the FCC will oversee that NSA But the Order

completely fails to acknowledge that the NSA (and the FCC oversight that comes with it) relates

solely to public safety uses and not at all to the commercial uses ofexcess spectrum to which the

Order is directed. The NSA will not govern the D Block licensee's conunercial operations and

those commercial operations will not be subject to any more FCC oversight than will any other

DE commercial wireless operations.

Furthermore,like the FCC's arbitrary and capricious adoption of the 50 Percent Retail

Rule in 2006, the Order makes no attempt to explain why the benefits that will flow to the public

from a D Block licensee's construction ofnew facilities (without provision ofany retail service

directly to the public by that D Block licensee) would not also flow from the construction of new

facilities by any DE licensee in any spectnnn block. 13 In fact, it is that very construction ofnew

12 See 47 U.S.C. § 405 ("The filing ora petition for reconsideration shall not be a condition
precedent to judicial review ofany such order, decision, report or action, except where the party
seeking such review ... relies on questions of fact or law upon which the Commission...has been
afforded no opportunity to pass.") (emphasis added).

13 The Conunission based the 50 Percent Retail Rule on a distorted interpretation ofthe
antitrafficking and unjust enriclunent provisions under 309O)(4)(B) and its legislative history.
"[W]e seek to improve our ability to achieve Congress's directives with regard to designated
entities and to ensure that, in accordance with the intent ofCongress, every recipient of our
designated entity benefits is an entity that uses its licenses to directly provide facilities-based
teleconununications services for the benefit ofthe public." AWS Second Report and Order, at
4759-60 V15 (emphasis added). The Conunission explained further that "[i]n the legislative
history ofSection 309(j), Congress explains that the reason for imposing anti-trafficking
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wireless facilities that provides a cornerstone public benefit, bringing new service and

competition on line, whether through retailing or wholesaling.l~ The Order offers no reason why

restrictions and unjust enrichment payment obligations on entities that receive small business
benefits is to deter 'participation in the licensing process by those who have no intention of
otfering service to the public.'» ld., at 4759·60 '115 n.57 (citing to H.R. Rep. No. 103-111, at
257-58 (1993) ("House Report") and H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 103-213, at 483 (1993) ("House
Conference Report"».

However, the antitrafficking and unjust enrichment provisions under 3090)(4)(B) do not
expressly require service directly to the public; the word directly is not in the statute nor in the
legislative history. More importantly, neither are these antitrafficking and antiwarehousing
provisions exclusive to DEs. Congress intended generally to deter antitrafficking, unjust
enrichment, warehousing and speculators for all licensees. For example, Section 3090)(4)(B)
mandates for all licensees and permittees involved in the competitive bidding process that the
FCC establish performance requirements, ensure prompt delivery of service to rural areas, and
prevent stockpiling or warehousing ofspectrum. 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(4)(B). Section 309(j)(4)(E)
likewise generally mandates that the FCC require transfer disclosures, antitrafficking restrictions
and payment schedules to prevent unjust enrichment 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(4)(E). Unlike Section
309(j)(4)(A), which cites to the DE-specific provision in 309(D(3)(B) and 309(j)(4)(D), which
includes an express mention of various classes ofDEs, neither subsections 309(j)(4)(B) or (4)(E)
contain a reference to DEs, making clear that those two subsections do not apply exclusively to
DEs. See 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(4)(E). Congress could easily have added references to DEs in all
subsections ofSection 309(j)(4). The fact that it did not is a clear indication that Congress
intended certain subsections of Section 309(j)(4) to apply generally to all licensees and
permittees.

As for the House Report, it stated that "[iJn order to assure that the goal ofprompt delivery of
services to the public is not frustrated by the Commission's employment ofcompetitive bidding,
the Commission's regnlations must include performance requirements, and penalties for failure
to meet these requirements, to prevent warehousing offrequencies." House Report, at 256
(emphasis added). This statement referred broadly to the FCC's new competitive bidding
authority.

Council Tree has consistently argued that a facilities-based DE that provides 100% whOlesale
services, provides services for the benefit ofthe public. In fact, the FCC concedes in the Order
that a D Block DE which leases, resells or wholesales 100010 of its capacity will have participated
"in the provision offucilities-based services for the benefit of the public." Order, at 'I 9. The
importance of a DE's providing service "directly" to the public is nowhere to be found in the
Order, even though that concept was critical to the FCC's decision to adopt the 10·Year Hold
Rule and LeaseIResa!e Restriction in the first place.

(4 Petitioners have made this very point in the Third Circuit case. See e.g., Petitioners Brief in
the Third Circuit case (No. 06-2953) Sept 6, 2006, at 39.
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the important interests of public safety must be served at the expense of the important, statutorily

based interests of a robust ovemll DE program that provides bona fide practical assistance to

DEs trying to find a way to viably compete with deep-pocketed, entrenched incwnbents. In

other words, there is no rational basis for limiting the scope of the relief granted by the Order

exclusively to the D Block. The reliefmust logically extend to all DE bidding on all spectrum

available in the auction. C[. Verizon Petition at 7 n.8. The Order is, in that important regard,

arbitrary and capricious and it must be overturned. IS

The disparate treatment ofsimilarly situated DEs is not only arbitrary and capricious, but

also discriminatory and anti-competitive under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended

("the Act"). Section 332 of the Act states that in making a determination with respect to the

public interest, "the Commission shall consider whether the proposed regulation (or amendment

thereof) will promote market conditions, including the extent to which such regulation ... will

enhance competition amongst providers ofcommercial mobile services." 47 U.s.C.

§ 332(c)(IXC) (emphasis added). Similarly, Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of

1996 requires that the Commission "encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis

of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans .. , by utilizing, in a manner

consistent with the public interest, convenience, and necessity, • .. measures that promote

competition in the local telecommunications market, or other regulating methods that remove

IS Melody Music, Inc. v. FCC, 345 F.2d 730, 733 (D.C. Cir. 1965) ("Whatever action the
Commission takes on remand, it must explain its reasons and do more than enumerate factual
differences, ifany, between appellant and the other cases; it must explain the relevance of those
differences to the purposes of the Federal Communications Act"); Telephone and Data Systems,
Inc. v. FCC, 19 F. 3d 655, 657 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (FCC's "piecemeal picking and choosing of
'relevant' control criteria, and its uneven application of those criteria, is not 'reasoned
decisionmaking', but the very sort ofarbitrariness and capriciousness we are empowered to
correct") (citation omitted).
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barriers to infrastructure investment. 47 U.S.C. § I57(a) (empbasis added). But rather than

promote competition, as these stattltory provisions require, the Order confers an unfair

competitive advantage. That is, with respect to the commercial use of the D Block, a D Block

licensee who is also a DE will be competing in the undifferentiated commercial wireless market

against other DEs. But tbat same D Block licensee will enjoy the huge advantage of the

flexibility afforded by the Order to lease, resell, or wbolesale 100 percent of its capacity, while

other DEs are irrationally saddled with the 50 Percent Retail Rule and forced to compete directly

in that most expensive of arenas.

Petitioners note that the Commission's use of the device ofa targeted "waiver" of the 50

Percent Retail Rule rather than adoption of a global revision to that rule allows the Commission,

at least in theory, to continue to avoid ruling on Petitioners' still pending May 5, 2006 Petition

for Expedited Reconsideration of the 10-Year Hold Rule and Lease/Resale Restriction ("Auction

66 Reconsideration Petition"). That petition is currently the subject ofa Petition for Mandamus

brought by Petitioners in the Third Circuit. See Docket No. 07-4124 in that Court. The pending

mandamus proceeding is closely tied to the Third Circuit Case. Indeed, that mandamus petition

followed the Court's dismissal, purely on jurisdictional grounds, ofPetitioners' Petition for

Review before the Court. If the Commission had revised the LeaselResale Restriction in some

way prior to the 700 MHz Auction, it could not have done so without effectively acting on the

Auction 66 Reconsideration Petition, an action that would bave indisputably vested the Court

with jurisdiction over the Third Circuit case, a result the Commission is assiduously trying to

avoid.16

16 The Verizon Petition, supra, argues that the waiver adopted by tho Order was in fact a chango
in the FCC's impermissible material relationship DE rule. See Verizon Petition, supra, at 5.
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Petitioners have been challenging the IO~Year Hold Rule and Lease/Resale Restriction

since their improvident, hasty adoption by the Commission more than a year and a halfago.

Those rules were unlawfully adopted, without legally mandated notice and comment, lack an

adequate record foundation, and have had a devastating impact on DE participation in spectrum

auctions, the very participation which the FCC is obligated by statute to promote. Now, those

same rules are infecting yet another spectrum auction because the FCC has refused to do the

right thing and rescind them. Instead, the FCC has moved to conduct Auction 73 with those

defective rules in place, undennining Auction 73 in the same manner as Auction 66. But the

Order bas created yet a new problem within this very troubled overall context The FCC has

taken the DE community on another odd and improper procedural detour, custom designed to try

to fit within the FCC's continuing campaign to avoid judicial review of the underlying new DE

rules. Unfortunately, the FCC has succeeded only in conferring a last minute windfall on what

will be at most a very narrow pool of advantaged DEs, in a manner clearly violative of; inter

alia, the statutory provision requiring that relevant rules be established pursuant to proper notice,

with enough lead time for all DEs to fairly benefit. The Order, as a consequence, like the lO

Year Hold Rule and LeaselResale Restriction themselves, cannot survive.
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CONCLUSION

For all of the above reasons, the Order should be reconsidered and rescinded.

Respectfully submitted,

By: ~~(!~
S. Jenell Trigg
Dennis P. Corbett
David S. Keir
Counsel for Council Tree Communications, Inc.,
Bethel Native Corporation, and The Minority Media
And Telecommunications Council
Leventhal Senter & Lerman PLLC
2000 K Street, NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20006-1809
(202) 416-1090

December 7, 2007
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20554

en the Matter of )
)

Waiver of Section J.2110(b)(3)(iv)(A) of the )
Commission's Rules For the Upper 700 MHz )
Band D Block License )

)

-------------)

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Stamp and Ro!tum

Vemon Wireless, pursuant to Section 1.106 of the Commission's Rules, hereby requests

tbat the Commission rescind its order waiving the impermissible material relationship rule with

respect to the 700 MHz commercial D-Block: licensee.J

By allowing the D-Block licensee to leese 100% ofits spectrum to four or more lessees,

the Waiver Order may unnecessarily complicate achievement ofthe Commission's public safety

interoperability objectives. en addition, the Waiver Order is procedurally infirm in that it was

adopted without providing adequate notice and comment in violation ofthe Administrative

Procedures Act, and the Commission failed to satisfy the applicable waiver standard. Fmally,

the waiver grant creates a loophole that will allow a group ofwealthy individuals - including two

billionllires on the Forbes 400 list of the wealthiest people in America - to exploit a

program created to promote the entry ofsmaI1 businesses into the communications field.

Accordingly, the Waiver Order should be rescinded.

Waiver ofSection 1.2110(b)(3)(il))(A) ofthe Commission's Rules For the Upper 700 MHz
Band D Bloclc Licensee, Order, FCC 07-197 (reI. Nov. 15,2007) ("Waiver Order').

I



I. WAMNG THE IMPERMISSffiLE MATERIAL RELATIONSHIP RULE RISKS
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE COMMISSION'S PUBLIC SAFETY
INTEROPERABILITY GOALS.

Waiver ofthe impennissible material relationship rule may impair achievement of the

key policy objective underlying the public-private partnership concept and the unique D-Block

licensing regime: advancing public safety interoperability. Pursuant to the Commission's Waiver

Order, the conunercial D-Block licensee will be under no obligation to build and operate a

nationwide interoperable broadband public safety network. Instead, the D-Block auction winner

will be at hller1y to outsource the network build to four or more lessees, creating precisely the

fragmentation the Commission sought to avoid in establishing the D-Block licensing regime.

Such fragmentation may impair efforts to achieve intetoperability and will needlessly complicate

the recapture ofspectrum by public safety in an emergency.

Despite Frontline's suggestions that it would operate as a facilities-based wholesaler,

nothing in the Commission's Waiver Order requires the commercial D-Blocl:: winner to construct

and operate a nationwide broadband network.2 The Commission specifically crafted a nationwide

D-Block license to eliminate the fragmentation that has too often plagued public safety by

ensuring that a single entity bad respollBibility for network construction and that, should

problems arise, that same entity would be accountable. The Waiver Order reverses course on

that approach. The WalJler Order allows the D-Block licensee to lease 100"10 ofits spectnnD,

though no mOle than 25% may be leased to anyone entity.) Accordingly, where the job of

2 Though the Waiver Order states that ''the D-Block license is conditioned upon its
commerciallicensce constructing and operating a nationwide, interoperable broadband network,"
Waiver Order, ~ 9 (internal quotations and citation omitted), nothing in the FCC's rules - other
than the impermissible material relationship rule - prohibits the outsourcing of these
respollBibilities, consistent with the Commission's leasing rules.

3 See Waiver Order, 18, n.21.

2



network build-out and accountability to public safety fonneely resided with a single: D-Block

auction winnc:r, it maynow fall upon, at a nrlnimU1/l, four independmtly opc:rating c:ntities.

Multiple harms may result from the fragmc:ntation ofne:twork build-out and operational

responsibilities. While the Public Safety Broadband Licensee ("PSBL'') and the Ne:twork

Sharing Agreement will provide network spc:cifications, specifications alone: will not likely be:

sufficient to c:nsure interoperable ne:tworks. Ifall that was needed were unifonn specifications,

tne Commission would have solved the: interoperability problem long ago, as it always possessed

the power to impose unifonn standards. But specifications quickly run up against reality in the

field. Modifications become necessary or improved technologies become available that wammt

a trial. Prior to the Commission's Waiver Order, the D-Block licc:nsing rules provided for a

single licensee to speak with one voice on these issues. Now a cacophony ofat least four voices

- in addition to the licensee - may weigh in when problems arise, provided that the lessees

escalate the problems for redress instead ofsolving them on their own. Moreover, specifications

cannot cover every situation in which judgment is required in the constmction and operation ofa

network. The Waiver Order may impair public safety interopernbility by creating a process

allowing for four or more different and conflicting judgments in such situations instead ofjust

one.

In addition, fragmentation at the lessee-level will complicate public safety's efforts to

recapture spectrum in an emergency. Wholesaling cmrtes an additional layer between the 0

Block licensee and the PSBL. Even it; as a matter ofbureaucracy, tho PSBL contacted the D

Block licensee dirc:ctly to exercise its right ofpreemption in an emergency, tho implementation

of that preemption directive would be complicated and slowed where the D-Block licensee is a

lessor, rather than a system operator. Instead ofbeing able to implement public safety's request,

3



the D-Block licenseo would be reliant upon other operators and users of the system - a

potentially large group ofpeople depending on the market in question and the extent oflcasing.

[n an emergency, such delay may be dangerous. Moreover, it is unnecessary. Prior to adoption

of the Waiver Order, Commission rules required the D-Block licensee to act as a network

operator able to implement a preemption request The Conunission should rescind the waiver

grant to ensure that the D-Block licensee can address public safety preemption requests with the

expedition they require.

II. THE WAiVER ORDER IS UNLAWFUL BECAUSE IT WAS ADOPTED EX
PARTE AND WITHom ANY PUBLIC NOTICE.

The FCC should rescind the Waiver Order because the Commission did not adopt the

Waiver Order in accordance with appropriate procedural requirements. In pllI1icular, the FCC

adopted the Waiver Order in a wholly ex parte manner and did not provide any notice that it was

considering taking this action. The Commission even took the Wlusual step ofadopting the

Waiver Order outside any docketed proceeding. This procedural irregularity Is pllI1icularly

problematic for the agency because the FCC was taking public comment on these very issues in a

pending rulemaking proceeding. See WT Docket No. 06-150. The Commission bypassed it own

pending rulemaking and used a waiver proceeding to avoid public comment Cand thereby attempt

to avoid judicial review). Because the remedy for violation ofthe notice and comment

requirement is automatic vacatur ofthe underlying decision, see. e.g., MCl TelecontJrumicaRclU

Corp. v. FCC, 57 F.3d 1136, 1143 (D.C. Cit. 1995) C"Becausethe Commission's decision ...

was not preceded by adequate notice, we vacate that decision and remand the matter to the

agency for such further proceedings as it may wish to conduct in compliance with the

requirements ofthe MA.''), it is in the interest of the Commission and all interested parties that

the Waiver Order be withdrawn on rccoDside:ation.

4



Indeed, the FCC's decision to adopt the Waiver Order in the darlc is inconsistent with the

notice and comment requirements embodied in the Administrative Procedure Act (the "APAn).

The APA requires that the Commission provide notice and an opportunity for comment

whenever the agency promulgates, amends, repeals, or rescinds an FCC rule, with certain limited

<:xceptions. See, e.g., 5 U.S.C. §§ 5S1, 553. And the FCC amends, repeals, or rescinds a rule

whenever "a second rule repudiates or is irreconcilable with a prior legislative rule," "work[s]

substantive changes in prior regulations," or "create{s] new law, rights, or duties." SBC Inc. v.

Fed. Commc'TIS Conrm 'n, 414 F.3d 486, 497 (3d Cir. 2005) (quoting Nat'{ Family Planning and

Reproductive Health Ass'n v. Sullivan, 979 F.2d 227, 235 (D.c. Cir. 1992); Sprint Corp. v. Fed.

Comme'TIS Comm 'n, 315 F.3d 369, 374 (D.C. Cir. 2003); and Fertilizer Irut. v. U.S. Envtl. Prot.

Agency, 93S F.2d 1303, 1307-1308 (D.C. Cir. 1991» (internal quotation marks omitted).

Here, the Commission's Waiver Order altered the Commission's impermissible material

relationship rule, 47 C.F.R. § 1.211O(b)(3Xiv)(A), in a manner that required prior notice and an

opportunity for pUblic comment because it amended, repealed, or rescinded the rule for the 700

MHz D·Block license withiu the meaning ofapplicable case law. Agency action with respect to

an existing rule that ''has a real and substantial effect on the rights ofparties ... [is] precisely the

type ofregulation{] for which Congress intended notice and opportunity to comment" Hou

Ching CIww v. Attorney General, 362 F. Supp. 1288, 1292 (DD.C. 1973). Accordingly, the

Commission was obligated to give notice and take public comment befure changing the rules of

the game as to DE status in the auction.

Moreover, it is well-settled that an "agency must make findings that support its decision,

and those findings must be supported by substantial evidence." Burlington Truck Linu, Inc. v.

United States, 371 U.S. 156,168 (1962). However, the Commission did not support its Waivu



Order with substantial record evidc:nce because the Commission never opened a record in this

___,,_ 4
pro""",,,ug.

m. THE COMMISSION DID NOT SATISFY THE WAIVER STANDARD
CONTAINED IN SECTION 1.925 OF THE COMMISSION'S RULES.

The Commission's waiver of the impennissible matcrial relationship rule for the D-Block

licensee was not justified under Section 1.925 of the Commission's rules. The Commission may

waive a rule under Section 1.925 ifit finds that: (I) "The underlying purpose of the rule would

not be served or would be frustrated by application to the instant case, and that a grant ofthe

requested waiver would be in the public interesf'; or (2) "In view ofunique or unusual factnal

circumstances ofthe instant case, application of the rule would be inequitable, unduly

burdensome or contrary to the public interest, or the applicant has no reasonable alternative.,,5

Here, the waiver was not justified under either prong ofthe waiver standard.

To begin with, the Commission failed to demonstrate that the underlying purpose of the

impennissible material relationship rule "would not be served or would be frustrated" by its

application to the potential D-Block licensee. In fact, the Commission's waiver substantially

increases the likelihood that the D-Block licensee will subvert the underlying purposes ofthe

impennissible material relationship rule. When adopting the impermissible material relationship

rule, the Commission explained that tho public interest ratinna1e behind tho rule has two

components. First, the rule is designed 10 "ensure that tho recipient of [the FCC's] designated

4 Nor did tho Commission adequately address the comments filed against any alteration of
the DE requirements in WT Docket No. 06-150. Failure to address significant legal and policy
arguments against agency action is also ground fur vacatur and remand under the APA. See.
e.g., Motor Vehicle Mjrs. AM'n. v. State Farm Mut Auto Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 42-3 (1983); see
also Publle Citizen, Inc. v. FAA, 988 F.2d 186, 197 (D.C. Cir. 1993) ("The requirement thai
agency action not be arbitrary or capricious includes Il requirement that the agency adequately
explain its result, and respond to 'relevant' and 'significant' public comments.").

5 47 C.F.R. § 1.925.
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entity benefits is an entity that uses its licenses to directly provide facilities based

telecommunications services for the benefit ofthe public.'.6 Second, the Commission found the

rule necessary to ensure the independence ofDE licensees because "certain agreements have the

potential to significantly influence a designated entity licensee's decisions regarding its provision

of service and, therefore, also, have the potential to be abused, absent the appropriate

safeguards."1

Here, the Commission failed to explain how the waiver of the impermissible material

relationship safeguard was canalsten! with the underlying purposes of the DE rules and in the

public interest,& particularly given Frontline's ownership.9

6 ImplementaJian 0/the Ccmmercial SpectnJm EnhancementAct and Modernization o/tlle
Commission's Ccmpetitive BiddingRulQ and Procedures, Second Report and Order, WT
Doclcet No. OS-211, FCC 06-S2, , 26 (2006) r'DE Second Report and Order}.

1 Id., '22.

I Additionally, the Commission failed to justify its waiver on the grounds that application
of the impermissible material relationship rule to the D-Bloclc licensee would be inequitable or
unduly burdensome. The Commission has required that AWS DE licensees adhere to the rule.
Additionally, the Commission has made clear !bat the waiver does not extend to othel' 700 MHz
spectnnn bloclcs. Therefore, ifanything, the Waive,. OnJe,. creates inequity and untilirness
among service providers because a O-Bloclc DE licensee will hold a far broader power to sell
wholesale services than other 700 MHz and AWS DE licensees.

9 Frontline principals Ram Shriram and John Ooel1' are billionaires appearing on the Forbes
400 list of the wealthiest individuals in America. In 2007, Forbes magazine estimated Mr.
Shriram's net worth at $1,800,000,000. See FORBES ONLINE, available at
http://www.forbes.comIIistsl2oo7/S4Irichlist07_Kavitark-Shriram]ED7.hlln!. Forbes also
estimated Mr. Doerr's net worth in 2007 at $1,000,000,000. See FORBES 0Nt!NE, available at
http://www.forbes.comIlists/2007110/07billionaires_L-John-Ooerr_2946.html. In addition,
Frontline backer James Barksdale reportedly made 5700,000,000 from the $10.2 billion sale of
Netseape to AOL. See "Jim Barksdsle, Internet Angel," BUSINESSWEEK: ONLINE (1999),
available at htlp:Jlwww.businessweek.comlI999199_191b3628103.htm. Additionally, Haynes
Griffin, the CEO of Frontline, reportedly made more than $30,000,000 from his sale ofVanguard
Cellular to AT&T. See Justin Catanoso, "Ex-Vanguard Exec Backs Local Web Finn," TIlE
BUSINESS JOURNAL, available at
http://www.bizjowna!s.comltriadlsloriesll999I12120/tidbits.html.
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IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission should rescind the Waiver Order and rOo

institute the impermissible material relationship rule with respect to the 700 MHz commercial D-

Block licensee.

RespectfuUy submitted,
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termination of an alien', grant of voluntary
departure opon the filing of a motion to
reopen was permissible. Therefore, it fol
lows that the automatic termination of an
allen'. grant of voluntary departure upon
the filing of a petition for review, and
conditioning the grant of voluntary delJ'll"
ture upon the alien'. foregoing that right,
i. similarly unobjectionable.'

Furthennore, under 8 C.F.R.
§ 1240.26(i), an alien does not necessarily
lose her right to tlle a petition for review.
If she voluntarily departs within 30 days of
filing a petition for review and provides
evidence that she remains ootside of the
United States. she will not be deemed to
have departed under an order of removal,'
and can thus pursue her petition for re
view.

For the foregoing reasons, we will DIS
MISS Fatel's petition for review for lack of
jurisdiction, and DENY her motion for a
stay of voluntary departure in light of 8
C.F.R. § l24O.26(i).

tion of the volunwy departure period.' "
Dad4, 128 S.C~ at 2318. Section 1240.26
thus eliminates one of the Dada Court's prj..
mary concerns, i.e. that an alien who fails to
timely depart in order to pursue a motion to
reopen would be subject to penolties. By
automadcally terminating a grant of volun
tary depart1J:re upon the filing of a motlon to
reopen or ill petition for review, the rqulation
at issue protects an aHen from penalties fur
failure to depart within the allotted time peri·
od.

6. The right to file a petition for review and
the right to file a motion to reopen are both
provided by statute. 8 U.s.C. § 1252: 8
U.S.C. § 1229a(cX7).

W. previously noted, In dicta. that 8 C.F.R.
§ 1240.26(1) clarifies:

that the 6lIng of a petition for review auto
maticalJy ImnilUlU$ tho srant of \'OJuntary
departure. Tho new regulation thus rein
forces the nature of \'Oluntary departure as

COUNCIL TREE COMMUNICATIONS,
INC.; Bethel Native Corporation; The
Minority Medta and Telecommtmica·
tiona Council, Petitione",

v.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION; United Stat..

of AmerIca, Respondents

CTlA-Wireless Association and T-Mo
bile USA, Inc., Inte..venor Respon
denIB (Per Clerk Order of 4/28{08).

Cellco Partnership dIbIa Verimn
Wirel.... Inte..venor Reopondent

(Per Court Order of 6/30/08).

No. 0S-2036.

United State. Coort of Appeals,
Third Circuit.

Argued Dec. I, 2009.

Filed: Aug. 24, 2010.

Background: Small wireIe8lI te1ephon.
service provider, trade group representing

an 'agreed-upon oxchms. 01 benefi...• and
stres:sea the choice aD alien mu.st make be
tw.... tho bencflu of volnntary departure.
with its concomitant obUgation to depart
promptly, on one band. or pursu:ina Utiga.
tion without agroolng to depart prompdy.
on thcocher.

Sandi< Y. Atty Gm.. 562 F.3d 246. 252 n. 5
(3d CIr.2009).

7. "[AJn aIlen sranted tho privilege of volun
tary departure under 8 C.F.&. 124O.26(c) will
not be deemed to have departed under an
onler of removallf tho aliotl departs the Unit·
ed States 110 later than 30 da}> lollowmg the
filing of • petition for novIow. provides to
DRS S'lCh .vidoaco of his or her departure as
tho ICI! Field 0fIlcc D_ may require,
and provides evidence DRS d..ma sufllcjent
that he or she romalno outsida of tho United
Statca." 8 C.F.&. § 1240.26(1).
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minority..,wned telecommunications com
panies, and investor Illed petition for .....
view of orders of the Federal CoI11JllUJlica
tions Commission (FCC) modifying roles
governing participation of small wireless
telephone service providers in auctions of
electromagnetic spectzum.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Hardi
man, Circuit Judge, held that:

(1) role requiring designated entity (DE)
to add lessee's or purchaser's revenues
to its own to dererminlng its continued
eligibility for DE credits if it leased or
resold more than 25% of its spectrum
capacity to any single lessee or pur
chaser was not arbitrary and capri
ciOUS;

(2) role making DEs ineHgible for bidding
creditaif~~reaaedorreooldm~

~an 50% of ~eir spectrum capacity
did not comply wi~ notice-and-oom
ment requirement!;

(3) role extending from tlve to ten years
period during which licensee had to
repay ita bidding credits if it lost ita
DE .tatus did not comply with notice
and-comment requirements; and

(4) proper remedy was vacatur and re
mand.

Petition granted in part and denled in
part.

1. Admlnietrative Law and Procedure
'*'394

Administrative Procednre Act's (APA)
notice requirements are designed: (1) to
ensure that agency regulations are tested
via expollure to diverse pnbllc comment,
(2) to ensure fairness to affected parties,
and (3) to give affected parties opportunity
to develop evidence in record to support
their objections to role and thereby en
hance quality of judicial review. 5
U.s.C.A. § 553(bX3).

2. Admini.tratlve Law and Procedure
<loo>:195

While agency may promulgate tlnal
rules that differ from proposed role, final
rule ill logical outgrowth of proposed role
only if Interested parties should have an
ticipated that change was possible, and
thus reasonably shonld have tiled their
comments on subject during notice-and
comment period. 5 U.s.C.A. § 5U3.

3. Admini.tratIve Law and Procedure
,*,760,768

In sItuations where agency baa en
gaged In llne-drawing determinations, judi
cial review ill necesaarily deferential to
agency expertise, but agency's actioM
must still not be patently unreaaonabre or
ron counter to evidence before agency. 5
U.s.C.A. § 706(2).

4. Telecommunieationa ""'1129
Federal Comrnunieationa C0mmis

sion's (FCC) enactment of role providing
that, if designated entity (DE) eligible for
bidding credit>! in auctions of electromag
netic spe<trum leased or reoold more than
25% of its spectrum capacity to any single
lessee or purchaser, it had to add that
lessee's or purchaser's revenues to ita own
to determine ita continued eHgibility for
DE credits complied with Administrative
Procedure Act'a (APA) notlee-and-oom
ment reqnirement!, even ~ough rule fo
cnsed not on related entity's size, but rath
er on combined size of the DE itaelt aud
related entity, where further notice of pr0

posed rolernaking (FNPR) expHcitly
sought comment on whether FCC's defini
tion of reslricted "material relationships"
should Inclnde spectrum leasing arrange
ment!, asked whe~er ~er reIatlonahlpll
ought to be considered, and !Olicited com
ment on how large entity had to be before
ita relationahiplo with DE8 became proble
mntic. 5 U.s.C.A. § 5U3; 47 C.F.R.
§ 1.2110(bX1XO, (b)(3)(Iv)(B).
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5. Telecommunicationa *'1090, 1132

Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) mIe providing that, if designated
entity (DE) eligible for bidding credits in
auction. of electromagnetic spectrum
leased or resold more than 25% of its
.peetnun capacity to any single I_ or
purchaser, it had to add that lessee's or
purchaser's revenues to its own to deter
mine its continued eligibility for DE cred
its was not arbib"ary and caprieiOU8, even
though FCC made few factual findings on
impact of new mIes on DE financing,
where record reflected FCC's cognizance
of capitalization issue, FCC solicited c0m

ments from DE and investment communi
ties with respect to effects of mIe change
on DE.' capitsllzation, and FCC based its
decision on its "experience in adminiBtBr
ing the designated entity program." 47
C.F.R. § 1.2110(b)(lXi), (b)(ll)\lV)(B).

6. TelecommunicatioN =1129

Federal Communications COIIlIIlis
sion's (FCC) enactment of mIe making
designated entities (DE.) ineligible for
bidding credits in auctions of e1eetromsg
netic speetrwn if they leased or resold
more than 60% of their spectrum capacity
did not comply with AdmJnistrative Pr0
cedure Aet'. (APA,) notice-and-eomment
requirements, where 60% mI. was not
mentioned in further notice of propoeed
rulemaking (FNPR) and could not be re
gsrded aB logica1 outgrowth of concerns
addreBBed therein, even though FCC had
thoroughly addressed issue three yesrs
earlier. 5 U.s.C.A. § 553; 47 C.F.R.
§ 1.211O(b)(8)(iv)(A,).

7. TelecommunicatloDll =1129

Federal Communications Commis
sion'. (FCC) enactment of rule amendment
extending from five to ten yeers period
during which licensee had to repay its
bidding credits if it loot Its Btatns as desig
nsted entity (DE) eligible for bidding ered-

its in auctions of e1ectromsgnetic spectrum
did not comply with Admlnlstrative Pr0ce
dure Act's (APA,) notice-and-eomment re
quirements, even though FCC solicited
comment on length of bidding-eredit re
payment schedule attsehed to any new DE
qualifications in further notice of propoBed
mIemaking (FNPR), and repayment
schedule had previously always been uni
form aero.. all DE qualifications, where
FNPR did not indicate that FCC was con
sidering changing repayment terms at
tsehed to then-existlng DE qualifications,
and no eommenter manifeeted understand
ing that FCC was considering changing
existing repayment schedule. 5 U.s.C.A.
§ 553; 47 C.F.R. § l.2111(d)(2)(i).

8. Telec:ommunications =1144

Proper remedy for Federal Communi
cations Commisalon'. (FCC) failure to
eomply with Adminlstrative Procedure
Aet'. (APA) notice-and-comment require
ments before adopting regulstions making
designated entities (DE.) ineligible for
bidding credits in auctions of electromag
netic spectrum if they leased or resold
more than 50% of their speetnun capacity
and extending from five to ten years peri
od during which IIeensee had to repay its
bidding credits if it lost Its DE ststus was
vacatur and remand to FCC, rat.he.- than
remand without vacatur or nnIJffieation of
auctions conducted wbiIe rules were in ef·
fect, where deficisncieB in ehalJenged ruJe..
making were serious, but DoUifle.tion
would involve unwinding of billions of dol
lars of transaetions and cause massive un
certainty. 5 U.s.C.A. § 558; 47 C.F.R.
§§ 1.211O(b)(8Xiv)(A), 1.2111(d)(2)(i).

West Codenotes

Held Invalid

47 C.F.R. §§ 1.211O(b)(8)(lvXA.l,
1.2111(dX2)(i)
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OPINION OF THE COURT

HARDIMAN, Circuit Judge.

This dispute comes to us for the fourth
time. At issue Is a challenge to some of
the rnIes that governed the participation of
small wireless telephone service providers
in auctions of electromagoetic spectrum
condncted by the Federal Commnnications
CommlsBlon (FCC or the Commission).

The FCC Is anthorized to grant licenses
for the use of bands of the electromagnetic
spectnnn and bas done 90 cbJefly through
auctious for defined geographic markets.
Because the law requJre9 the FCC to pro
mote the participation of small businesses
in the use of the spectrum, it hOll defined a
class of designsted entities (DEs) which
IU'8 eligible for bidding credits. These
creditll are added to the dollar amount of
the DE,' bids, to make it easier for them
to win spectrum licenses at auction.

The petitioners here are (1) Council
Tree Communications, an investor in DEs;
(2) Bethel Native Corporation, a smaIJ
wIreIese carrier based in Alaska whose
stock is owned by Alaskan natives; and (3)
the MInority Media and Telecommunica
tions Council (MMTC), a trade group rep
resenting minorlty-owned telecom compa
nies. Petitioners seek review of mnltiple
orders in an FCC ruJemaldng entitled In
'"I~ of IJuI Com'7MTCi<U
SpectrumE~ Act and Modern
iZ<Iti<m of 1M CommiMion'. Compotiti""
Bidding Rtdu and Procedure3, WT Dock
et No. 06-211, in which the FCC changed
the qualifications for DE status as well as
the reatibltion that must be made by a
licensee that loses DE status after taking
advantage of bidding credits. Petitionere
claim that these rnles (1) were enacted
without the notice and opportunity for
comment required by the AdminIstrative
Procednre Act (APA), and (2) are arbi
trary and capricious, In violation of the
APA. Petitioners aek us to rescind the
resnlts of approximately $33 billion wurth
of auctions held under the challenged
rules, and to order the FCC to conduct
new anotions under new rnIes.

I.

A. Legal Btu:Itground

Although the FCC posgeBSO' broad au
thority to auction Hcense' to use portiollll
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of the electromagnetic spectrum, it must
promote "economic opportunity and com
petition ... by avoiding excessive concen
tration of licenses and by disseminating
licenses among a wide variety of appli
cants, including small bnaineesea [and] ru
ral telephone companies." 47 U.S.C.
§ 309(j)(3)(B). The FCC must also "en
gure that small businesses [and] ruraJ tele
phone companiee ... nre given the oppor
tunity to participate in the provision of
gpectrum-baaed services, and, for such
purposes, consider the use of tax certifi·
cates, bidding preferences, and other pro
cedures." Td § 309(j)(4XD).

Consistent with these statutory man
dates, in conducting spectrum auctions the
FCC offers bidding credits that increase
the bids of small entitles, in an amonnt
measured as a percentage of the entities'
initial bids. After a DE snbmlts ita bid,
this credit is added to the bid for JlIIl'POIl8Il
of determining the winner of the auction.
If the DE wins the auction. however, it will
be required to pay only the amonnt of its
initial bid, not the amonnt that includes the
credit. The credits are avallable as fol
lows: (1) a 15% credit for entltleo averag
ing annual groes revenues of $40 million or
less over the last three years; (2) a 25%
credit for entltleo averaging annnal groes
revennes of $15 million or iesa over the
last three years; and (3) a 35% credit for
entitleo averaging $S million or less in
average revennes over the laat three
yeara. 47 C.F.R. § 1.21l0(f)(2)(i) to rlii).
Although the FCC deflnes the term "des
ignated entltleo" to mean "small buai
nessee" generally, .... id. § 1.211O(a), the
term is relevant here only insofar lllI it
refers to bidders who qualify for these
credits.

The bidding-credlt system could be
abu8ed by small compllDies willing to im
mediately monetize their bidding credlta
by selling their spectrum licenses at IlllIr-

kat prices, or by large companies taking
advantage of credlt!l through afflliate. or
puppet corporations that technically quaIi.
fy as DE.. To prevent thia, the FCC i.
required to seek the "avoidance of unjust
enrichment through the methods employed
to award" spectrum licenses, 47 U.S.C.
§ 309(j)(3)(c), and to establish "such ...
antitrafftcking restrictions and payment
schedules as may be necessary to prevent
unjust enrichment as a result of the meth
od. employed to issue licenses and p.....
mits." ld § 309(j)(4)(E). In the rulemak
ing at isIlue here, the FCC adopted three
regulations of this type.

First, to prevent subsidiaries or affIli·
ates of large bnainesees from quaHfying for
DE credits, 47 C.F.R. § 1.211O(b)(1)(l) pr0

vides that:
[tlhe gross revenues of the applicant (or
licensee), Its afliliates, its controlling in·
terests, the affiliates of Its controlling
intereets, and the entities with which It
has an attribntable materlaI relationship
shall be attributed to the applicant (or
licensee) and considered on a cnmulatlve
basls and aggregated for pnrposea of
determining whether the applicant (or
licensee) is eUgible for status as a small
bnslneas[.]

Insofar as It applies to an applicaot'. affIli
ales and controlling intereets, and the affil
iates of an applicant's controlling intereets,
this revenue attribution role is long-stand
ing and is not conteated here. Instead, in
the chsllenged rulemaking the FCC im
posed revenue atll1"bution for "entities with
which [the applicant or licensee) has an
attributable material relationship,' and de
fined the phraae "attributable materlaI re
lationship." That definition appears in 47
C.F.R. § 1.211O(b)(3)(Iv)(B) and atates:

[aln applicant or licensee baa an attrib
utable material relationship when it has
one or more arrangements with any in
divldnal entity for the lease or resale
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(including under a wholesale agreement)
of, on a cumulative basis, more than 25
percent of the spectnun capacity of any
one of the applicant's or licensee's li
censes.

The second challenged regulation is 47
C.F.R. § l.211O(b)(3XivXA}, which was
promulgated for the first time in the rule
malting at issue here and provides:

[a]n applicant or licensee that would oth
erwise be eligIble for designated entity
beneflta under this section and applica
ble service-specifie rules shall be ineligi
ble for such benefita If the applicant or
licensee has an impermissible material
relationship. An applicant or licensee
has an impermissible material re1ation
ship when it has arrangementa with one
or more entitles for the lease or resale
(includlng under a wholesale agreement)
of, on a cwnulative basla, more than 50
percent of the spectrum capacity of any
one of the applicant's or licensee's li
censes.

Thus, unlike an "attributable material re1a
tionship," a business that has an imper
.~ material re1ationship is ip8ll fado
disquallfied from receiviIlg bidding <redita.

Third, the FCC has recognized that un
just enrichment will occur if recipients of
bidding <redits are pennitted to promptly
sell their spectrum rights to non-DEs at a
premium, or to ally themselves with large
entitles in snch a way as to 10lle their DE
status. To prevent this, 47 C.F.R.
§ l.21ll(dXl> states:

raj licensee that utill2es a blddlng cred
it, and that during the lnitlal term seeks
to assign or transfer control of a license
to an entity that 00... not meet the
eligfbillty criterl& tor a bidding credit,
will be required to reimburse the U.8.
Government for the amount of the bid
ding credit, plus intereet .. . as a condi
tion at CommisBinn approv:U of the ....
s1gnment or transfer. . .. If, within the

initial term of the license, s licensee that
utilizes a bidding <redit seeks to make
any ownership change or to enter into a
material relationship (see § 1.2110) that
would result in the licensee losing eligi
bility for a bidding credit .. , the
amount of the bidding <redit '" plus
interest .. , must be paid to the U.s.
Government as a condition of Comrnis
,,;on approval of the assignment or
transfer....

If a DE licel18ee takes action that dOOll not
render it wholly ineligible for a bidding
credit, but leaves it eligible only for a
smaller <redit than the one it used to
acquire a license, the difference in value
between the two credita must be repaid.
fd.

This repayment obligation existed be.
fore the rulemaking challenged by Pet!
tionen here. At issue in this petition is
the length ot time after a DE wins a
license using a bidding credit that it is
subject to the repayment requirement.
A1tbongh the most declive method to pre
vent misuse of bidding credits would be to
require that a DE winning a license with
such <redits both maintain ita DE status
and hold the license until it expired, it
appears that the FCC has long appHed a
more lenient rule in order to permit DEs
to participate in the secondary market for
spectrum rights, and to allow DEs to at;.

tract investment capital that might be bard
to obtain if there were no way for DEs to
liquidats sueh a valuable asset. Accord
ingly, FCC regulatlons provide tor a re
duction in the repayment amoont if the
DE'. offending action does not occur until
an appreciable time after it won the ll
cense. In the m1emplring at issue here,
the FCC extended the time period over
which the repayment obligation applies.
Before the rulemaking, 47 C.FoR.
§ 1.2111(d)(2Xi) provided that the required
repayment dropped to 75% of the bidding
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credit value for license traneCers or losses
of DE status occurring up to two years
after the auction, 50% of the credit for
those occuning during the third year after
the auction, 25% of the credit during the
fourth year, and zero after five yeare. Ill.
(effective through June 6, 2006). The in
.tant rnlemaking amended
§ 1.2111(d)(2Xi) to require full repayment
of the credit if eHgibility is loet in the first
five years after the auction, 75% repay
ment if eligibility is lost in the sixth or
_enth year, 50% if eligibility is loet in the
eighth or ninth year, 25% in the tenth
year, and eliminated the penalty only after
ten years.

B. TM Rulmuzklng Pro<eedblg

1. The Fnrth8r Notice of Propoud
RuJemaking

On February 3, 2006, the FCC issued a
Further Notice of Proposed Rnlemaking
In ,.. Implemmt4tion of tlta Commm:io.l
Spsct".m EnhallC8m$1\l Act and MOIUm
ization of tlta CommWion'. Competitive
Bidding Rules and Procedures, 21
F.C.C.R. 1753 (2006) (hereinafter FNPR).
The FNPR was a response to an "'" pam
latta- from Coonell Tree CommnnicatioJ18
(Counell Tree), the lead petitioner here. In
the FNPR, the FCC agreed with Counell
Tree's view UUlat the CommjBsion's CUJ'o

rent rules do not adequately prevent Iarge
corporatiOJ18 from structmlng relatiooshipa
In a manner that allows them to gain ac·
cess to benefits reserved for emaJI busi
nesses." Ill. at 1759-00. Therefore, the
FNPR !Ought "comment on the elements
of a proposal raised by Counell Tree ...
that seeks to prohibit the award at bidding
credits or other emaJI business benefits to
entities that have what Coonell Tree refers
to as a 'material relationship' with a 'large
In-region Incumbent wireJess service pr0

vider: " Ill. at 1754 (footnotes omitted).
The FCC "tentatively conclnde{d)" that

such regulatiOJ18 were appropriate, id. at
1757, and "s[ought) comment on how [it)
should de1lne the elements of such a re
strlctlon," id. at 1755, as wen as "on
whether [it) should [also) restrict the
award of designated entity benefits where
an otherwiae qualified designated entity
has a 'material relatiot18hip' with a large
entity that has a significant intereet In
communications services," id.

Throughout the FNPR, the FCC reiter
ated these requests for commenta in simi
lar or identical terms. s.. id., passim. It
alao solicited comments in more specific
tenus on possible variations on each of the
elements proposed by Connell Tree. With
respect to the definition of ''material rela
tionohip," the FCC Inquired whether its
then-current rules requiring attribution at
the revenues of an applicant's controlling
interests and affDlates were sufficient to
prevent improper influence by large busi
nesses over emaJI bidders. Id. at 17~.
The FCC asked whether those attribution
ruI.... or any new deftnitlon of "material
relstionebip," should vary according to
whether they were applied to "large, in
region, incumbent wireiese service provid
ers" or "entit(les) with signiOOant iuterest!l
in communicatiODII servicelI." Id. at 1760.
Of psrtlcuIar note here, the FCC

s[ought] comment on what, if any, stan
dard shonld be need to detarmine
whether a spectrum leasing arrange
ment is a 'material relatiot18hip' for the
purpooe of any additional reetrietion on
the avsIIabiHty of designated entity ben
efita that we might adopt. We also seek
comment on whether other arrange
menta should be taken into accoont. If
so, what arrangementa shonld we c0n

sider?

Ill. at 1761.

With respect to the definition ot "Iarge,
in-region, iucumbent wireiese service pr0

vider," the FCC sought comment on how
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much geographic overlap between the in
c'Umbent's and DE's service areas should
be required for the "in-region" criterion to
be met, id. at 1759, 1762, and whether
gross revenues were the appropriate met
ric for determining whether the inCllmbent
was "large." and, if so, what the proper
cutoff would be. [Ii. at 1759, 1761~2.

With respect to the phrase "entity with
significant interests In communications
services," the FCC inquired how "large"
statu. should be determined, id. at 1761
b'2, wbether an "in-region" geographical
element should also apply. id. at 1762, and
how broadly the phrase "significant inter
estslncommunlcationsservi~"shouJdbe

defined, and what kinds of entities it
should encomp..... iii. at 1762-@.

The FNPR also sought comment
on whether, if we adopt a new restri.,.
tion on the award ot bidding credits to
designsted entities, we should adopt re
visions to our UDjust enrichment rules
such as those proposed by Council Tree,
or in some other manner. . .. If we re
quire reimbursement by licensees that,
either through a change of inaterial re
latIonahlpa' or assignment 01' transfer ot
control of the license, lose their eligibili
ty for .. bidding credit pursuant to any
eUgibility restriction that we might
adopt, over what portioD of the license
term should such unjwlt enrichment pro
visions apply!

I Ii. at 1763. The FCC also explicitly re
quested comment on whether the proposed
restrictions risked unduly limiting DEB'
ability to raise capital [Ii. at 1761.

Finally, the FCC confinned In the
FNPR that it expected "to complete this
proceeding In time 50 that aey IllOdiftca
tions to our rules resulting from this pro
ceeding will apply to the Dpcoming auction
of licensee for Advanced WireIesa Services
('AWS'), which currently is scheduled to
begin June 29, 2006," which was less thae

four months after the release of the
FNPR. [d. at 1755, 1763. Thls auction
known as "Auctioe 66"-was the largest
spectrum auction in several years. To
achieve this goal, the comment period on
the FNPR ran for only 14 days after its
publication In the Federal Register, and
tbe reply comment period 1asted only one
week thereafter. [d. at 1763.

2. Comments on the FNPR

Despite the brief time frame, .. number
of comments on the FNPR were submit
ted. Moot commenters supported some
changes along the Hues suggested by the
FNPR. A representative comment In this
regard came from the Department of Jus
tice, which reported that it had

found contractual or other arrangements
between DEs and large wireless carrlers
that created such close ties between the
two that the DEs could not be consid
ered to be truly Independent competitive
actors; In some of these Instances, the
DE aIlIIIated with a large wireless CSl:l'i
er had not launched commercial services
to end-user customers or other wireless
carriers but only provided roaming ..".
vl~ to its large sfliIiate.

J.A. 1062-03. In light of this finding, the
DOJ recommended that SDch a relatinn
ship disqualify the DE. but SDggeated that
lower-level relationships, such as "arm'...
length negotiated agreements for roaming
or brand Iicsnsing and SDpport," id. at
1054, would not necessarily be problemat
ic. In sum, the DOJ maintained that "[s]
relstiollshlp whers the large enterprise do
mlnatee the DE is troubling as it suggests
that the DE is not within the class of
entities (ie. 3IllaII businesses) that the
FCC's rules are designed to benefit." I d.

Several comments addressed the appli
cation of the proposed rules to spectrnm
leases by DEs to non-DEs. Council Tree
agreed that ths suspect class of arrange.
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ments should include leasing lIlT&Dgll

ments, J.A 439, arguing that such "agree
ments ... convey a level of influence over
the OperatiOIllO of the designated entity
that is inappropriate in the hands of a
dominant national wireletlO service provid
er," id. at 439--40. The NTCH. Inc. pro
posed that DEs should be able to lease
><pectrum freely, so long as substantial por
tions of spectrum in the same geographic
area remained in use by DEs. J.A 663-64.
Wlrefree Partners argued against any fur
ther restrictions on leasing by DEs, J.A.
759-60, but Council Tree disagreed, J.A
873-74-

Several commenters also argued that
the proposed categories of "large, in-re
gion, incumbent wireless service provid
ers" or "large entities with significant in
terests in communications services" were
too narrow. These commenters argued
repeatedly that the stetutory objective of
asaistlng small buainesBeS would be frus
trated by a bidder's material relstlonahlp
with a large business of any kind, regard
less of whether the large business was
involved in the communications industry.
See Comments of CTIA-The Wireless As
sociation, J.A 510, 518 ("the Notice makes
no attempt to justify a distinction between
large incumbent carriers and any other
class of non-attributable investor," 8Ilch as
AOL, GoogIe, or Mleroeoft, but the prob
leDlll arising from large investo<s' domi
nance of DEs "would presumably ron to all
potential investors, not just large carrier
psrtners"); Comments of Dobson
Comm'ns Corp~ J.A. 526 (urging the FCC
to apply any changes to "any large, weII
funded investor with a strategic interest in
the use of the speetrum"); Comments of
T-Mobile USA, Inc., J.A. 697 ("[t]here
does not appear to be a justification for
permitting Mleroeoft or Wal-Mart to par
ticipate in a DE joint venture while pre-

I. The fIm Report and Order is not directly

eluding T-Moblle from doing so.'~; au
also Comments of Verizon Wrreless, J.A
745; Comments of Wlrefree Partners ru,
LLC, J.A. 760; Reply Comments of T
Mobile USA, Inc., J.A. 812; Reply Com
ments of Cingular WJre!ess LLC, J.A.
833-34.

3. Tits S6rond &pori and Order
and S6rond Further Notiu of

Proposed Rvkmaking

~ receipt of the aforementioned com
ments, on April 25, 2006, the FCC adopted
and released its Second Report and Order
and Seoond Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaklng (Second R & 0), 21 F.C.C.R.
4753 (2006).' Therein, the FCC stated its
"particular intention ... to ensure that
entities ineligible for designated entity in
centives cannot cirenmvent our rules by
obtaining those benefits indirectly, through
their relationships with eligible entities."
Iii. at 4754. The FCC acknowledged that

[t]he cl>allenge for the Commission in
carrying out Congress's plan has always
been to find a reasonable balance be
tween the competing goals of, first, pro
viding desfgnated entities with reason
able flexibility in being able to obtain
needed finsncing from investors and,
second, ensuring that the rules etrective
1y prevent entities ineligible for desig
nated entity benefits from clrcmnventing
the intent of the rules by obtaining those
benefit. indirectly, through their invM
ments in qual/1Ied businesses.

Iii. at 4706 (footnote omitted). To thiB
end, the FCC "agree[d] with eommenters
that certain agreements have the potential
to significantly influence a designated enti
ty licensee'. decisions regarding its provi
sion of service and, therefore, also have
the potential to be abused, absent the ap
propriate safegnards." Id. at 4762. In an
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atU!mpt to create such safeguanls, and as
we described herein, the Second R & 0
established revenue attribution for "attrib
utable material relationships; defined as
the lease of more than 25% of the DE'a
_pectruJn capacity by any single lessee,
and mandated the loss of DE status by
any licensee that aeqlJires an "impermissi
ble material relationship," by leasing an
aggregate of more than 50% of its spec
trnm capacity. Id. at 4763-64.

Notably, neither the 25% rule nor the
50% rule applied only to relationships with
large entities. This, said the Second R &
0, was because the FCC had

conclude[d] that certain agreements, by
their very nature, are generally Inconsis
tent with an applicant's or licensee'.
ability to achlevs or maintain designated
entity eligibility because they are incon
sistent with Congress'. legislative Intent.
In thla regard, where an agreement con
cerns the actual U98 of the designated
entity'. spectrnm capacity, it is the
agreement. as opposed to the party with
whom it is entered Into, that causes the
relationship to be ripe for abuse and
creates the potential for the relationship
to impede a designated entity's ability to
become a faellities-based provider, as in
tended by Congress.

Id. at 4762-
The legislative Intent referenced is that

behind 47 U.s.C. § 3()9(j)(4)(c), the au
thorization for the FCC's promulgation of
antitrafficking and anti-unjust enrichment
provisions. The House of Representa
tives Budget Committee's report on thie
provision explicitly contemplated Its use In
connection with the promotion of smalI
business licenses, and stated that "[t]he
Committee anticipates that the Commis
sion will use this authority to deter specu
lation and particlpstlon In the licensing
process by those who have no intention of
offering service to the public.~ H.R.Rep.

No. lOll-Ill, at 257-58, reprinUd in 1993
U.s.C.CAN. 378, 584-85. The Second R
& 0 reiterated its reliance on this con
gressional intent several times. 21
F.C.C.R. at 4755, 4760, 4762-64, 4766.

The Second R & 0 also extended the
biddlng-credit-repsyment schedule to 10
yearn. The extended obligation applies "if
a designated entity Iosea its eligibility for a
bidding credit for any rell8Oll, including
but not limited to[] entering into an 'im
permissible material relationship' or an 'at
tribntable material relationship.''' Id. at
4766. The FCC again stated that "[b]y
extending the unjust enrichment period to
ten years, we increase the probability that
the designated entity will develop to be a
competitive facilities-based service provid
er." Id.

The Second R & 0 also included a Sec
ond Further Notice of Propoeed Rulemak
ing, which sought additional comment on
the elements of Council Tree's Initial pro
poeal, namely, whether the FCC should
impose further reBlrlctions on grants of
DE status to applicants having other sorts
of "material reIatIo~ with large in
region incumbent wireless providers. I d.
at 47'23'-74 (seeking comment on the defini
tion of "large~ and whether relationships
with non-wireleas buaineases should also
be regulated); 4776-78 (seeking comment
on propriety and definition of "in-region"
criterion); 4779-84 (same, on definition of
"material re1atlonship"). The FCC noted
its "concern!] that additional types of rela
tionshipe cooJd ... allow( I an ineligible
entity the ability to gain ondne advantages
in the comnmnlcatlons marketplace
through the benefits offered to a designat
ed entity applicant:,~ and asked, "[alre the
new rules we adopt today sufficient to
safeguard against many of these con
cerns?~ Id. at 4780.

The Commission further stated, howev
er, that
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[wIe generally do not have the same
t'oncerns regarding relationships be
tween designated entity applicants and
those who do not have interests in spec

trum capacity or the provision of service,
su"" as finandal institutions or venture
capital fInns. provided that au"" enliliea
do not have a controlling intereat reI...
tionship with the applicant.

Id. This, said the FCC, was hecause cross
industry investment5 did not present the
investor an "opportunity for it to bundle
existing communications servicea with a
strategic wirel.... partuer, and there is

less potential for th08ll entitiee to exert
undue influence aver a designated entity
Iicensee'a deciaion maldng regarding its
service provision or the use of its IiceMed
spectrnm." I d.

4. Re8p011A6 to the Second R & 0

The new rulea promulgated in the Sec
ond R & 0 provoked crltleiBm from some
DEs and their investo..... Several petl
DOIlll for reconslderatlon were ffled with
the FCC, Including one by the Petition8nl
here. Two of Petitioners' arguments for
reconsIderation before the FCC are rele
vant here. FIrst. Petitioners maintained
that "[n]one of the new rules iB limIted to
arrangements involving large, in-region
inenmbent wireless service providers 3lI

contemplated in the FurlJulr NotiJJs of
Proposed RuI8 MakifllJ." Pet. for E:xp.
Reconsld'n, J.A. 1281. Second, Petition
ers argned that the 1O-year eredit-repay
ment schednIe "evi.seerst(eaj a designated
entity'. aceess to capital because lenders
and investors who are being asked to baek
untested new entrants want to see that
the designated entity h3lI a clear path to
exit if the bn8Iness iB not aueeeeding," id.
at 1281-82, and that the FCC had failed
to take thiB Into aceount In setting the
new rules.

Both of Petitioners' objections were sup
ported by the views of a number of other
commenters, meet of whom contseted the
FCC for the ftrst time in response to the
Second R & O. Catalyst Iuveetors, LLC.
whicll had provided capital for several DEs
in the psat and was planning to do so in
connection with Auction 66. stated:

both the equity and the debt markets
will not be comfortable with the •I0 Year
Hold RuJe,' as it Is outside the normal
hold periods for most sooreea of capital.
Due to a lack of reasonable notice in the
proceeding. the rule came as a surprise
and was not the subject of any meaning
ful public input. Had au"" input been
received, we strongly beHeve the Com
mission would have realized that the 10
year period is just too long.

Id. at 1243; if. E., Part. Presentation of
The Eazinet Corp., et ai. S.J.A. 91 (same
srgmnent5, by a group of DE financiers
and DEs); Notice of E., Part. Present&
tion of Cook Inlet Region, Inc., J.A. 1487
(small ClUTier allied with T-Moblle com
menting that "[nlo significant investor wlll
be wilBng to risk its return on inveetment
over a ten year horlzon'~; Letter from the
Nat'! Telecomm',", Coop. Ass'a, J.A. 1508
09 (lnduetry group representing rursI tele
come, complaining of a lack of pubHc notice
and the short time between the promul
gation of the rules and Auction 66); E.,
Part. Letter from Coral Wlre!eoa Llcen&
ea, LLC, et aI., J.A. 1547-48 (another
group of small bueinesses and their Invea
tora, commenting that "fal businees trans
action where there iB no clear path to
Hquidfty for 10 years ia a very unattractive
investment for the financial instibrlions
and venture capital ftrma that tradltionsily
have supported wireless start-up ven
tores," and that they "did not understand
from the FurlhM Notice that changes of
this nature were under coneiderstion by
the Commission or they would have com
mented on thiB issue"); Notice of Oral E.,
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Parte Presentation of Doyon, Ltd., J.A.
1550 (investor in small telecoms comment,.
ing that "the new ten year ulliust enrich
ment schedule ... makaa it more difftcult
for designated entities to secure financing
and find strategic partners because it is
less likely that they can easily exit the
business in the event of significant changes
in the industry"); Letter from Royal
Street Comm'ns, LLC, J.A. 1557 ("[A]
transaction where there is no clear path to
liquidity, without penalty, for 10 years is a
very unattractive investment for the types
of finandal institutions and venture capital
flrma that traditionally have snpported
wireIesa startrup ventures.").

Royal Street Communications LLC, a
DE engaged In wireless wholeoallng, ob
jected that the new roles impacted ar
rangements by DEs with other small enti
ties, as well as large ones. Letter from
Royal Street Comm'ns, LLC, J.A. 1557.
Royal Street claimed the new rnIea placed
restrictions on wireIesa wholeaaling

without affording ... DEs notice and
the opportunity to comment. . .. [T]heae
restrictions wiD also contribute to inv....
tor and financier reluctance to back
wireless IIcensea that are effectively lim
ited to a retail hllSineas mode~ a model
decidedly more expeDlIive and adminis
tratively burdensome. The Order'. re
strictions ignore the fact that wholesale
BelVices are a wireIesa product inereas
ingly in demand ... whicll can add to
the competitive options in the wIreIe8a
marketpIace.

Id. at 1658. The Rural Telecommunica
tions Group. Inc., also contended that
"[tlhe new material relationship Itdea are
overbroad and unduly restrictive," be
cause, "ctUTeIlt DE licenaeeB wiD be un
able to .. , lease existing 8p8ctrom ... to

Z. Mony of the comments just described were
submitted after the Order on RecoI1$kIeration

another DE without becoming ineligible
for DE benefits in the AWS auction." E",
Parte Letter from the Rural Telecomm'D8
Group, Inc., J.A. 1542.

5. The Order on Recon.sidBrntion
of ths Secand R &: 0

On June 2, 2006, the FCC released an
Order on Recomideration of ths Seeond
R"fJOrl and Order. 21 F.C.C.R. 6703 (here

inafter the Order on Reconsideration).'
Althougb it addressed the issoes raised in
Petitioners' petition for reconsideration,
the Order 00 Reconsideration did not for
mally grant or deny the petition, bot in
stead weB raised by the FCC "on [its] own
motion." ld. at 6703.

Defending the regulatiODB against the
charge that they would unduly restrict
DEa to a retail-only buamess mod~ the
FCC restated and clarified its pooition that
active use of a apectrmn lieenae weB re
quired to maintain DE status:

[s]ection 3090)(4)(0) directB the Com
mlseIon to issue regulations to 'eD8Dre'
that designated entitiea 'are given the
opportunity to participate in the provi
sion of 8p8ctrom-based serv:iceB.' We
believe that the word 'participate' in this
directive contemplatea sigoifica:nt in
volvement in the provision of BelVieee to
the pabtie, oat merely P""'Ive ownership
of a license to apectrmn 08ed by othen
to provide BelVice.

I d. at 6706 n. 8 (internal citation omitted).
In response to Petltlon~ arguments that
the materlal-relatlonahip n:de8 had not
been properly noticed, the FCC noted that
the FNPR had asked whether DE re1a
tionships with entities other than large in
region incumbent! or entitieB with inter
ests in communicatiOO8 services should be

was releued.
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restricted as well. I Ii. at 6711. The FCC
also noted that the FNPR had included an
open-ended inquiry into what types of re1a
tionships should be regulated, and had
"pecifically contemplated the incllL'lion of
lease arrangements among those relation
ship.. I Ii. The FCC concluded that the
changes embodied in the final rulemaklng
were all contained in, or logical outgrowths
of. the proposal in the FNPR. I Ii. at 6712.

With respect to the Ill-year creditrm
payment period, the FCC stated that its
decision to apply the new schedule to the
preexisting DE quallfleatlona as well as
the new ones was also within the seope of
its original propoeal. The Commission
stated that "had we only revised the five
year unjust enrichment schedule for cer
tain types of tnnsactlons but not for oth
er.!, we would have risked creating an il
logical scheme that wonld have created an
incentive Cor designated entitles to priori
tize certain types of tnnsactlons over oth
eI'lI." Iii. at 6716. Turning to the conten
tions that the Ill-year rule would cause
DEs' funding to dry up, the FCC was

not convinced that three to seven years
is a reasonable timeframe for Investora
to expect to recover their capital in
vestments in facilities to provide spec
trnm-hased servIees. In a recentlY
concluded proceeding addressing the
leasing of Educational Broadcast Ser
vice spectrum, a broad cross section oC
commenters, including a private equity
Investment firm, submitted evidence
that insnfIIcient capital wonld flow to
businesses that want to develop that
spectrum if the length oC spectrum
lease terms was 1lmlted to fifteen years.
These parties argued that lessees need
ed access to the spectrum for thirty
years or more in oroer to provide the
necessary certainty to justify capital in
vestment in the band. The CommJs..
sion was 'permuoded by [this argu
menW

Iii. at 6717 (footnotea omitted). Finally,
the FCC concluded that even it the new
roles did hamper DE capitalization some
what, this was an acceptable balancing oC
the statutory goals oC encouraging DE
participation on the one hand while enonr
ing that DE. provide "facilities-based ser
vice to the pubHc." Iii. at 6718.

C. The First PetitWlI for ReoleUJ
and tlU1 Man<l4mIU PetitiOll

On June 7. 2OO6-two days before the
Onier on Reconsideration was publisbed in
the FederoJ. Registel'-Petition8l'll filed
their first petition in this Court for review
of the Second R & 0, the Order on Recon
sideration, and the pubtie notice that had
announced the start dates Cor Auction 66,
A«ction ofAdvanced Wirole&o SBrIIicoa Li
Ce1l5oa R63CIteduled [or August 9, !lOO6, 21
F.C.C.R. 5598 (2006) (hereinafter the Pub
He Notice). Petltlonera moved Cor an
emergency stay of Auction 66, which was
denied by a motions panel of this Court on
June 29, 2006. After brleJlng and argu
ment on the meritB, in September 2007 we
held that we lacked jnrlsdictIon to enter
tain the petition because It was incurably
premature. Council T7u Comm'.... ".
FCC, 503 F.3d 284, 293 (3d Cir.2OO7). We
noted that by statute, petitions Cor judicial
review oC FCC actions can be filed only In
the 60 days following "the entry oC a 1Inal
order." Ill. at 287 (quoting 28 U.S.C.
§ 2344, citing 47 U.s.C. § 402(&». We
also noted that because the FCC bad not
fonnaJJy disposed oC Petitioners' motion
Cor reconsideration of the Second R & 0,
that oroer WlI8 non·1!nal and therefore the
petition for its review WlI8 premature. lei.
We further concluded that the Order on
Reconsideration was "entered,.. within the
meaning of the statute, only when It was
published in the Federal Register, and
that we had no jurisdiction to entertain &
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petition JllOO be/moe this publication. I d. at
illl-93.

After we issued our opinion, Petitioners
sought a writ of mandamns ordering the
FCC to act on the petition for reronsidera
lion, to facilitate jurisdiction in this Court.
Although we declined to issue a writ of
mandamus, on February 15, 2008 we di
rected the FCC to inform ns when it would
grant or deny the petition. On March 26,
2008 the FCC formally denied the petition
in a hrief Second Order on Reconsidera
tion, DOling that ''we already decided the
meriu of the PetitIon in the 0ni6r on
Recomid67ation... 23 F.C.C.R. 5425, 5426.
Within 60 daY" of that denial, on April 8,
2008, Petitioners filed this petition for re
view of the Secoud R&D, Order on
Reconsideration, Second Order on Recon
siderstion, and the Public Notlce.·

D. TM Ruulh ofAucti..... 66 and 73

While PetitionOl'3' first petition for re
view was pending in 2006, the FCC con
ducted Auction 66 subject to the rulee
challenged here. The deadline for appllea
tiollS to bid fell on June 19, 2006; DEB
accounted for 166 of 252 appHcations and
100 out of 168 qnaliJled bidders permitted
to participate. Bidding commenced on Au
gust 9, 2006, and the auction generated
uearly $14 billion in winning bid& DEs
were 57 "f the 104 winning bidders, win-

3. It does not appear that the FCC hu funDal·
Iy acted on the petltIoos for reconsideration of
the Second R " 0 that were Bled by parties
other than Petitioners. nus is no barrier to
our jurisdiction.. however. fn Council Tru we
held only that 'lain agency order Is uon·finaI
os to an aggrieved party whose petitiou for
reconsideration remains pending before the
agency:' 503 F.Jd at 287. And indeed. "[lJt
is well established ... that when two parties
UTe adversely affected by an agency's action,
one can petition for reconsideration before
the "iency at the same lime that the other
seeks judlcla1 redeterminatiOll." W. Prnn
Pawu Co. v. EPA. 860 F.2d 581. 586 (3d
Clr.1988) (citing Ant. Farm Lin.. v. Black Bail

niug 20% "f the individual licenses auc
tioned. Measured in terms of dollar value,
however, DE. w"n ouly 4% of the spec
trum licensee, although two DE. were
among the top ten winners in terms of
dollar amounts. By comparillon, in auc
lions held prior to the new rules, DEB had
won, on aversge, 70% "f the Heen... by
dollar value.'

In late 2007 and early 2008, during and
just after the pendency before the FCC of
Petitioners' petition for recoDBiderstlon,
the FCC held another, even larger spec
trum auction, lrnown as U Auction 73."
Auction 73 generated about $19 billion in
winning bids, and was also conducted un
der the rulee challenged here. In Auction
73, DE. comprised 119 of 214 qualified
bidders and 56 of 101 winners, and won
35% <>f the individual licenses. They won
only 2.6% of the totaJ dollar value of the
licenses, however.

U.

Petitioners now petition for review of
the Second R & 0, the two reconsideration
orders, and the PuhHe Notice.. Several
interested parties, many of them winners
at AuctiollS 66 and 73, have intervened or
fIled amicuo cuna.. briefs in support of the
FCC. We have jurlsdlctlon to review the
FCC', final orders pursuant to 28 U.s.C.
§ 2342(1) and 47 U.s.C. § 402(a).·

Fn!ight Sov.• 397 U.s. 532. 541. 90 S.Ct.
1288.25 L.Ed.2d 547 (1970».

4. These data must be considered In 6ght of
the abseD<e from Auctions 66 and 7J of the
set·asides by whfch. in prior auctloos. only
DEa bad been permitted to purchaae certain
spectrum blocb. Also. the purpose of the
Instant rulema1dn& from Its inception waa to
dl.qualify sham DEs. whkh would be expect.
ed to reduce the number of quallfylng DEa.

S. lb. FCC. along with its intorvenon and
amici. attacks our jurlodlcdon to review the
Pubile Notice. Beca...., this dispute bears on
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Petitioners claim the new regulations
ore invalid for several reasons. First, they
claim that because the new mles were not
sufficiently foreshadowed by the FNPR,
they were adopted without the public no
tice and opportunity for comment required
by the Adrnlnlstzattve Procedure Act.' Pe
titioners also argue that the uew rules are
orbltrary and capricious, because the FCC
made no flndIngs as to their impact on the
ability of small businesses to procure Ji..
nanclng, and becanse they ignore the via
bility of wholesaling as a facilities-based
businese model for DEs.' Theee challenges
differ slightly with respect to the three
provisions challenged here: (1) the 25%
attribution mle, (2) the 50% imperrnisslble
relationship mle, and (3) the Ill-year cred
it-repayment schedule.

A. Legal StantUud:
TIu! Admilliatratioe

Procedure Ad

1. The Notiu-<I~
Requmn-t

[1,2] Under the APA, federal agenclee
must publish "either the tenns or sub
stance of the proposed rule or a descrlp-

the remedy for any defects In the rules under
review. rather !han on the validity of the rules
themselv5. we conaidcr It .ncr our analysis
of the IalleT Issue. s.. infra. Part Ill.

6. Petltlonen also argue that the rulernaktna
violated the Regulatory FlextblHty Act (RFA).
.. codified at 5 U.S.C. §§ 603-04. We need
not oddr<ss this theory Qf recovery further
bl!CallSe. OD the &.cts of tbJs case. we regard it
as dupUeatlve of the APA nodce-ond-comment
claim: tQ the extent that the FCC failed to
give notice of the new rules for RFA purposes.
it also gave inadequale notice for APA pUT
poses. necessitating a reJD"a.Qd, on the latter
buis alone. On remand. of course. the FCC
must comply with all RFA t<qUiremenlS.

7. PetftfoDen make anothe<- subsidWy argu
ment: they claim that the DeW rules p_
such obstacles to small businesses' partie-

tion of the subjects and issues involved.n

5 u.s.e. § 553(b)(3). The APA further
requirea that "[a]fter notice required by
thIa section, the agency shall give intereet
ed persona an opportunity to participate in
the mIe making through submission of
written data, views, or argwnents with or
without opportunity for oral presentatlOIL"
Ill. § 553(c). In interpreting these provi
sions. courts have held that If the sub
stance of an agency's ftna! rule strays too
far from the description contained in the
initial notice, the agency may have de
prived interested persons of their statut0
ry right to an opportunity to participate in
the mlemaklng. E.g., Long Ial4ml CaTe at
Home, Ltd. v. Cou, 551 U.s. 158, 174,127
S.Ct. 2339, 168 L.Ed.2d 54 (2007) ("The
Courts of Appeals have generaIJy inter
preted thIa to mean that the flnal mle the
agency adopts must be 'a logical 0ut
growth' of the rule Jll'OPOBed. The object,
in short, fa one of fair notice.") (quoting
Nat1 BIad: Media. CoaL v. FCC, 791 F.2d
1016, 1022 (2d Cir.I986J: citing United
Stulworl<ero, AFL-CIO-<:LC v. Marohall,
647 F.2d 1189, 1221 (D.C.Cir.I980) and S.
T.,.",i7lal Corp. v. EPA, 504 F.2d 646, 659
(lat Cir.I974». The principles governing

lpatlon In FCC auctioDl that they violate 47
U.S.c. § 3090)(3)(B)'. requirement that the
Commission "seek to promote" the objective
of "CCOIlOmiC Qpportulllty and competilion
. .. by avotdint excessive c:oncentratioD. of
UCeme3 and by di,,,.mfnptiDg licenses amQI1I
a wide variety of appliconto, Including small
bu." [and] rural telephone companies."
But the statute also .-.qulres the FCC to pr0

mote the development and deployment of new
technologfes and aenices. id. § 3090)(3)(A).
recover a portion of the value of the specl:l wu
aDd prevent unjust enrichmen~ id.
§ 309(J)(3)(c). and ensme "effIciem and Inten
sive use" of the specttuIIl, id. § 309O)(3)(D).
Given the general agreement that: the DE pro
gram can be abused. as weD as the continuing
panlclpalloo by DEs In auctions held Ullder
the new I'11IetI, we ca.JmOt conclude that the
FCC has failed to prDlI1tlte small-business par
ticipatlon at all
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judicial review of notice-and-eomment role
making are well established. As the Court
of Appeals for the Distriet of Columbia
Circuit bas put it:

[n]otlce requirements are designed (1) to
entrore that agency regulations are teat
cd via exposure to diverse public com
ment, (2) to ensure fairness to affected
parties, and (3) to give affected parties
an opportunity to develop evidence in
the record to support their objections to
the role and thereby enhance the quality
of Judicial review. While an agency may
promulgate finsJ roIea that differ from
the proposed role, a finsJ role Is a logical
outgrowth of a proposed rule only if
intereated parties should have anticipat
ed that the change was possible, and
thus reasonably should have filed their
comments on the subject during the no
tice-and-comment perIod[.] The 'logical
outgrowth' doctrine does not extend to a
finsJ rule that Is a brand new rule, aince
something is not a logical ontgrowth of
nothing, nor does it apply where inter
ested parties would have had to divine
the Agency'8 unspoken thoughts, be
cause the finsJ rule was surprislngIy dill
tant from the proposed rule{.)

/nt~ U"imt, Unit«l MiM Workoro v.
MiM Safety & Health Admin., 407 F.ad
1250, 1259-60 (D.C.Cir.2005) (Internal quo
tation markB, brackets, and citations omit
ted).

2. TM Arbitro'7f-<lnd-£'apricioua
Standard

[3) Another portion of the APA, codi
fied at 6 U.s.C. § 706(2), provides that on
a petition for review of an agency action,

the reviewing eonrt shaD decide all rele
vant queatlons of law, interpret constitu·
tionsJ and statutory provisions, and de
termine the meaning or applicability of
the terms of an agency action. The
reviewing eonrt shall-

(2) hold unlawful and set aside agency
notion, findings, and conclusions found to
he-

(A) arbitrary, capricious, an shuse of
discretion, or otherwise not in accor
dance with law....

The Supreme Court has stated that
[t]he scope of review under the 'arbi
trary and capricions' standard Is nsrrow
and a court Is not to subatltute its judg
ment for that of the agency. Neverthe
less, the agency muat examine the rele
vant data and arti""late a Batiafactory
explanation for its action including a ra
tiow connection between the facts
found and the choice made. In review·
ing that explanstlon, we muat consider
whether the decision was based on a
consideration of the relevant factors and
whether there bas been a clear error of
judgment. Normaliy, an agency rule
would be arbitrary and caprIcl0U8 if the
agency bas relied on factors which Con
gress bas not intended it to consider,
entirely Med to consider an important
aspect of the problem, offered an expla
nation for its decision that runa counter
to the evidence before the agency, or Is
so implausible that it could not be as
cribed to a difference in view or the
product of agency expertise. The re
viewing court should not attempt itself
to make up for such deflciencies: [w)e
may not supply a reasoned basis for the
ageney'a action that the agency itselfbas
not given. We wi1\, however, uphold a
decision at less than idesJ c1arity if the
agency's path may reasonably be dis
cerned.

MtJti>r Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'" of U.s. v. StaUI
Farm Mut. Auto. /11& Co. 463 U.s. 29, 43,
108 8.Ct. 2856, 77 L.Ed.2d «3 (1983) (in·
ternal quotation marks and citations 0mit
ted). In situations where "an agency bas
engaged in Hne-drawing detenninsHonsL]
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. . . our review is nee..",.,.;)y deferential to
ageney expertise," but the agency's actions
must still "not be 'patently unreasonable'
or run counter to the evidence before the
ageney." Prometheus Radio Project v.
FCC, 373 F.3d 372, 390 (3d Clr.2004) (cita
lions omitted).

B. Validilll of the 25%
Attribution Rule

I. Notic8 a-nd CIJ1rl1fUJ1lJ, Compliance

[4] With the foregoing legal principles
in mind, we now conaider the rnlemaking
at issue, beginning with the 25% attribut
able relationship role. As noted previ0U8
Iy, 47 C.F.R. § 1.21l0(b)(1)(i) and
(b)(3j("1V)(B) provide that, if a DE leases or
reaells (including at wholesale) more than
25% of its spectrum capacity to any eing!e
lessee or purchaser, it must add that Ie....
see's or purchaser's revenues to its own to
determine its continued e1igibillty for DE
credlte. Petitioners claim thla rule was
not sdequateIy noticed in the FNPR, be
cause the FNPR was focused on avoiding
domination of DEs by large communica
lions companies, and made no mention of
placing limits on all leases to any Jessee.
We disagree.

As we described previOD8ly, the FNPR
explicitIy sought comment on whether the
FCC's definition of restricted "material re
lationshlpa" should include spectrum leas
ing arrangements, and also asked whether
other relationshlpe should be considered.
Moreover, the FNPR solicited comment on
how large an entity must be before its
relationshIps with DEs become problemat
Ic. In our view, by limiting the permissi
ble combined size of a DE and entities to
which it leases one-quarter or more of Ita
spectrum, the JinaI rnle squarely addresses
these concerns. It is true that, by adopt
ing the attribution approach, the rnIe f<>
cuses not on the size of the related entity,
but rather on the COlll1Iin<ld size of the DE

itself and the related entity. But we re
gard thls as a logical outgrowth of the
original rnle's focus on ensuring that the
Commission's "small business provisions
. .. be available only to bona fide small
bueinesses." FNPR, 21 F.C.C.R. at 1757,
1767. Therefore, we find no defeet of n<>
lice In the FCC's enactment of the 25%
attribution rnle.

2. ArbitTa'71 a-nd Capricitnu Review

Petitioners also argoe that the 25% mle
ls arbitrary and capricious, because the
FCC made no findings on the impact it
would have on the abiIity of DEs to pro
cure financing. According to Petitioners,
the FCC could not have articulated a ra
tional connection between the conclusion
reached and the fseta fonod, because it
found no facta at all

This queetion is a close one. Petition9l'8
are correct that the FCC made few factnai
findings on the impact of the new mles on
DE ftnancing. The Commission did ob
serve that "a growing number" of relation
shlps required regnlation in order to pre
vent UDjust enrlclunent. Sewnd R & 0,
21 F.C.C.&. at 4762. It also relied on ita
"experience In administering the designat
ed entity program" in determining that
further rales were required. Ill. at 4762,
4763. The Second R & 0 acknowledged the
concerns of several commenters abont the
impact any new rales would have on their
C"pitatizatfon arrangements, .... iii at 4761
&; n. lIS, bnt the only statement In the
Second R & 0 even spproaciling a finding
In this regard W8lI a recital that the new
mles wOllld protect the ability of DE. to
raise funds, iii at 4764 ("we .•. ell8ll1'9

that [DEs will retsin] flexibility to engage
In agreement8 that are intended to provide
[them] with 8CC9lIII to valuable capital").

On the other hand. the record reflects
the FCC'. cognizance of the capitalization
issue, and that it engaged in a line-drawing
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exerdse in an attempt to prevent u'1illSt
enrichment without unduly impairing DE.'
capital access. In the FNPR, the FCC
explicitly "recoguize[dj that we must strike
a delicate balance between encouraging
the participation of [genuinelyj small busl
ne"sea ... and ensuring that those small
bU8inesses who do participate '" have
sufficient capital and flexibility," FNPR, 21
F.C.C.R. at 1757, and solicited comment on
this issue, id. at 1767.

Moreover, although the FCC solicited
comments from the DE and investment
communities with ","pect to the effects of
a rule change on DEa' capitalization, this
sort of prediction is inherently speaIlatlve.
Cn this regard, we find this case slmllar to
FCC v. Natimuzl Citizens Cmnmitte. 10'1'
BroruJromng, 436 U.s. 775, 98 S.Ct. 2096,
56 L.Ed.2d 697 (1978) (hereinafter
NCCB ). In NCCB, the Supreme Court
reviewed an FCC rule prohibiting common
ownership of newspapers and TV statioDll
where only one of each exi8ted in the
relevant geographle market. f d. at~
97, 98 S.Ct. 2096. Although the Court
found it ''ineonclusive" whether the rule
would actnaIly achieve its stated goal of
increasing the diversity of broadcast pr0

gramming, id., it declared that "[i)n these
cIrcumst.ances, the Commiaaion WM enti
tled to rely on its judgment, based on
experience, that it is unrea1istic to expeet

true diversity from a commonly owned
station-nllW8Jl8ll"l' combination. The di
vergency of their viewpoints cannot be ex
pected to be the 38JIIe 88 If they were an
tagonistically rnn." fd. at 7m, 98 S.Ct.
2096 (internal quotation marke and cita
tion omitted).

Also at issue in NCCB WM the FCC's
decision not to give the new rules retro
active application with respect to some
markets. This WM baaed on the FCC's
concern that retroactive application might
reauJt in a lOBS of local ownershlp of some

broadcast stations, require the replace
ment of incumbent station owner.! who
had performed exceptionally well, or force
existing owners to se11 their stationa at a
1098 and thus discourage future invest
ment in quallty programming. fd. at 813,
98 S.Ct. 2096. The Court of Appeals
found this decision arbitrary, because the
record did not indicate the extent to
which these problems would actoally arise
if the divestiture requfrement were ap
plied across the board. The Supreme
Court reversed, explaining that

to the extent that factual determinationa
were involved in the Commission'. deci
sion to "grandfather" most existing com
binations, they were primarily of a judg
mental or predictive nature-o.g.,
whether a divestiture requirement would
result in trading of stations with out-of
town owners; whether Dew owners
would perform 88 well 88 existing eros
SOWDers, either in the short run or in the
long run; whether losses to existing
owners would result from forced sales;
whether such losses wuu1d discourage
future investment in quality program
ming; and whether new owners wnuld
have eufllclent working capital to finance
local programming. In such circum
stanees complete faetnal support in the
record for the Commission'. judgment
or prediction is not possible or required;
a forecaat of the direction in which fu
ture publle interest lies necesaarily in
volves dednetiona baaed on the expert
knowledge of the agency.

fd.. (internal quotstion marks and citation
omitted).

[5] Like in NCCB, here the FCC's at.
tempts at factfindlng relevant to the im
pact. of its proposed rules on DE ftnanclng
were thin, perhapo because of ita haole in
promulgating rules before .Auetion 66. As a
result, the Commission's consideration of
the matter is neither 88 clear nor aa th01'-
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ough as would be ideal. Nonethel.,.", in
light of the great deference to agency ex
perience that we owe "where the issues
involve 'elusive' and 'not easily defined'
areas" such as this, PrometJuua Radio
Project, 373 F.3d. at 390 (quoting Sind4ir
Broad.. Group 11. FCC, 284 F.3d 148, 159
(D.C.Cil".2(02», we conclude that the FCC
offered enough consideration of DE capi
talization to pa88 the arbitrary and capri
cious thresbold with respect to the 25%
attribution rule.

For these reasons, we will deny the
petition inBofar as it challenges the 25%
uttribution rule, and uphold the validity of
47 C.F.R. § 1.21l0(b)(1)(i) and
(b)(3)rIV)(B).

C. Tile 50% lmpennhaibk
IMJJlio,..hip Rut..

1. Notice and Com1>wnt Complianc6

We next consider 47 C.F.R.
§ 1.211O(b)(3)rlV)(A), whieh DllIkes license
applicants or holders lneHgible for DE
benefits if they lease or resell (including at
wholesale) more than 60% of their spec
trwn capacity. Aside from the dlfterence
in pereentnges, this rule dlverges from the
25% attribution rnJe In twa crucial ways.
FIrst, the 60% impermissible-relationshlp
rule considers the O{JqregaU portion of
speetrwn capacity that a licensee baa
leased or resold, rather than the portion of
capacity Ieaaed to an individual lessee as
does the 25% role. Second, the 60% nIle
ill a per .. dlsqnaIitlcation from DE statnB,
rather than a mere attribution require
ment. These twa characteristics are the
essential elements of the rule.

(6) The aggregation element of the
60% nIle was not mentioned in the FNPR,
nor, in OUl" view, can it be regarded as a
logical outgrowth of the concerns ad
dreesed therein. The FNPR was focused
on ensuring that a DE remains a genuine-

ly small business, rather than a front enti·
ty controlled or heavily influenced by a
large entity that ill not eligible for bidding
credits. As we noted, the 25% attribution
rnJe addresses this concern directly by
limiting the allowable combined size of
groupe of related license holders or users
which include DE•. By contrast, because
the 50% nIle involves aggregation of all of
a DE's lease or resale agreements, it
would deny DE statu. to a small company
that leases or resells 5.1% of its speetrwn
capacity to each of ten other companies,
regardless of how sma1l those lessees or
buyers, or all of them combined, might be.
It is tree, of course, that this aggregation
rule also stripe DE .tatus from sma1l busi
nesses that lease or resell almost all of
their spectrum to several large carriers, in
chunks of jost under 25%. But we find no
basis in the record to conclude that either
type of arrangement would threaten to
give any single large buyer or les.,e or
DE-buyer-Iessee gronpin~due influ
ence over a DE in the manner the FNPR
sought to addreM. Instead, DE. that run
afoul of the 50% rule may often employ a
buslneM model reJying on a large number
of relatively sma1l-scale tranBactions with a
group of third partlea who compete against
each other in the wireless servlcea market.
We regard this as exactly of the kind of
DE independence that the FNPR was con·
cerned with preserving, and the record
contains no indication to the contrary.

Indeed, as we deecribed above, the Sec
ond Report and Order makes clear that
the FCC's real concern in promulgating
the 50% impermissible-reJatlonship nIle
was not to prevent DEs from being unduly
intluenced by large entities or groupe of
entities, but rather was to ensure that DEe
are primarily engaged in offering wireless
services to the pubHc. But the FNPR had
not so much as hinted that this was the
objective of the rolernsJrlng: it mentioned
"service to the public" only twice, both
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times in the course of describlng the
FCC's obligation to ensure that DE. have
access to capital to help them provide such
service. St. FNPR, 21 F.C.C.R. 1753 at
1757,1767. Instead, as we have explained,
the FNPR was focused on maintaining the
independence of DE. from Iaxger entities.

We also find it inetrnctive that the FCC
had previously solicited broader comment
on the permissibility of leasing ammge
ments involving DE.. and in moch more
HlJOCific terms than it did here. In 2003
the FCC issued a Report and Order and
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in
In ,.. Promoting EjJfcient Us. of Spec
trum Through Elimination of Barriers to
tho Development ofSecondary Markaa, 18
F.C.C.R. 20,604 (October 6, 2003), in which
it significantly relaxed previous reatric
tiolllt-which had applied to DE. and non
DE. aIlke-on the leasing or reaeIIing of
spectrum licenses. In promulgating this
change, the FCC stated it had "soogbt to
ensure that its approach would not invite
cireomventlon of the underlying purposes
of these designated entity-related policies
and ruleo," id. at 20,627, and summarized
the extenalve comments it had received
directly addre88Ing both sidell of the iaaue,
id. at 20,629, before concJnding that

[a] designated entity and/or entrepre
neur Iicenaee may lease to any spectrum
lessee and avoid the application of our
unjust enrichment rules and/or transfer
restrictions so long ... the Ieaae does not
result in the lessee becoming a 'control
ling interest' or affiliate that would
cause the licensee to lose its designated
entity or entrepreneur_

Id. at 20,6M-!i5. The Commission also
songbt comment on possible further rule
making, aeking:

[s]houJd we require a lessee to be ellgl
ble for the same level of competitive
bidding benefits, such ae bidding credits,
as the licensee from whlch it is leasing!

Should we require only that the lessee
be quaIi1led to hold the license? If so,
do we impose unjust enrichment obH
gatlons on a lessee that is qualified for a
lellll8l' level of competitive bidding bene
Jlts?

Id. at 20,698. In the final rule that
emerged from this additional proceso. the
FCC reiterated that DEs were free to
lease their spectrum so long as they met
the requirements applicable to all licen
seea. Second Report and Order In re
Prrmwting Efficient USB of Spectrum
through Elimination of Barriers to tho
Development of Secmulary M<trlcm, 19
F.C.C.R. 17,503, 17,548--44 (2004) ("[W]e
will ... amend the language of our rules
to clarify that, subject to the other eligIbili
ty restrictions '" a designated entity or
entrepreneur licenses may enter into a
spectrum manager leasing ammgement
with any speetnnn lessee, regardless of
the leases's eligibility for designated entity
or entrepreneur benefits.").

The contrast could not be more stark
between ths transparent diacnsslon of DE
leasing rights from 2OOiH)4 on ths one
hand, and the run up to the rules promul
gated in 2006 by the Second R & 0 on the
other. The FNPR here gave no indication
that the FCC intended to revisit an issue it
had thorooghly addressed only three years
before. Conunenter8 conld not reasonably
have anticipated that, in inquiring in the
FNPR whether leasing arrangements be
tween DEs and large wireIeaa carrlera im
patred the DEs' bona fide small boslnesa
status, the FCC was proposing to revise
the generallimlts on DEs' ability to lease
their spectrum to anyone at aIL Even if
this W<l8 the FCC's intent, "an unex
pressed intention cannot convert a finaJ
rule into a 10gicaJ ontgrowth' that the
pubHc should have anticipated.· SheU Oil
Co. 1>. EPA, 9liO F.2d 741, 751 (D.C.Gir.
1991). Accordingly, ws hold that the 50%
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impermissibJe.relatl",,"hip rnIe, as codified
at 47 C.F.R. § 1.2110{b){3)(lv)(A), was pro
mulgJlted without the notice and comment
required by the APA.'

D. TTu Ten Year Repayment Schedule

1. Nom. and Comment Compliance

We last torn to Petitioners' challenges to
the changes to 47 C.F.R. § 1.2111{d)(2){i)
that extended from five to ten years the
period during which a liceneee must repay
its bidding credits, in whole or in part, if It
loses its DE status. The FNPR plainly
offered notice that the FCC was trying to
determine the proper length of the repay
ment period attached to any new DE qual
ifications that it might adopt. Petitionere
argue, however, that the FNPR did not
indicate that the FCC was considering
changing the repayment tenns attsched to
then-existing DE quall1lcations. As we
noted previously, much of the protest that
greeted the new roles was directed toward
this extension of the repayment term, and
the alleged Iacl< of notice of this change.

[7] The FCC responde by noting that
it has never attached dltrering bldding
credit repayment schedules to dltrerent
qnalI1lcations for DE status, beeanse this
would permit DEs looking to enter into

8. Because we find the nodce invalid under
tho AJ>A. w. do not reach tho queation of
wbether tho ruI. wu arbitraIy or capricious.
Nevertheless, we note the Commistion's inat
lOntion to tho naturo of tho wiroI... wboJesoa1
ins busine5s. Both tho ZS'll> and SO'll> rules
apply to wbolosallng of wlroless sorv!cos by
DEs. Tho rocord discloses that to OllBag. in
wireless whoJesa.llng. • Ucensee must do con-.
sidorably mono than obt>iD and thou Ioase or
rosdl tho spoctnnn Ilconso llsoll. Insroad, tho
wholesaler must bniliI and operate tho phyol.
cal facilltioo roquirod to transmit and TOCd..
wiroless signals. and to lraDIfe< _ ,ignaIa
to or from other networks or end users. It is
lhis service that is sold at wholesalo. 1bls
raises • separate set of questions and COIla

cerns from those raised. when a DE merely

suspect relationships to structure their ar
rangements to minimize the penalty in
volved. Thus, the Commission maintains
that by soliciting comment on the repay
ment period attached to new regulations in
the FNPR, it implicitly proposed changing
the corresponding period for existing
rules. Wed!sagree.

Noting our decision in Wagner Electric
Corp. 11. Volpe, 466 F.2d 1013 (3d CIr.l972),
Petitioners argue persuasively that this
sort of implied notice ia insufficient unless
all interested persons woold reasonably be
expected to psrceive the implication. In
Wagner, the Natiousl HIghway TrafIlc
Safety AdmInistration (NHTSA) had pub
lished a notice of proposed rulemaklng In
which it propooed to eliminate the permis
sible failure rate for automobile turn sig
nals and warning f1asherB. The effect of
this change would have been to require
that 100'.1\ of thoae products meet the
NHTSA's atandat-ds for regnlarity of f1ash
Ing, dursbllity, and other featoree. After
commenl8, however, the NHTSA conclud
ed that 100% compliance with ito current
regnIations waa technologically fnfeaslble.
In the 1lnaI rnIe, it neverthelesll enacted
the 100'.1\ compliance requirement, but
dealt with the infeaslbllity problem by sig
nificantlY relaxing the snbatance of the

monetizes its credits or partners with a Jarge
carrior. thus rondcring tho DE', sep>nto exis
tence a mere formality.

Glvon tho extonsIvo provision of services
ontallod in wiroIess wholosallng, it is not at all
obvioua that tho FCC', rationale for tho SO'll>
Impermissible-relationship rul~og

that DEs offer sorvico to tho publlc, rather
than simply handing tholr spoc1ruJn over to
largo. cani..--should nocossarlly require
probibltlns DEs &om 00S"8iDB primarily in
tho wholesal. bmin.... so loog u they do not
soil or Ieasc ovorIy 1ar&. quantltioo of their
capacity to any slngI. IesIeo or boy.... Th.
FCC appoan to ha.. failed to oven acknowl.
edg. this Issno. w. commond it to tho Com.
mission', attendon on ~1Il.a.Od.
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standard.. On review, faced with the ar
gument that its notice of proposed mle
making had not presaged this change, the
NHTSA argued that relaxing the aubslan
live standards was a logical means of in
creasing the oompliance rate, and noted
that some of the comrnenters had actually
suggested as mnch. fd. at 1018-19. We
rejected this argument, holding that even
if some sophisticated observers wonld have
seen the oonnection between the stricter
compliance that had been noticed and the
lower standards eventually announced, the
proper question under the APA was
whether the agency had provided notice to
all "interested parties." fd. at 1019. We
held that the inferential notice purportedly
provided by the NHTSA did not satisfy
that standard. ld. at1~.

Here, the FNPR solicited comment on
the length of the bidding-<lredit repayment
schedule attached to any new DE qualifi.
cations. From tbio-and from the fact
that the repayment schedule had previous
ly always been unifonn across aU DE qual
ificatiol1ll-the FCC argues that interested
parties should have inferred that the re
payment sciledule for all quoHncatlons was
under review. As in Wagne1', this purport,.
ed inferential notice was insufficient to sat
!sty the APA.

Even if the kind of inferential notice the
FCC advances were sufllcient under the

9. The FCC also points to CouDciI Tree'. own
request that the preexbtillg ~payment sched
ule be applied to any new DE qua1iflcatlons
that might be odop<ed. s.e Comments of
Council Tree Comm'ns. Inc.. loA. 491-99.
But thls does _ even begin to manll'est an
understanding by Council Trec that the preex
isting schedule miJht be clulngtd.

10. As we stated above. tbete wu more thao
adequate DOtice that the new repayment
scbeduIe would apply to any new ruIeo
adopted by the FCC. Because we leave lnw:t
the 25'% role, there is therefore no nodcc-<lr
comment barrier to the l(}-year schedule's
application to that rule. Nonetheless. we Bnd

APA, we do not find the FNPR to provide
such notice. Nothing In the record fore
closes the commonsense concluslon that
because some violations of DE status are
I1lOO! serious than otherB, it wonld make
sense to attach more stringent penalties to
them, including more severe bidding-<lredit
repayment requiremenbl. Thus, far from
communicating the need for an across-the
board repayment period, to many intereBtr
ed parties, the FNPR's solicitation of com
ments only on the repayment schednle for
the propoud qualifications could well have
appeared to be an attempt to calibrate the
penalties for violations of the new mles
with those for violations of existing mlee.
Indeed, no commenter manifested an un
derstanding that the FCC was considering
changing the existing repayment schedule.
The only commenter to suggest adoptiog a
l~year repayment period-MMTC, a pe
titioner here speci1lcaJly suggested that
the FCC "ctnl8idIIr initiating an inquiry "
into dolng so, apparently in an entirely
separate rulemaking. Comments of the
Minority Media and TeIeoomm'ns Council,
J.A. at 586 (emphasis added).' According
ly, we hold that the l~year repayment
schednJe, to the extent It applies to qualifi.
cations for DE status that were In effect
before its enactment, was adopted without
the notice and comment required by the
APA."

it necessary to vacate the 100year schedule in
whole. b«:ause we see no way to sever the
FCC', legitimate adoption of the 1()..year

schedo1e with respect to the 2S'lli rule from its
unlawful application of the rule to other sitna·
tions. The Second R '" 0 set forth a ainJ1e
repayment scbeduIe to govern all DE quaHJl
cations. both those created in the Second R &:
o and thooe that preexisted it See 21
F.C.C.R. at 4794; 47 C.F.R. § 1.2111(d)(ll.
Th... we can striIcc cIawn the regulation as it
appli.. to the preexladng quaIiflcations only
by invalidating it across the board.

A1thoogh we do not reach Petltioners' con
tention that the extended repayment schedule
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III.

The proper remedy remains to be con
:lidered. The FCC suggests that, to the
extent we find the rnlea defective, we re
mand the matter without vacatnr to pennit
it to correct the defects. Petitioners, by
contrast, urge not only that we vacate the
rules before remand, but also that we ex
ercise our equitable authority to rescind
Auctiona 66 and 73."

Petitioners' proposal is vigoroualy op
posed by the FCC and by several interve
nora and amici, including some winners of
Auctiona 66 and 73.12 The record gives no
indication that these intervenora and ami
ci, or other winnera of AuctioM 66 and 73,
were anything but innocent third parties in
relatlon to the FCC'. improper rulemak
ing. We are thus loath to rescind the
results of the anctiona, since it would in
volve unwinding transactions wurth more
than $30 billion, upsetting what are likely
billioM of doUara of additionallnveatments
made in reliance on the resulta, and aeri
ous1y disrupting existing or planned wire-

is ari>itnuy and capriclouo. we abo note that
the FCC does not appear to have thoroughly
considered the impact of the extended repaY'"
ment .!CheduJe on DEs' ability to retain fi~

nancinJr. In the Recomideradoa Order. the
FCC concluded that a shorter time to liquidit;y
of a DE's spectrum. liceoses was DOt neces
sary. because

(I]n a recently conclud<d proc:<edine ad·
d=lng the leestng of Edocatlon Broadcast
Service spectnU'D. a broIld cross-scctfOD of
commenren. includlng a private equity in
vestm.... flnn. submitted evideoce that In
suffi.c:ieIU capital would flow to bntrfnes:ea
that want to develop that spectrum If the
length of spectrum lease terms was Ilmlted
to fifl<en yean. These parties argued that
1es5ee$ needed access to the spectrum for
thirty years Of' mo~ In order to provide the
oecesJarY certainty to justify capital Invest
men' In the band. The CommIsIIon was
'penuaded by [this arenm=t1 [rberefore,J
we are not convinced that the appropriate'
inve<llDeDt horizon for designated eadty
status should be only three to seven years.

less service for nntold numbers of cuatom
ers. Moreover, the possibility of such
large-scale disrnption in wireless communi
cations would have broad negative implica
tioM for the publie interest in general.

In an attempt to addreea these concerns,
Petitionel'9 suggest that we nullify the auc
tion results, but permit the wlnnlng bid
del'9 to keep their licenses unless and until
they are won by another bidder at re
auction. This might mitigate the chao. of
a rescission, but it could not eliminate the
maseive uncertainty, waste, and frozen de
velopment that would oecur from the time
of the rescission nntil the re-auction which,
as the FCC might wish to adopt additional
11l1es before the re-auction to replace the
ones at issue here, could be a significant
period of time. Additionally, some of the
intervenors, who were winnera in Auction
66 in 2006, note that the .tate of the
economy and the credit marketa bas
cl1anged dramatically slnce the auctiou;
conoequently, their participation in any re
auction might be impractleaJ. or impoa&ible.

21 F.C.C.R. a.6717-18. From this comment,
it seerna that the FCC baa confused the maxl
mum period for which investon are willing to
lock ap their cap;taI <before being able to
Iiquidato the spectrum license, in the event
the DE proves unprofitable) with the mini·
mum period necessary for finaDciers to tum a
profit on II succe:ssftd Investment in edu
cational broadcast services. We commend
thJs issue as well to the FCC'!: aneDtion on
remand.

11. Petitioners acknowledge that: several other
much smaller auctions hue heeD conducted
under the new roles, and that the loglc of
their positloa would abo aupport rescission of
those results as well. Neve.-theless. they ....
q-' null!6catlon ooIy of Auctions 66 and 73.

12. The FCC. In-.nors and amid abo con
test our jurisdiction to avcrt:tD:u the auction
results. As we will explain. we would decline
to exercise any jurisdktlon we may have to
rescind the aucdon resulta. Accordingly, we
will 1101 addreaa this metter further.
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A re-auction thus would onfairly require
these intervenors to pay suma that they
may not have in order to protect invest
ments they have already made, and per
haps cannot recoup without the relevant
8pectrum licenses. Under these cirewn
"tan""", we conclude that it would be im
prudent and onfoir to order reaciMion of
the auction results.

[8] But we are aJso unreceptive to the
FCC's suggestion that we remand the mat
ter without vacating the ehaIIenged ruIea.
The FCC argues we are authorized to do
so based on a balancing of "the seriousness
of the ... deficiencies (and thus the extent
of doubt whether the agency chose correct
ly) and the dlarnptive consequenC9ll of an
interbn change that may itself be
changed," C1wmlbtr at Com17l6TC8 ofu.s. v.
SEC, 443 F.3d 890, 908 (D.C.Cir.2006)
(quoting AUietJ.-SignaI, 1= v. Nu.ckar
Regulatqry Commn, 988 F.2d 146, 150-61
(D.C.Cir.I993»." We find the deficiencies
in the ehaIIenged rulemaking to be serious.
On the other hand, vacating the 50% bn
permissible relationship rule will mean
that DEs will be free to lease or wholesale
38 much of their speetrwn as they wish,
subject to revenne attribution should they
lease or wholesale more than 25% of their
spectrum to a single entity. Vacating the
100year-hold rule will simply mean that
DEs' repayment obligations will once
ngain be governed by the previous 5-year
schedule.1< See Abington Mom. H08p. v.
Hedd8r, 750 F 2d 242, 244 (3d Cir.I984)
(citing Action on Smoking and H.alth v.

13. Petitionen argue that we are required to
vacate any rules we find in viol.tion of the
APA. pointinll out that the APA requires us to
"hold unlawful and sa asia. " any >Uch agen
cy action. 5 U.s.C. § 706(2) (emphuis add
ed). The FCC. however, cites to a case in
which we rem_oded without vacatur. albeit
without coIDJJ1eI1ling on the fssue. See Am.
[ron .rr SIal Inst. v. EP~. 568 Fold 284. 310
(3d cu-.1977). Because w. find roman<! with
out vacatur to be Inappropriate on the facti of

CAB, 713 F.2d 795, 797 <D.C.Cir.l983), for
the proposition that "vacating or rescind
ing invalidly promulgated regulationa has
the effect of relnatating prior regula
tiona"}; Paulsen v. DanWs, 413 F.3d 999,
1008 (9th Cir.2000) ("The effect of invali
dating an agency rule is to relnatate the
rule previously in force."). We do not
regard either of these situationa as Ukely
to create any serious disruption. Accord
ingly, even a"S"ming we have the authority
to remand the matter without vacatur, we
would decline to do so here. Instead, we
will vacate the 50% and lo-year rules and
remand the matter to the FCC.

IV.

In sum, the FCC's 25% attribution rule
was promulgated after the public notice
and opportunity to comment required by
the .APA, and is not arbitrary and capri
cious. The 50% impenni&sibJe.reIationship
rule, however, was promulgated without
the requisite notice and opportunity to
comment. The 100year biddlng~ re
payment schedn.le likewise woo promulgat
ed in substantial and in!everable patt
without notice or comment. Accordingly,
we will deny the petiQon with respect to
the at1rihutable-material-reJationship rule
articulated in 47 C.F.n. § l.2IlO(bXl) and
(bX3Xiv)(B). We will grant the petition
with respect to the impermissible materfa1
relationship rule contained in 47 C.F.R.
§ 1.211O(bX3)(iv)(A) and the 100year-hold
rule contained in 47 C.F.R.

this case, we express 110 view u to whether
we are authorized to order thJ5 remedy.

14. Because w. will Ieavo in pia"" 47 C.F.R.
§ 1.2111(d)(l). which mu.. the repayment
schoduIo of § 1.21Il(d)(2Xi) applicable to vio
lations of tho now 25% attribution ndo whichw. also leave in place, violations nf the 25%
rul. will also be govomed by the p....xistlng
fivo-yoarschodnlo.
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§ 1.2111(d)(2)(l). We will vacate the im
permissible material relationabip role and
the 100yeal'-hold role, order the reinatata
ment of the previous veraion of 47 C,F,R.
§ 1.21ll(d)(2), and remand the matter to
the FCC for further proceeding-.

)farina KARPENKO, AppelJee/Cross
AppeUant

v.

Paul LEENDERTZ, Appellant/Cro....
AppeUee.

Nos. 10-1678, 10-1825.

United States Court of Appealo,
Third Circuit.

Argued July 12, 2010.

Opinion Filed: Aug. 24, 2010.

Baekground: Mother of minor child who
waa removed from the NetberlandB by her
father petitioned for return of her chlId
under the Hague Convention on the CIvil
Aapecta of Interuatioua! Child Abduction
(Hague Convention). The United Slates
District Court for the Eastern Diatrict of
Pennaylvania, Thomas M. Golden, J" 2010
WL 831269, granted petition, and subae
quently, 2010 WL 996465, granted father's
motion for slay pending appeal. Father
appealed order, and mother ct'08&-appea1ed
the olay.

Holdinp: The Court of Appealo, Roth,
Clreuit Judge, held that:

(1) preponderance of evidence waa sufft
clent to establish that father violated
Hague Convention;

(2) state court did not have jurisdiction to
authorize father's removal of child
from the NetherlandB; and

(3) unclean hands doctrioe did not apply to
bar mother's petition for relief under
the Hague Convention.

Order afIlnned and CI'08&-appea1 dlsmJssed
as moot.

AJdisert, Circuit Judge, flied dissenting
opinion..

1. Federal Courla ~850.1

Court of Appeals reviews the District
Court'o factual findings for clear error.

2. Federal CoUl1ll <1;>848
District court's factual findings will be

upheld 80 long DB the court's account of the
evidence is plausible in tight of the record,
eveu if Court of Appeals would have
weighed the evidence differently.

3. Federal Courla <P776

District court's concluslons of law are
reviewed de uovo by Court of Appeals.

4. Child Custody 4=>802
Treaties <1;>8

The Hague Convention on the Civil
Aapects of International Child Abduction,
DB implemented by ICARA, does not pr0

vide a forwn to ......we international CUJl1:o.

dy disputes, but rather it provides a legal
process to restore the status quo prior to
any wrongfnl removal or retention, and to
deter parenta from engaging in interna
tioua! forum shopping in cnatody cases.
International Child Abduction Remedies
Act, § 2 et seq., 42 U.s.C.A. § 11601 et
seq.

.. CbiId Custody <l;>ll2ll
Treatiea<l;>8

Under the Hague Convention on the
CIvil Aspects of International Child Abduc
tion, .. implemented by ICARA, the pell-
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AuctIon 66 and 73 R..ults: DE Porfonnanc. with the Most Valuable Llcen...
DE P.rformance by:
Dollar Value of Licenses Won

DE p.rtonnance bY:
Number of Licenses Won($ In MIllions)

LIcon•• Grouping

Snapshot 1: Mo,tvalYable Ucenses(1) Tota8ng 80% of AuetJon Value

Llconse #of
Cost Llcen... Des Total DE% DEs Total DE%

AuctIon 66
% ofAuclJon Tots!

Auctlon 73
% ofAuclJon Total

Snapshot 2; M9!! Valuable UcIHll8S(1) Totaling 95% of Ayctipn Value

$ 10,981
80%

15,186
80%

40
4%

70
6%

$ 353 $ 10,981 CT.2%l

$ 15,186 CD:ii%)

2

°

40 C----ao%)

70 [--0,0%j

AuctIon 6S
" ofAucIJon Tots!

Auction 73
" ofAuci/on Total

Snaoshot 3j 100% of Licenses (te.. the Emir! Auction)

Auction 6S
% ofAucl/on Totel

AuctIon 73

" ofAUcI/on Totel

13,010
95%

18,002
95%

13,700
100%

18,958
100%

176
16%

250
23%

1,087
100%

1,090
100%

449

176

551

501

13,010 I 3,5%1

18,002 I 1.0%1

13,700 r----;r.o%1

18,958 C --mJ

10

13

215

379

1761 5.~.1

250 r==s:2%J

1,087 r:::::tf8~

1,090 I 34.8%1

li> For purposes of this ta.bh3 "Most Valuable Ucenses" fncfude the Ucenses In tank order from the Highest Net Wcense Cost per License until and
Including the license thet reaohos 80% (Snapshot 1} or 95% (Snapshot 2} of total auction nat proceeds.



Ayction 73 Results; DE Performance with the Most Valuable Licenses
($ In millions)

Dollar Value of Ucenses Won

$15.186 Segment Total

Number of Wcenses Won

70 Licenses Segment Total

Snapl>hot 1: Most Valuable
Licenses Totaling m!.% of Auction
Value Non-DEs:

$15,186
1(1).0%

DEs;
$0

0.0'/0

Non·DEs:
70

100.0%

DEs:
o

0.0%

$18,002 S_nl Total 250 U<:enses Segment Total

Snapshot 2: Most Valuable
Licenses Totaling~% of Auction
Value Non-DEs:

$17,827
99.0%

DEs:
$176
1.0%

Non-DEs:
237

94.8%
Des:

13
5.2%

$18,958 Segment Total 1,090 Licenses Segment Total

Snapshot 3: 100% of Ucenses (I.e.
"the Entire Auction")

Non-DEs:
$18,457
97.4%

DEs:
$501
2.0%

Non-DEs:
711

65.2%

DEs:
379

34.8%



Auction 66 Resylts: DE Perfonnance with the Most Valuable Licenses
($In millions)

Dollar Valye of Licenses Won

$10,961 Segment Total

Number of Licenses Won

40 Ucenses Segment Total

Snapshot 1: Most Valuable
Licenses Totaling 80% of Auction
Value Non-DEs:

$10,627
96.8%

DEs:
$353
3.2%

Non-DEs:
38

95,0'1'.
DEs:

2
5.0'1'.

$13,010 Segment Tote! 176 licenses Segment Total

Snapshot 2: Most Valuable
Licenses Totaling !lli"k of Auctlon
Value Non-DE.:

$12,561
96.5%

DEs:
$449
3,5'1'.

Non-DEs:
166

94.3%
DEs:

10
5.7'1'.

$13.700 5egment Total 1,087 Ucenses Segment Total

Snapshot 3: 1lli!% of Licenses (i.e.
"the Entire Auction"}

Non-DEs:
$13,149
98.0%

Non-DEs:
872

80.2%

DE.:
215

19.8%



Sources for Attachment 4:

hltp:llwlreless.fcc.gov/aucllonsldefault.htm?job;auclion summarv&id;66, Spreadsheet -- •All Markets"
hltp:llwireless.fcc.goy/auct!onslauct!on results flles.htm?id-73&type-full&setSize;O, FIle-"73_261ywb.txt" found within
"73_261_aUiles.zlp·
http://hraunfoss.fcc·gov/edocs publicialtachmalch/DA-Q7-4171 A2.pdf
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DECLARATION OF GEORGE T. LAUB
COUNCIL TREE INVESTORS, INC.

I, George T. Laub, hereby declare, under penalty ofpeIjury, that the following is true and
correct:

I. I am Managing Director of Council Tree Investors, Inc. ("Council Tree"), incorporated in the
State of Delaware. Council Tree's business is identifYing and developing opportunities in the
communications sector, focused principally on wireless, where Council Tree acts as a
manager/operator, investor, and/or investment advisor. Specifically, Council Tree develops
and builds profitable new wireless businesses, providing innovative, higWy competitive new
service offerings to consumers. Council Tree also seeks to foster diversity of ownership
within the increasingly concentrated wireless industry. Council Tree and its principals have a
substantial track record and body of experience associated with successful wireless
businesses.

2. During the period leading up to Auction 73, the restrictive provisions of the 50 Percent Retail
Rule (47 C.F.R. § 1.21l0(b)(3)(iv)(A)) and the Ten-Year Hold Rule (47 C.F.R. § 1.2111(d))
remained in place. The 50 Percent Retail Rule precluded Council Tree from deploying its
predominantly wholesale services business model (a model similar to the wholesale business
models today being deployed by Clearwire Corporation (NASDAQ: CLWR) and
LightSquared Subsidiary LLC, each on a nationwide basis). Further, the Ten-Year Hold
Rule dramatically increased the risk profile for Council Tree and its investors by doubling
from five to ten years the period during which a designated entity ("DE'') was subject to
unjust enrichment penalties for the sale to a non-DE ofspectrum won at auction.

3. In anticipation ofa court decision declaring the Ten-Year Hold Rule and the 50 Percent
Retail Rule (collectively, "the Rules") to be unlawful, or the FCC itself invalidating the
Rules, Council Tree invested considerable time, effort and resources to develop a well
positioned DE business for Auction 73. Council Tree's business was designed to acquire a
700 MHz wireless license footprint covering the United Stales and build a competitive new
national wireless carrier (the "New Entrant"). The New Entrant would build out and operate
a new wireless network, providing state-of-the-art wireless voice and data services on a
wholesale basis, thereby enabling enhanced competition with incumbent national wireless
carriers T-Mobile, Verizon, AT&T and Sprint. In order to fund this well-structured business
plan, which enjoyed the benefit of Council Tree's extensive efforts and its relationships with
prominent prospective financing partners, Council Tree needed the FCC or the Courts to
invalidate the Rules.

4. The DE bidding credit (without the Rules in place) was vital to provide the prospective New
Entrant with the extra bidding capacity necessary for the New Entrant to successfully bid for
and win a national footprint license, particularly in the face of what was expected to be
intense competition from the incumbent national wireless carriers (including national
carriers' willingness to bid incremental "foreclosure" premiums reflecting the economic
value associated with forestalling prospective new entrant competition). However, due to the
Commission's failure to timely rule on this petition for reconsideration, it was not until
August 24, 20 I0, some 30 months after Auction 73 ended, that the Third Circuit Court of



Declaration of George T. Laub
Page 2 of2

Appeals in fact vacated the Rules, fmding them in serious violation of the APA and therefore
unlawful. Accordingly, without timely relieffrom the Rules, Council Tree was unable to
execute on its Auction 73 business plan.

Executed May 18,2011

Managing Director
Council Tree Investors, Inc.
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APRIL 29, 2011 4:00 AM PDT

Is AT&T a wireless spectrum hog?
by Marguerite Reardon

AT&T is pinning its future on getting its hands on more wireless spectrum. But should regulators allow AT&T, which
owns more wireless spectrum than any other wireless operator across the nation, to gobble up even more of this scarce
resource?

That's the big question that the Federal Communications Commission is grappling with as it scrutinizes the planned
merger between AT&T and T-Mobile, which will transfer all ofT-Mobile's spectrum to AT&T. The FCC is also in the
middle of considering AT&T's plan to buy spectrum in the lower part of the 70QMHz band of spectrum from Qualcomm.

Wireless spectrum is like valuable real estate, and what's going on right now in the wireless market is akin to a good old
fashioned land grab. The last major wireless auction for the 700MHz band of spectrum, which was considered beachfront
property, was only a few years ago. Unfortunately, for wireless operators all the good "property" has already been bought.
And until the FCC can free up more spectrum for auction, the only way for operators to get their hands on new spectrum
is to buy it.
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It's this desire for wireless "property" that is driving AT&T's $39 billion acquisition of the struggling wireless operator T
Mobile USA. It's also why AT&T plans to spend nearly $2 billion to acquire spectrum from Qualcomm, which the
chipmaker used to build its failed mobile TV business called MediaFIo.

III its 381-page executive summary filed to the FCC last week (PDF) explaining why this megamerger, which will
~lirninate one of four nationwide U.S. carriers, is in the public interest, AT&T claims that without additional spectrum
from T-Mobile, the carrier will not be able to fulfill short term needs for wireless broadband.

[his is in spite of the fact that AT&T is today sitting on more spectrum than any other wireless operator in the top 21
narkets in the U.S., and about a third of that spectrum is still being unused.

'It's hard to reach the conclusion that the wireless carrier with the most spectrum and best spectrum isn't able to serve its
:ustomers with what it already has," said Larry Krevor, a vice president of government affairs for Sprint. "Every carrier
las to use its spectrum resources as efficiently as it can."

\T&T's spectrum holdings
:n the top 21 markets in the U.S., AT&T has about 284 MHz more spectrum than its closest competitor, Verizon
Nireless, according to data provided by Verizon. To put this in context, the FCC's National Broadband Report calls for an
ldditional 500 MHz of spectrum to be made available for auction in the next decade to fulfill the needs of all wireless
lroadband providers. The FCC has proposed TV broadcasters to give up about 120 MHz in incentive auctions for
'1ireless broadband within the next five years.

n San Francisco, where it's been well-publicized that AT&T has struggled to keep up with mobile data demand for its
:martphones, particularly the iPhone. AT&T has about 30 MHz more 3G spectrum than Verizon Wireless. This 3G
:pectrum consists of spectrum in both the 850MHz band as well as the PCS band of spectrum.

n other markets, the difference in spectrum holdings is not that great. For example, in Washington, D.C., another major
:ity where AT&T customers have complained about dropped calls and slow data speeds on their 3G wireless devices,
\.T&Tonlyhas about 10 MHz more of3G spectrmn than Verizon Wireless. In New York City, the second largest
vireless market, where AT&T customers probably suffer the most from dropped calls and slow connections, AT&T has a
leficit of about 10 MHz less than Verizon Wireless.

\.nd this is just the spectrum that AT&T is already using to provide its 2G and 3G wireless services. The company hasn't
:ven touched about 832 MHz of new wireless spectrum in the top 21 markets. This spectrum, which sits in the AWS and
'OOMHz bands, will be used to build AT&T's 4G LTE netWork. The company is building the network and has plans to
aunch it commercially this summer with a target of reaching 70 million to 75 million potential subscribers by the end of
ilis year.

Terizon Wireless, which is also building a4G LTE network using the AWS and 700 MHz spectrum, has about 918 MHz
,f this spectrum in the top 21 markets. Verizon launched its 4G wireless service in December, and it expects to serve 200
Ili1lion people with the service this year. And by the end of 2013 it will be available to more than 285 million potential
llstomers.

1J.e 700MHz spectrum that AT&T and Verizon Wireless are using to build their LTE networks was the last bit of
pectrum to become available. It had originally been allocated as analog TV spectrum. It was given back to the
;overnment after TV broadcasters were forced to start transmitting signals digitally to make their spectrum use more
fficient. It's considered prime real estate in terms of wireless spectrum because the low frequency means that it can send
lata longer distances and penetrate buildings more easily than spectrum at higher frequencies.

,T&T and Verizon currently own more than 90 percent of the licenses for this spectrmn in major cities throughout the
J.S. And AT&T is hoping to add to its 700MHz coffers by buying an additional 12 MHz of 700 MHz spectrmn that
~ualcomm is selling. Qualcomm had used the spectrum to build a nationwide mobile TV network called MediaFIo.

~arIier this week, consumer groups, rural operators, and Sprint Nextel, wrote letters to the FCC asking the agency to
eject Qualcomm's request to transfer the licenses to AT&T. They also said that if the FCC doesn't reject the proposal,



they would at least like the agency to consider this spectrum license transfer along with the T-Mobile acquisition, since
both transactions are fundamentally about increasing AT&T's spectrum holdings.

"Licenses for beachfront spectrum below I GHz are disproportionately held by two companies, AT&T and Verizon
Wireless," representatives from Free Press, Media Access Project, Public Knowledge, Consumers Union, said in a letter
to the FCC (PDF). "The proposed Qualcomm license transfer would only further this competitive disparity."

Spectrum is the 'lifeblood' of the wireless industry
There's no question that more spectrum means that wireless operators can serve more customers with faster, richer
Internet services. In a recent speech to strum up support for incentive spectrum auctions that would bring more wireless
spectrum to the market, FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski called it the "lifeblood of the wireless ecosystem."

He also said that "mobile broadband is being adopted faster than any computing platform in history, and could surpass all
prior platforms in their potential to drive economic growth and opportunity."

Indeed, smartphones have become more popular and consumers are using more data intensive applications, such as video
streaming. Computing services are moving toward the "cloud," which is also increasing demand for wireless broadband.
And it's true that wireless networks are starting to feel the strain.

But AT&T claims that it is feeling the wireless spectrum even more than its competitors.

In its fIling last week to the FCC, AT&T says its network has more smartphones on it than any other wireless provider
with a total of 31 million smartphone subscribers. The company highlighted that smartphones consume "24 times as much
data as traditional cell phones."

AT&T says that as a result of the growth in smartphones and other connected devices, such as tablets, it has seen its data
traffic grow 8,000 percent from 2007 to 2010. And that growth is expected to continue.

By 2015, AT&T estimates that mobile data traffic on its network will reach eight to ten times what it was in 2010. To put
it another way, the company says that in just the first five to seven weeks of 2015, AT&T expects to carry all of the
mobile traffic volume it carried during 2010.

"[The] spectrum crunch is hitting AT&T harder and sooner than the industry at large," it said in the filing. "And because
AT&T plays a key role in supporting the cycle of mobile broadband innovation in the United States. its capacity problems
could have ripple effects throughout the broadband ecosystem."

The loaded network is likely what's caused AT&T customers to already experience dropped calls and slow data service in
certain markets, such as New York City and San Francisco. AT&T has admitted that it has struggled to keep up with
demand in these cities, as well as certain other markets.

And it said that it's burning through spectrum at an accelerated rate trying to keep up with demand in certain markets.

"Whereas in 2004 it took 24 months in major markets to exhaust 10 MHz of spectrum," the company said. ''From 2008
2010 growing UMTS demand caused AT&T to bum through 10 MHz in half that time or less in some major markets."

Without additional spectrum, AT&T says that service problems will get worse in certain markets. The company says that
it has tried to deal with the capacity crunch by adding more cell sites and using offload technologies such as Wi-Fi and
femto cells, which create mini cell sites within people's offices or homes. But it says that these solutions are merely band
aids that don't address the real problem.

The solution, according to AT&T is getting additional spectrum through its merger with T-Mobile USA. T-Mobile doesn't
have any of the 700 MHz that AT&T may need to build its new LlE network, but it does have about 580 MHz of3G
spectrum in the top 21 markets, which AT&T could use to help alleviate some of its congestion on the existing 3G
network in those markets. And it also has 580 MHz of AWS spectrum in these top markets, which AT&T could



eventually use to expand its 4G LTE build out. In faet, AT&T claims that with the T-Mobile spectrum it could reach 97
percent of the population with its 4G network.,.

AT&T argues that T-Mobile is also capacity constrained when it comes to spectrum and can't afford to acquire new
spectrum to sustain future growth. Therefore it makes sense for the two companies to combine "real estate."

"This transaction provides the most effective, efficient, and timely resolution of the capacity constraints facing AT&T and
T-Mobile USA," AT&T writes.

Competitors say hold on a second
AT&T's competitors say the carrier is facing the same issues they each face. And they argue that if AT&T is truly
struggling to keep up with demand. it may be because the company has not managed its resources well or invested
enough in its network.

Look at Verizon Wireless as an example. Verizon. which has 104 million wireless connections on its network as of the
end of the fIrst quarter of 2011 compared with 97.5 million total wireless subscribers on AT&T's network, has on average
about 10 MHz less spectrum in the top 21 U.S. markets than AT&T. And yet its service is often praised for its reliability.

"We have been building capacity into our network and investing in our network for several years." said Molly Feldman.
vice president of business development for Verizon Wireless. "That's why we are in a strong position today. "

Some critics question whether AT&T has invested enough in its network. Between 2008 and 2010, AT&T spent $21.1
billion to upgrade its wireless network, according to an FCC fIling. During that same period, Verizon spent about $22.1
billion.

Martin Peers points out in a blog for The Wall Street Journal that even though AT&T already knew that it had congestion
problems on its network after the introduction of the iPhone in 2007, it still only increased wireless capital expenditures
by 1 percent in 2009 compared with an increase in capital spending from Verizon Wireless by about 10 percent.

Meanwhile. Verizon executives say the company has enough spectrum until at least 2015 to keep up with demands on its
network. And like AT&T, Verizon now offers the data hungry Apple iPhone and iPad 2 along with several models of
Google Android smartphones.

"The bottom line here is that this is about managing the network," Sprint's Krevor said. "rve got to give Verizon credit.
They have a little bit less spectrum in some markets than AT&T and more subscribers than AT&T overall. And they don't
have these same issues. They've done a better job of managing their network."

Krevor went on to say that AT&T has no one else to blame but itself for the dilemma it faces now.

"If AT&T has a spectrum use issue. it's one of its own making," he said. "They haven't managed their network effectively.
so they think the solution is to simply acquire the nearest competitor."

Krevor said that every wireless operator would love to add more spectrum to its network to increase network capacity as
it grows. But he said that isn't always possible given the that spectrum is a fmite resources. And instead of allowing
AT&T to eliminate a competitor. he believes the market will force AT&T and other wireless operators to use their
spectrum more effIciently.

"Competition forces you to improve and invest in the network to make the services as good as they can be." he said. "We
(Sprint Nextel) didn't do a great job of integrating the Nextel spectrum into our network, and the market punished us. We
responded by fIxing those issues. Why shouldn't AT&T do the same?"
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REOUEST FOR EXPEDITED PROCESSING AND DECISION

To: The Commission

In the Matter of
Waiver ofSection 1.2110(b)(3)(iv)(A) of the
Commission's Rules for the Upper 700 MHz
Band D Block License

Council Tree Investors, Inc. I ("Council Tree") and Bethel Native Corporation

(collectively, "Petitioners''), by their attorneys, hereby request that the Federal Communications

Commission process and resolve on an expedited basis, at the earliest possible time, their

pending December 7, 2007 Petition for Reconsideration ("Petition"), as supplemented on this

day, of the Federal Communications Commission's Order, 22 FCC Red 20354 (2007) ("Order'')

in the above-captioned matter?

Expedition is warranted in this matter for multiple reasons. Despite the fact that the

Order and Petition relate to issues ofsubstantial importance to the structure of the

telecommunications industry in the United States, concerns that arise anew in connection with

AT&T's recent announced plan to acquire the assets ofT-Mobile USA,3 the Petition has

langnished for nearly three and one-halfyears without even being put on public notice. By any

I The company's name (previously Council Tree Communications, Inc.) was changed to
Council Tree Investors, Inc" effective October 13, 2009.

2 A date-stamped copy ofthe Petition as filed with the Commission comprises Attachment 1 to
the Supplement to the Petition filed contemporaneously herewith (the "Supplement'').

3 See note 22 to the Supplement See also Telecom deal scrambles Hill reactions, Politico,
May 9, 2011, at 1.
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measure, this delay is egregious and must be remedied as promptly as possible. This is

particularly true in the context of spectrum auctions, where timing is of the utmost importance.

The Commission cannot even begin to consider the acquisition by the United States' second

largest wireless company of the country's fourth largest wireless company until the agency has

addressed its own unlawful conduct ofAuction 73 pursuant to rules that have now been vacated

by the United States Court ofAppeals for the Third Circuit in Council Tree CommunicatiollS,

Inc. v. FCC, 619 F.3d 235 (3d Cir. 2010), cert denied sub nom. Council Tree Investors, Inc. v.

FCC, 2011 U.S. LEXIS 2468 (U.S. Mar. 28,2011). The Third Circuit found that the restrictive

new rules made applicable to qualifYing small businesses ("DEs") on the threshold of Advanced

Wrreless Services Auction 66 were adopted in "serious" violation of the Administrative

Procedure Act. Id. at 258. Those rules later allowed AT&T and Verizon Wireless to utterly

dominate Auction 73 to the detriment of small businesses, innovation, prices and consumer

choice.4

Furthermore, continued inaction by the agency would contravene 47 U.S.C. § 405(a),

which requires the FCC to grant or deny timely filed petitions for reconsideration, like the

Petition, of FCC orders.s

4 AT&T and Verizon won 84 percent of the total dollar value ofthe spectrum sold in
Auction 73, whereas qualified small businesses won just 2.6 percent of the spectrum's total
dollar value, a massive drop from their historic averaged percentage of approximately
70 percent. See Council Tree, 619 F.3d at 248; see also Matthew Lasar, Verizon, AT&TRule
700MHz Auction; Block D Fate Unsettled, ARS Technica, 2008, available at
http://arstechnica.com/oldlcontent/2008/03/verizon-att-rule-70Omhz-auction-block-d-fate
unsettled.ars.

5 See Order, No. 07-4124 (3d Cir. Feb. 15,2008) (ordering the FCC to provide the Court with a
timetable for action on a petition for reconsideration that had been pending at the agency for less
than two years) (copy appended hereto as Attachment 1).
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In addition, the Order provides the Commission with the perfect procedural vehicle to

address in the immediate term unresolved issues of overarching importance relating to

Auction 73, also known as the 700 MHz auction, in a discrete, well-defmed context. As the

Supplement makes clear, the Order relates uniquely to Auction 73, which both the FCC and

Intervenor Cellco Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless acknowledged in briefs to the Court in

Council Tree makes it the type of agency order which indisputably would confer jurisdiction

over Auction 73 on a reviewing court. See Supplement at n.18. Likewise, as also explained in

the Supplement, the Order expressly elected to continue to apply (with but one limited waiver

exception) 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.2ll0(3)(b)(iv)(A) (2006) (now vacated) (the "50 Percent Retail Rule")

and 1.21 I I (d)(2) (2006) (now vacated) (the "la-Year Hold Rule"), both ofwhich were vacated

by the Court in Council Tree. This case therefore now squarely presents a simple and critically

important question on which the FCC has never ruled: whether an auction it conducts pursuant

to unlawful rules can itself survive.

It should also be noted that very recently, the Commission reaffirmed the vital

importance of integrity in the auction process. See Maritime Communications/Land Mobile,

LLC, FCC 11-64 (redacted), released Apr. 19, 201 I, 17 ("[t]he integrity of our auctions program

is ofparamount importance, and we take allegations and evidence ofauction misconduct very

seriously."). Prompt action on the Petition, given the ever-escalating stakes for the public

interest, is necessary to preserve that integrity.

Finally, the issues raised in the Petition and Supplement are well known to the FCC, and

lend themselves to rapid resolution.
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CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, Petitioners respectfully request that their Petition, as

supplemented, 1:>e placed on public notice and resolved at the earliest possible time, in any event

before the Commission even considers taking action on the recently filed AT&TIT-Mobile USA

acquisition application.

Respectfully submitted,

COUNCIL TREE INVESTORS, INC. AND
BETHEL NATIVE CORPORATION

By: ------l:-J:o,.:~=:c-:::-=-.-Lj?--'.-==c;=....::..::~=,,~_'=::
'S. Jenell Trigg
Dennis P. Corbett

Lerman Senter PLLC
2000 K Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20006-1809
Tel. 202-416-1090

May 18, 2011 Their Attorneys
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\ UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT
November 20,2007

ECO-15

No. 07-4124

IN RE: COUNCIL TREE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.; BETHEL NATIVE CORPORATION;
THE MINORITY MEDIA AND TELECOMMUNICAnONS COUNCIL,

Petitioners

(FCC Nos. 06-52, 06-71 & 06-78)

Present: AMBRO, CHAGARES, and HARDIMAN, Circuit Judges.

1. Petition by Petitioners for Writ of Mandamus.

2. Opposition by FCC to Petition for Writ of Mandamus.

3. Reply by Petitioners to Opposition to Petition for Writ of Mandamus.

lsI Chiquita Dyer
Chiquita Dyer (267-299-4919)
Legal Assistant

Related to Case No. OCi-2943
Council Tree Comm. v. FCC
________--:--:-:-::----,-- 0 R D E R =::-:::-__::----::-=----::_-:-:---::--__
The foregoing Petition for Writ of Mandamus is DENIED. However, Council Tree's petition for
reconsideration remains pending with the Federal Communications Commission. Under 5 U.S.C.
§ 706(1), the Federal Communications Commission is hereby ORDERED to file within 30 days an
estimate of when it plans to grant or deny Council Tree's petition for reconsideration. This Court
retains jurisdiction over the case under 28 U.S.C. § 165 I (a) to ensure FCC compliance. See
Telecommunications Research and Action Ctr. v. FCC, 750 F.2d 70 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

By the Court,

lsI Thomas M. Hardiman
Circuit Judge

Dated: February 15, 2008
CMD/cc:Laurence N. Bourne, Esq.

Secretary FCC
Samuel L Feder, Esq.
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Joseph R. Palmore, Esq.
Robert J. Wiggers, Esq.
Robert B. Nicholson, Esq.
Lawrence J. Movshin, Esq.
Jonathan V. Cohen, Esq.

S. Jenell Trigg, Esq.
Dennis P. Corbett, Esq.
David S. Keir, Esq.
Rebecca L. Murphy, Esq.
Attorney General of the United States
Thomas Gutierrez, Esq.
Donald L. Hennan, Esq.
Gregory W. Whiteaker, Esq
William-T. Lake, Esq.
L. Andrew Tollin, Esq.
[an H. Gershengom, Esq.
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Opposition to the Proposed AT&T/T-Mobile Merger

Statements from Competitors and Elected Officials

I. Press Release, Sprint, Sprint Opposes Proposed AT&T Acquisition ofT-Mobile USA
(Mar. 28, 2011), available at
http://newsroom.sprint.comlarticle_display.cfm?artic1e_id=1842 (quoting Vonya McCann,
senior vice president, Government Affairs, as saying "Sprint urges the United States
government to block this anti-competitive acquisition. This transaction will harm

consumers and harm competition at a time when this country can least afford it.").

2. The AT&TIT-Mobile Merger: Is Humpty Dumpty Being Put Back Together Again? Before
the S. Subcomm. on Antitrust, Competition Policy and Consumer Rights of the Sen.

Comm. on the Judiciary, I 12th Congo (2011) (statement of Dan Hesse, CEO, Sprint) ("If
AT&T is permitted to devour one of the two remaining independent national wireless
carriers, while the rest of the world achieves advances in technology and innovation for the
21st century, the U.S. will go backwards - toward last century's Ma Bell.").

3. Press Release, Leap Wireless, Leap Opposes Proposed AT&T Acquisition of T-Mobile
USA (May 24,2011), available at http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=191722&p=irol-newsArtic1e&ID=1567098 (quoting Doug

Hutcheson, President and CEO of Leap and Cricket, as saying the proposed merger "raises
problems of spectrum concentration and impaired access to spectrum by competitive
carriers; undercuts access to wholesale voice and data roaming services; and threatens to
foster reduced device availability and reduced interoperability of wireless networks and
devices ....").

4. Gary Bensinger, MetroPCS 'Concerned' About Spectrum Concentration in AT&T Deal,
Bloomberg Bus. Week, May 17,2011, available at
http://www.businessweek.comlnews/2011-05-17/metropcs-concerned-about-spectrum
concentration-in-at-t-deal.html (noting that MetroPCS feels the proposed merger "risks
putting too much spectrum into the hands of one carrier ....").

5. Press Release, Rep. Ed Markey, Markey, Conyers Raise Concerns Surrounding AT&T/T
Mobile Merger's Impact on Consumers, May 25,2011, available at
http://markey.house.gov/index.php?option=content&task=view&id=4363&Itemid=125

(quoting Rep. Markey as saying approving the proposed merger would be an "historic
mistake. Consumers will be tipped upside down, with the money shaken out of their
pockets as the lack of competition leads to higher prices.").
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Editorials

6. Editorial, Looks Like a Duopoly, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 28, 2011, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/29/opinion/29tue2.html(..It is uncertain whether

regulators could write conditions that would ensure strong enough rivals emerged to stand
up as competitors to the two wireless giants. If they can't, they should not let the deal go
through.").

7. Editorial, Not So Fast, Ma Bell, The Economist, Mar. 24, 2011, available at
http://www.economist.com/node/18440809 ("All the same, it would be far better if the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the Department of Justice blocked the T
Mobile merger-and tried to reform the market instead.").

8. Editorial, Our View: AT&T, T-mobile Pose Problems, USA TODAY, available at
http://www.usatoday.com/news/opinion/editorials/2011-05-19-ATampT-T-mobile-merger
would-hurt-you_n.htm (calling the proposed merger "troubling").

News Articles

9. Brad Reed, AT&T-T-Mobile Merger Widely Panned, Network World (Mar. 25, 2011),
http://www.networkworld.com/news/20 I 1/03251 1-att-tmobile-panned.html ("The

proposed AT&T-T-Mobile merger has many different groups standing athwart recent
telecom history and yelling, [']Stop![']").

10. Ian Shapira and Jia Lynn Yang, AT&T, T-Mobile Merger Blasted, WASH. POST, Mar. 21,
20 II , http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/atandt-t-mobile-merger
blasted/2011/03/21/ABHs3Y9_story.html (noting that after the merger proposal was
announced "consumer advocates and some members of Congress blasted the deal.").

11. Edward Wyatt, Sharp Scrutiny for Merger ofAT&T and T-Mobile, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 21,

2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/22/technology/22regulate.html(noting the
proposed merger "is likely to face intense scrutiny by regulators, lawmakers and consumer
advocates.").

Commentary

12. Brett Arends, Column, Why AT&T's Dealfor T-Mobile Must be Blocked,
MarketWatch.com (Mar. 21, 2011), http://www.marketwatch.com/story/why-atts-deal-for
t-mobile-must-be-blocked-2011-03-21 ?link=MW story--'popular ("Tell [government

officials] this takeover must not be allowed. No, not with conditions. Not with asset
disposals. Not with commitments.").
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13. Dan Gilmor, Column, Why the AT&T-T-Mobile Merger Must be Stopped, Salon.com (Mar.
21,2011),

http://www.salon.com/technology/dan_gillmori201 1103/2 IIgillmor_on_att_tmobile ("If the
Obama administration fails to block this deal, it will be setting the lowest possible bar in
approving mergers and buyouts. This buyout could not be more obviously bad for
competition -- and therefore bad for customers ....").

14. Tom Krazit, Column, Why the AT&T/T-Mobile Merger Should Not Come to Pass,
PaidContent.org (May 14,201 1), http://paidcontent.org!article/419-why-the-attt-mobile
merger-should-not-come-to-pass ("The simple truth is that the proposed AT&T/T-Mobile

merger would place far too many mobile computing customers under the control of a single
corporation that has not shown particular strength in network performance or customer

. ")service. . .. .

15. Om Malik, Column, In AT&T & T-Mobile Merger, Everybody Loses, GigaOM (Mar. 20,
2011), http://gigaom.com/201 1I03/20/in-att-t-mobile-merger-everybody-Ioses ("It doesn't
matter how you look at it; this is just bad for wireless innovation, which means bad news
for consumers.").

16. Sascha Segan, Column, AT&T Buys T-Mobile: Greatfor Them, Badfor You, PCMag.com

(Mar. 20, 201 I), http://www.pcmag.com/articIe2/0.2817.2382267.00.asp ("Short of killing
this merger entirely, I'm not sure what the government could do to maintain competition
here.").

Interest Group Statements

17. Press Release, Consumers Union, Bigger AT&T = Less Choice, Higher Prices, available at
https://secure.consumersunion.org!site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=24

79 (encouraging readers protest the merger because it "will inevitably lead to higher prices,
worse service and less innovation.").

18. Letter from Albert A. Foer, President of The Am. Antitrust Inst., & Richard M. Brunell,
Dir. of Legal Advocacy for The Am. Antitrust Inst., to Sen. Herb Kohl, Chairman, S.

Subcornm. on Antitrust, Competition Policy, and Consumer Rights (May 10,2011),
available at

http://www.antitrustinstitute.org!sites/defauItlfiles/AAI%20Letter%2Oon%20ATITMobile.
pdf ("We intend to urge the Department of Justice and the Federal Communications to
block this merger.").

19. PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE, AT&T/T-Mobile Merger, http://www.publicknowledge.org!attt
mobile ("A merger of this scale is simply unthinkable. We know the result of arrangements
like this: higher prices and fewer choices, less innovation, and the loss ofAmericanjobs.").
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20. Letter from Derek Turner, Research Dir., Free Press, to Sen. Herb Kohl, Chairman, S.
Subcomm. on Antitrust, Competition Policy, and Consumer Rights & Mike Lee, Ranking

Member, S. Subcomm. on Antitrust, Competition Policy, and Consumer Rights (May 10,
20 II), available at

http://www.freepress.net/files/Free]ress_May_2011_Antitrust_Letter_ATT_TMobile.pdf
("This merger would result in substantial unilateral harms to consumers and competition.").
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George T. Laub hereby declares under penalty of perjury as follows:

1. I am Managing Director of Council Tree Investors, Inc. ("Council Tree").
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Corporation in WT Docket No. 11-65 and those facts, except those of which official
notice may be taken, are true and correct.



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Rebecca J. Cunningham, certify that on this 31st day of May, 2011, I served copies of
the foregoing Petition to Deny, Or In The Alternative, To Defer Processing, by causing them to
be delivered by first class, postage prepaid U.S. mail to the following:

Austin Schlick, Esq.
General Counsel
Federal Communications Commission
445 12 th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20554

William R. Drexel
Senior Vice President and

Assistant General Counsel
AT&T, Inc.
208 S. Akard Street, Room 3305
Dallas, TX 75202

Nancy J. Victory, Esq.
Wiley Rein LLP
1776 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
Counsel to T-Mobile USA


